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PRESIDENT'S PERSPECTIVE

FIVE -YEAR FORECAST
A recent survey of chief financial officers published by Heidrick
and Struggles delineates the challenges facing those men and
women who are currently chief financial officers or who would
like to be in the next five or ten years. The report is useful for
those who are designing their game plans now.
Developments that accountants will have to wrestle with in the
next five years include:
• Continued demands for elaborate reporting;
• Continuing problem of capital formation;
• Developing, and accounting for, human resources;
• Trend toward more economic forecasting;
• Growing need for public relations skills to deal with the
investment community, government agencies and the public;
• Need for a global perspective to meet capital requirements
in the most economical manner.
These are the kinds of challenges in store for accountants and
financial executives in the next five years and beyond. It will be
no easy route to the top for the accountant. Industry is requiring
more and more sophistication on the part of its accountants and
financial executives —and is willing to pay for it. There are other
compensations, too. The report points out, "[The financial
officer's] more active participation in operating facets of the
company will increasingly position him as a contender for
corporate leadership as chief executive officer."
Different strategies will be chosen by those on the lower rungs
of the corporate ladder, but every game plan at the minimum
must include the concept of continuing education.
... And that's what NAA is all about.

LAFE P. FOX
President, 1975 -76
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legislation, commonly referred to as ERISA, will require more of their time and
attention than had at first been anticipated. They may find that a good part of that
time will be spent in preparing for the audit of the company's pension fund.
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In order to be useful, accounting data must be relevant to the purposes of its
recipients. How the problems of relevance manifest themselves is discussed by
the authors.
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outline his requirements for extending credit. The audited financial statement
is indispensable, but confidence can be further assured by communication and
cooperation.
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An approach to credit analysis is suggested in this article which is based primarily
on information which is published and easily available. The method uses a cash
generation statement which restates the pubilshed figures on a cash basis rather
than on an accrual basis.
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As a supplement to a previous article, the author presents a costing method which
uses matrix analysis for planning and control.
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The manager of a computer system that provides data processing services to a
variety of departments, divisions, or projects must decide whether or not to establish
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The FASB and Its Critics
In its short, three -year existence, the Financial Accounting Standards
Board has been the axis around which the development of accounting standards and theory in this country has revolved. No other private organization holds more potential impact on American business. But power of the sort that is vested in the Board creates its
own opposition and the Board now can boast a full battalion of
critics.
When the FASB was established, NAA was one of the supporting
organizations. Although the NAA's Management Accounting Practices Committeehas not agreed with every decision on every issue
that the Board has made, the Association has supported the Board,
both financially and philosophically. It will continue to do so. In
recent months, there has been a perceptible increase in the criticism
directed at the Board, which was not unexpected. In this issue the
FASB and its work in developing standards are discussed in two
timely articles.
Not only do the Board's rules have microeconomic effects, they
also have macroeconomic impact, maintains John W. Buckley in
"The FASB and Impact Analysis." The Board should develop a capability to analyze the economic impact in a pragmatic way and not
allow esoteric accounting and economic theory to impede this effort, he believes.
The second article, by an editor of this publication, reviews the
position of the Board today and limns some of the criticisms and the
response to the criticisms by Chairman Marshall Armstrong. The
Board is doing a prodigious but thankless job. Its predecessors failed
but the Board is much better organized and financed. If it loses the
confidence of accountants and businessmen, the standard - making
process may slip out of the private sector into the Federal Government's hands.
It would be unrealistic to think that the Board could conduct research and issue standards in an atmosphere free of fault- finding
and rancor. In the real world, no one likes to lose and, inevitably, as
the Board makes critical rulings some organizations are going to
lose�—at�least�in�the�short�run.
But in the long run, if the Board can demonstrate that the private
sector is capable of making cogent accounting rules that will maintain public confidence in financial accounting, then all businesses
and businessmen will profit. That is why accountants in both private
industry and public accounting have a substantial stake in the success of the Board and they would do well to speak out in support
of this stake.
�
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billion dollars annually in long and short term money because we
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advance the remainder, giving the borrower a larger line than
the bank alone will extend. ■ It's also common for us to pay off
an d t ak e o ver a loan bal an ce when a ban k ask s for repayment
instead of renewing its commitment. ■ Besides advancing cash
for expansion, equipment and working capital, we regularly finance mergers and acquisitions. ■�The�true�cost�of�our�services
bears comparison with the cost of many bank loans since we do
not ask for deposits, so a borrower pays us no interest on dead
balances. Ask for a fact sheet or phone us, charges collect, for
a confidential discussion.
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Letters

TO THE EDITOR

Let Us Measure Idle Plant
I read Professor Robert N. Anthony's
article, "The Rebirth of Cost Accounting", October 1975, with mouth agape. I
was amazed to read that cost accounting
had regressed over recent years to the
detriment of the accounting profession
and, more important, to the operating
manager.
There is simply no logical justification
to the unitization of indirect costs. Useful cost accounting will ensure that those
costs which are a function of time will
be properly identified and measured.
Likewise, specific segment costs will be
identified with products or functions,
but let us not try to unitize them on the
basis of an assumed volume. We must
not lose sight of the fact that costs are
a result of management action and not
the residuum of productive activity. The
very nature of costs are such that they
behave differently. Cost accounting must
direct its attention to identifying behavioral patterns for better control and more
informative reporting.
Next to an effective market research
function, cost accounting is perhaps the
most useful tool management has. I have
never been able to find any use for an
arbitrarily computed, so- called full cost.
It tells the user virtually nothing. Let us
not slip back.
If the academic community wants to
make a useful contribution to direct cost
and indirect cost analysis, it should direct
its attention to the reliable measurement
of idle plant. Herein lies one of the biggest problems facing the accounting profession and industry in general today.

profit improvement. Cost control and
improved operating efficiency (in which
the emphasis is on the fully - loaded unit
cost) have come back into focus as essential elements to profit improvement programs. When an executive asks for the
cost of a product, he is looking for the
actual cost which includes a share of
allocated overhead. An effort by cost accountants to measure the fully- loaded
costs is, therefore, vital. Cost accounting
and unit cost control, if used properly,
are effective tools to move accountants
into the role of reporting "what is actually happening now" on the manufacturing floor and "why."
Mr. Anthony suggests that our colleges
and universities give cost accounting the
recognition and emphasis that the subject
justly deserves. Our educational system
must renew its interest in cost accounting, not only to interest new students,
but to aid those of us already struggling
with real -world cost problems.

counting guidelines but the control of
costs will still be based on direct costing,
responsibility accounting, or one of the
other new management and accounting
techniques. Nothing has changed that
makes conventional cost accounting any
more useful or illuminating in managing
a competitive business.
I agree with Professor Anthony when
he states: "Recent developments suggest
it might be a good idea for practicing accountants to study up on cost accounting." However, it is quite apparent that
it will be because of regulation and legislation and not because of the failure of
such management tools as direct costing,
managerial economics, operations research
and responsibility reporting.
James G. Culpepper, CPA
Jacksonville Chapter
Jacksonville, Fla.

Comment on Three Developments
W. T. Sprigg, RIA
Orange County Chapter

Dr. Robert N. Anthony's article in the
October
1975 issue Of MANAGEMENT
Fullerton, Calif.
ACCOUNTING attributed the demise of
cost accounting to three developments:
direct costing, managerial economics and
Playing the Game
operations research, and responsibility acWhen I read Professor Anthony's arti- counting. I shall comment on these indicle, "The Rebirth of Cost Accounting," vidually.
in the October 1975 issue of MANAGEDirect costing is partial costing, the
MENT ACCOUNTING, I was left with the easy part. The complex procedures necesimpression that he expects conventional sary for application of capacity costs to
cost accounting to "rise again" as a man- product are not required. It is easier to
agement tool. Professor Anthony attribu- fill the top accounting position because
ted the figurative demise of cost account- it requires but little expertise in the cost
ing since 1940 to the development of area. Then too, inventory values, cost of
direct costing and other management sales, and profits will fluctuate in direct
Edwin D. Oliver tools. To the best of my knowledge, these ratios with production and sales volume.
Consultant "new" tools are still quite effective and
Thus many surprises, which are so annoyGilford, N.H.
are constantly being refined.
ing to the executive, are hidden and /or
Professor Anthony lists a number of postponed. If luck smiles, they may never
recent developments which emphasize the have to be faced at all. Thus direct costimportance of cost accounting. In most ing became popular.
Recognition for Cost Accounting
of the developments parties have agreed,
It seems strange that managerial ecoRobert N. Anthony's article, "The or legislation has provided, that cost ac- nomics and operations research should
Rebirth of Cost Accounting," in the counting will be used for determining help to downgrade cost accounting since
October 1975 issue Of MANAGEMENT costs. In each instance, cost accounting the statistical information developed
ACCOUNTING, highlighted the need for has been designated as one of the rules through adequate cost systems, if availaccountants to re-emphasize fully- loaded to be followed in "playing the game" able, would be useful in testing some of
cost accounting techniques.
whether it is being played by contracting their theories. Perhaps since cost proIn many industries, the days of in- parties or by companies in regulated in- cedures were becoming so demoralized by
creased profits through increased selling dustries. Management of affected com- the direct costing fad that the economists,
prices have passed. Unit cost reduction panies will no doubt pay close attention operations researchers, and management
may be the only direction remaining for to costs determined under the cost ac. scientists merely moved into an area that
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNT ING /APRIL 1976

had been abandoned by the accountants.
It seems even stranger that responsibility accounting should be considered a
"blow against cost accounting." The former is, or should be, an integral part of
the latter. In a typical manufacturing operation employing mass production methods, responsibility accounting merges well
witli standard cost procedures, especially
when used with flexible budgeting techniques. Introduction of responsibility accounting into the cost system contributes
much to proper application of indirect
costs to product, so much so that purely
arbitrary allocations may be reduced to
insignificance.
Perhaps training for the accounting
profession should be specialized somewhat as is the case for medicine and engineering; then we would have competent
people to cope with our problems instead
of debating them.
T. G. Measel
Central Arkansas Chapter
Little Rock, Ark.

CPAs Are Capable
Upon reading Mr. George J. Brenner's
article, "CPAs: Do You Speak Management Accounting ?" in the September
1975 issue of MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING, it was obvious to me that the article
was written from a prejudicial point of
view, and based solely on his own experiences with a limited number of CPA
firms. Mr. Brenner keenly proposes that
an individual remaining in the public
accounting profession does not develop
practical management abilities nearly as
fast, or as well, as an individual who
leaves public accounting and enters pri-

vate industry. This supposition just does
not hold water: in the normal situation,
an individual in public accounting comes
in contact with many different management philosophies, practices, and systems; whereas an individual in private
accounting is able to draw upon only the
abilities and philosophies of the particular company with which he is associated. In fact, it is for this very reason
that we cannot hire more experienced
personnel from industry. Although there
are numerous extremely capable accountants in industry, all too often these accountants have only one approach and
one viewpoint to any problem: that of

General Ledger

Timely, Overdue, and Welcome
Dr. R. N. Anthony's article, "The Rebirth of Cost Accounting," in the OctobeI 1975 issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, was very timely, much needed,
overdue, and welcome.
He expressed full force the ideas that
I am sure many cost- oriented people have
been thinking for quite a while. Since it
has become evident over the last four or
five years that the decisionanakers were
depending more and more on the concept
of full cost to make meaningful decisions,
it was inevitable that cost accounting
should appear again, strong and healthy.
As is true in many other branches of
science, so many distracting ideas are advanced within managerial accounting that
conceptual foundations become Hazy and
almost obscure over time. Fortunately for
the decision- makers, the ideas of cost accounting were sound enough to emerge
when the theorists, tired of trying to undo
sound principles, ran out of rhetoric and
moved on to other areas.
Even though Dr. Anthony's article
refers to a rebirth, perhaps cost accounting was only sleeping, waiting to be
aroused, waiting to be re- appreciated and
re- understood. At any rate the business
environment is feeling its return to importance and glad of it, and it's real nice
to see that fact in print.
J. E. Treacy
Calumet Chapter
Chicago, I11.
MANAGEM ENT ACCOUNT ING /APRIL 1976
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problem. The eclectic background that
provides one with a solid foundation for
generalization in an age of specificity is
certainly required in communication and
understanding.
The accountant, for all his ledgers,
journals, and statements, will have limited
input and impact in the decision- making
process if he does not have the interdisciplinary background necessary to comprehend the subtleties of the situation.
Toward this end, interdisciplinary continuing education programs are meeting
with some success and should help bridge
the gap between accountants and other
specialists.
Tunnel- vision and myopia are traits
that all groups should continually attempt
to avoid. As Ms. Frizelle has pointed out,
"It is our continuing challenge to progress toward bridging the gap" between
accounting and the 'other world."

appraisals by
Marshall and Stevens

Alan S. Hanson
Orange County Chapter
Santa Ana, Calif.
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their comp any , department, or division.
Mr. Bren n er also gives th e stro ng im -

pression that the only valuable function
a CPA can perform is that of a management services advisor. He appears to forget that many companies require the auditor's opinions appended to their financial
statements in order to obtain financing,
to allow the trading of their securities
and so forth.
The author also indicates that the profession's independence requirements are
too strict and are virtually unnecessary:
this is just not true. There is no way that
a CPA can help make significant management decisions and still perform an
attest function for that client.
I do agree wholeheartedly with Mr.
Brenner's main topic: the public accounting profession owes its clients the practical management services the client needs.
There are n umerous CPA firms, ho wever,
that do have very capable individuals
(with a wealth of p u b lic acco u n tin g ex perience to draw up on ) who can help
clients with th eir m an agement p rob lems.

Larry D. Ellison, CPA
Greater Ozarks Chapter
Springfield, MO
10

For Interdisciplinary CEP
I cou ld not agree more with Pamela J.
Frizelle's article, "Accounting and the
Ot h e r W o r ld ," in t he Oc to be r 1975 isS u e Of

M AN AG E M E N T

AC C O U N T I N G . T h e

accou ntant must have a background in
th e lib eral arts and hum anities, in addition to th e specific skills required by his
profession.
Acco u nting is being called upon m ore
an d m o re to participate in the planning
and decision- making that affects the long run efficiency (and profits) of the firm .
As th e bu siness community, in which we
all must function, becomes more complex
and multifaceted, the decision - making
process must also becom e more eclectic
and mo re cognizant of the "subjective"
forces that influence the eventual outco m e of any decision. More often than
is probably realized, the subjective, non quantifiable considerations are the determ in in g elem ent in the final decision.
To o often, when the managem ent
team co mes together to decide upon business alternatives, they do not com m uni-

cate those subtle nuances which each
individual specialist has previously ingrained in to his own perceptions of the

I had to read "Accounting and the
Other World," by Pamela Frizelle (Oct.
1975), twice to make sure I had her
viewpoint firmly in mind before beginning this letter. The author purports to
enumerate why accountants are regarded
with disdain by liberal arts - educated
people. I believe some of her reasoning to
be j ust the kind promulgated by liberal
arts people. Instead of justifying the accountant's role, which is primarily a
financial role, the author allows herself
to doubt her "raison d'etre."
We m ust rem em ber that m any liberal

arts instructors prefer the relative safety
of academic life to the harsher realities of
the business community. In many instances, these people are like children,
playing at life in a "what if" environment, and instilling their attitudes into
the students they teach. In this permissive
age, we must remember that a lot of
today's students have been brought up
wanting nothing, but always demanding;
being taught their rights only, and not
their duties.
Ms. Frizelle uses the term "intellectual
curiosity" as the frame of reference when
discussing humanities education. However, our teaching environment has gone
so far in questioning so as to turn intellectual curiosity into self - doubt. There is
little attention given in classrooms today
to self - determination on the undergraduMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1976

mit that the author has only lightly
touched in her article on the distinct
area in which the capitalistic system does
in fact accomplish her stated goal: the
system provides JOBS!
The only concept in the whole article
that I can agree to is the summary. Indeed, we are embroiled in a question of
survival. I pose the question: who would
you like to see survive to the burial of the
others — dynamic positive thinkers or puzzled wanderers? Reality seems to dictate
that a properly balanced humanities/
business community will never develop,
although anything is possible. I submit
that until such an enlightened occurrence transpires, we members of the
business community should feel no more
shame than should the humanities.

The President Is Waiting
He needs the information NOW
— and it's your job to get it
You can hire a room full of clerks or use the computer.
But pro grammi ng tak es too lo ng ...
unless you have AUTOTAB 11.
With AUTOTAB 11, you wo n't n eed a programmer fo r:
W Financial forecasting
W Co rporate modeling
► Budgeting

You tell AUTOTAB II wh at yo u wan t . . . i n s i mp l e t erms .
AUTOTAB II translates and delivers the report . . . N O W !
The president didn't wait ... because you got the information
to hi m fast .. .
WITH AUTOTAB II.

Call or write us now ...
C O R P O R A T IO N
26 1 3 North Thi rd St reet
Pho enix , Ar izo na 8 50 04
T e l e p h o n e f 6 0 2 J 2 6 4 -- 7 2 4 1
T W X 910 -951 -1594

... don't keep the president waiting!

Richard G. Roberts, Jr.
New Orleans Chapter
Metairie, La.

How Come?
My November 1975 issue of your magazine arrive d this morning and I couldn't
help but comment about the cover photo.
I am curious to know why the male employee shown has a chair to sit on while
he works yet the female employees are all
standing with no evidence whatsoever of
any chairs being available for them?
Karl G. Schwab
VJR Trust Properties
Brea, Calif.

A Tendency to Over - Complicate
Alison L. Drew's article, "Bookkeeping
for a Small Business," in the October
1975 issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTiNG
contains some very interesting and practical suggestions on how a financial information system should be viewed.
In our present environment of advanced technology and sophisticated data
processing techniques, the tendency to
"over - complicate" an information system
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1976

W Analytical reporting
W Exploring alternatives
... FAST!

capex

ate level, and this is sad. Instead of a
generation of strong- minded individuals,
we have large masses of puzzled minds
wandering through life with no concept
of what to do with their futures.
The article then quotes the modem,
fashionable cliche: "We must serve huinanity." Because the author feels that
we do not serve humanity, then obviously
we are very, very wrong, and must be
taken to task for our inadequacies. I sub-

Circle 5 on Inquiry Card
is ever present. Although most systems,
regardless of their complexity, can usually be refined or improved, there are
many situations where double entry bookkeeping is neither feasible nor desirable.
Ms. Drew's article is a timely reminder
of the merits of alternatives to double
entry bookkeeping.
Gregory R. Weber
Los Angeles Chapter
Los Angeles, Calif.

Allows A Better Analysis
I read with great interest Mr. Jack
Hill's article, "Livestock Accounting," in
the October 1975 issue Of MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING.
The principles applied by the author
are also certainly very applicable in the
determination of finished product values,
i.e., steaks, hamburger, ground beef, and
offal items (livers, hearts, blood, bone
meal) .
To distinguish and allocate values on
these finished products properly requires
the use of several major assumptions,
unless the aid of a computer is available
to distinguish all variables pertaining to

the beginning carcass. The use of Mr.
Hill's technique in live cattle accounting
along with a sophisticated finished product accounting technique allows a better
analysis and understanding of the variable
details of all livestock accounting. Because total industry averages only about
V2 of 1 percent profit on sales, improvements in segregating and determining
proper cost levels is of paramount
importance.
Donald A. Hartstack
Sioux City Chapter
Sioux City, Iowa

Pinpoint, Highlight, and
Emphasize Profit
Any literature on accounting such as
the article by Charles H. Brandon and
Joseph P. Matoney, Jr., titled, "Social
Responsibility Financial Statement," November 1975, which does not pinpoint,
highlight, and emphasize profit as the
accountant's most important responsibility completely misses the mark.
Messrs. Brandon and Matoney have
some very interesting and stimulating
Continued on page 32
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SEC Appoints Committee to Review Corporate Disclosure
A 13- member Advisory Committee on Corporate Disclosure has been appointed by the
Securities and Exchange Commission to make a wide - ranging review of corporate disclosure.
Composed of attorneys, accountants, academics, financial executives, analysts and other users
of information, the committee is expected to complete its work no later than July 1, 1977.
The Committee's mandate is "to identify more precisely those who make investment decisions,
the information they actually use in making such decisions; the extent to which such information is found in or secured from Commission files and documents required to be prepared and
distributed by Commission requirements; the means by which users secure such information;
the validity, accuracy and credibility of the information used; and the types of information
not presently available, or widely disseminated, which such investment decision- makers
would find helpful." Among other objectives, the study will also seek to ascertain the costs
of maintaining the system, the costs related to the disclosures mandated by the federal statutes
and Commission rules and the identity of those who bear them. SEC Commissioner A. A.
Sommer, Jr., will chair the study.
MAP Committee Comments on Two Proposed CASB Standards
The MAP Committee commended the Cost Accounting Standards Board on its endeavor
through a proposed standard to recognize the impact of inflation on contract costs. However,
the Committee criticized the proposed index to be used in restating costs —the Gross National
Product Implicit Price Deflator. "The NAA MAP Committee has opposed the use of the GNP
deflator by the FASB in its General Purchasing Power Proposal. It was believed that a general
index was not appropriate to fixed assets in general and even less appropriate for fixed assets
in specific industries. Thus, neither the choice nor its description appears proper ", ... In a
comment on the CASB's proposed standard on "Allocation of Business Unit General and
Administrative Expense to Final Cost Objectives," the MAP Committee said "We do not share
the Board's preference for the sole use of cost/input bases as a means for allocating General
and Administrative Expenses to final cost objectives. We know of no instance where a cost/
output (e.g., cost of sales) base would over a period of time differ from any cost /input base.
Given a common definition of cost, it is inconceivable that they could be different. The only
difference that can exist is one of timing. Since General and Administrative Expenses by
definition are unrelated to either product or period, the choice of cost /input bases cannot be
justified by the character of expenses contained in the General and Administrative Expense
Pool."
Leadership More Important Than Consensus in Setting Standards, Says CPA Firm
The Financial Accounting Standards Board should not worry so much about consensus and
supply leadership in setting accounting standards, Arthur Andersen & Co., said in response to
FASB Chairman Marshall S. Armstrong's recent speech deploring political pressures on the
Board. (See page 57) The firm concluded: "The point is that Congress will intervene when
the standard - setting process is not being conducted in the public interest. While what is in
the public interest may itself be a subject of some controversy, the only way that the FASB
function will be retained in the private sector is for the Board to provide real leadership and
not worry so much about a consensus of the people and the organizations that are the most
vocal."
Second NAA Report in Corporate Social Performance Area is Under Way
A second NAA report in the area of corporate social performance will first examine the current
state of accounting for the social contributions of product and /or services, as well as how such
data is accumulated and the consequences of the existence of such data in organizations. Then
the report, tentatively titled "Product and Service Contributions," will recommend what dimensions of social contributions of product and /or services organizations ought to be concerned with, how they ought to measure them, including the development of appropriate
measurement techniques where needed. The first report in this series, The Measurement of
Corporate Environmental Activity, will be published during April -May.
Census Bureau Is Open to Suggestions for 1980 Census
In preparing for the 1980 census, the Census Bureau has established Spring 1977 as a deadline
for determining the full content of the basic census questionnaire. The Bureau is soliciting
recommendations for the questionnaire from as wide a range of users as possible. If you have
any suggestions, questions or comments, please send them to Director, U.S. Bureau of the
Census, Washington, D. C. 20233.
12
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THE FASB AND
IMPACT ANALYSIS
Forthwith,"Approved by the FASB" should replace the time honored appellation of being in conformance with "generally
accepted accounting principles."

1. Rationalize the need for a policy;
2. Specify the social and /or economic goals which
the policy is expected to achieve;
3. Specify the relationship, if any, between the
policy and national objectives;
4. Distinguish between "basic" and "pragmatic"
policies, and specify the contingencies which attach to the latter; and
5. Perform cost - benefit analyses with respect to the
effect of a policy in terms of its effect upon designated interest groups.

The climate of laissez -faire encouraged objective
reporting practices, but denied the specification of
those practices. This condition led Carman Blough,
as Chief Accountant of the SEC, to comment that:
"An examination of hundreds of statements
filed with our Commission almost leads one
to conclude that aside from simple rules of
bookkeeping, there are very few principles of
accounting upon which the accountants in
this country are in agreement." 4

Three Phases in Accounting Policy

THE FIRST PHASE

The first phase covers the period from 1930 to
1959. Financial reporting in this period can be described as laissez - faire. The policy posture of the
AICPA (the "American Institute of Accountants"
at the time) was expressed in its representation to
the New York Stock Exchange in 1932, when it
stated that:
"The more practical alternative is to leave
every corporation free to choose its own methods of accounting ... but require disclosure
of the methods employed and consistency in
their application from year to year." 2
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1976
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Evocation of the need for accounting principles
gained impetus in the writings of Paton and Littleton. In one publication they observed that financial
reports "... have taken on a public character .. .
[hence] the need for a consistent framework of accounting standards is evident."' They claimed that
without standardized accounting principles real economic differences could not be separated from the
results of applying alternative accounting procedures. Thus, the pursuit of a "consistent framework" became a major objective in accounting
I
The term " po licy" is us ed generically to refer to all fo rmal ac counting rules and standard s. A distinc tion is d rawn b etween "efferent policy, which attemp ts to c ontro l the external enviro nment,
and "afferent" policy which is d irec ted at intraprofessional behavior. T hus , o ur concern c enters on ac counting principles as o pposed to auditing standards or professional ethics.
Audits of Corporate Reports, American Institute of Acco untants,
New York, 1934, p. 7.
' P aul Grad y, Inven tory of Generally Accepted Accounting P rinciples Acco unting Res earc h S tudy No . 7, AICPA, New York, 1965,

33.

Carman G, Blough, "Need for Accounting ,Principles," T h e AcReview, March 1937, p. 31.
s W. A. Paton and A. C . Littleto n, An Introdu ction to Corporate
Monograph No. 3, American Accounting
Accounting
Association, Chicago, 1940, p. 3.
counting

T11e accountant's concern with policy has had an
effective history of about 40 years —from the early
30's to the present. The profession has moved in
three distinct phases from a posture of reporting
corporate practices to specifying what those practices will be. The analogy is to the inspector who becomes planner; policeman, legislator; or builder,
architect.

. . recognized the concept of diversity
among separate entities, many of them having
set forth alternative choices in accounting
treatments to be exercised by management
with appropriate disclosure." 3

Standards,

An unheralded and perhaps unconscious change has
occurred in the accounting profession in recent
years. The policy- making function has assumed a
legislative posture.' Thus, a responsibility arises for
us to:

In harmony with this reasoning, it is not surprising to find that the Accounting Research Bulletins issued by the Committee on Accounting
Procedure (1939 -1959) were essentially definitional
in nature, and as Paul Grady notes:
".

By John W. Buckley
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" . . . we

enter
the third phase
in the
evolution of
accounting
policy."

theory and policy action. The search for an articulated and holistic system of postulates and principles occupied center stage in accounting for
almost three decades.6
THE SECOND PHASE

From this experience we advanced to the art of
solving problems metaphysically. Good practices
were distinguished from bad practices via internal
logic. Externalities were ignored. This approach to
resolving policy questions found application in the
work of the Accounting Principles Board (APB)
which replaced the Committee on Accounting Procedure in 1959. The tenure of the APB, from 1959
to 1973, constitutes the second phase in accounting
policy. In fact, it can be argued that 1959 marked
the profession's debut into the policy arena. Prior
to this event the focus was on reporting practices,
but subsequently the emphasis shifted to the adjudication and specification of standards.
In its Charter, the APB was charged with defining and influencing "generally accepted accounting
principles" and "... narrowing the areas of differences and inconsistency in practices. "' The criterion for narrowing areas of difference hinged on
whether variations in the treatment of accounting
items were justified by "... substantial differences
in factual circumstances." " Robert Witschey, as
vice - chairman of the APB, expressed the ideal that
the Board would not be authoritarian in conduct,
i.e., that it would not pronounce one treatment
rule as a requirement for all reporting companies,
but rather that it would function as a catalyst in
obtaining industry-by- industry agreements on uniformity.°
The APB's normative attachment to circumstantial variables was reiterated in a special committee
report issued in 1965. In justifying different treatments under variant conditions, the report argued
that:
"The field of medicine provides an analogy.
The doctor may encounter the same disease
in patients, but a variation in treatment is applied where the attending circumstances are
different. So also in accounting the circumstances surrounding the application of a given
principle may be substantially different. That
is what justifies and even necessitates variations." 1 0
Yet it was precisely the Board's inability to link
different accounting methods to sets of circumstances, or to find a mechanism for achieving convergence within industries, which led to the characterization of indecisiveness and eventually to the
Board's demise in 1973.
THE THIRD PHASE

With the advent of the Financial Accounting
Standards Board (FASB) in 1973, we enter the
third phase in the evolution of accounting policy.
The FASB has set upon a course of strict uniformity, but more significantly it has assumed the
posture and prerogatives of a legislative organ—
14

with all of the trappings of discussion papers, petitions, hearings, and the maintenance of a public
record.
The initiative has shifted from the induction and
synthesis of principles from the crucible of practice
to their organistic promulgation. The analogy is to
a shift from government -by- referendum to govern ment-by- representation. The concept of "generally
accepted" is anachronistic to the convention of representation. Forthwith, "Approved by the FASB"
should replace the time - honored appellation of being in conformance with "generally accepted accounting principles."
The central thesis of this article is that the policy
role in accounting has evolved into a full -blown
legislative function, but that the policy model itself
is still rooted to the adolescent period in the profession's development. Accounting policies are still
formulated in terms of abstruse "theoretical" arguments with complete obliviousness of social impact.

Accounting Policy and Social Impact
There is a growing awareness of the need to examine the social welfare implications of accounting
policy. For upon thoughtful reflection there can be
little doubt that accounting rules are agents of resource allocation and social policy, helping to determine "who gets rich and who stays poor." 1 1
Hardly a measure is brought before the Congress,
or other responsible legislative body, which is unattended by economic impact analysis. Invariably,
the dialogue centers on where the impact will fall
and which policy is best suited to a given social
objective. The current controversy which surrounds
energy conservation and economic recovery is a
case in point. The choice between raising the price
of gasoline or rationing, or the size and timing of
tax rebates, and a variety of related issues are debated in terms of welfare economic criteria.
This is in sharp contrast to the behavior in accounting. While the "Rules of Procedure" of the
FASB give fleeting recognition to the need to
... allocate [these] resources in the most productive manner within the framework of public policy
and social needs'" 1 2 there is as yet no evidence that
the FASB is aware of the need for or has the capacity to function in a legislative mode.
The decision by the FASB on accounting for research and development costs, for example, was
based solely on the criterion of matching costs with
future benefits. On the basis of very selective and
dubious research findings the Board concluded that
". . . a direct relationship between research and
development costs and specific future revenue gene Reed K. S to rey, The Sea rch for Accounting Principles, AICPA,
New York, 1964.
T
See Journa l of Accountancy, Decemb er 1958, p p . 8268 and Orn. Uion and Operation of the Accounting Research P rogram and
Related Activities, AICPA, New York, 1959, p. 9.
l Report ofj the S pecial C ommittee on Opinio ns of the Accounting
Principles $oard, AICPA New York, Spring 1965 p. 16.
Robert E. Witschey, " Il1e Busines s Need fo r Better Ac counting
Principles," Journal of Accountancy, Ianuary 1964.
10
Report of the Special Com mittee, Op Cii. , p. 10.
't
See ,john W. Buckley and Marlene H Buckley The Accounting
Profession, Melville Publishing Co., Los Angeles, 1974, p. 13.
13
Rules of Procedure, Financial Accounting Standards Board,
Stamford , Co nn. , March 29, 1973, p. 2.
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"Surely the
question is not
whether there
are future
benefits..."

&

&

erally has not been demonstrated, even with the earnings than firms with other asset arrangements.
One study, for example, recomputed the earnings
benefit of hindsight." 18
This conclusion defies essential ratiocination, for of selected companies for 1973 with the following
we can actually observe the benefits of research and results:16
development in the world around us —in communiPercent
cations satellites which roam the skies, in medical
adjustment
cures and remedies, and in an endless number of
Retail — commercial
to earnings
products and services. Why, one wonders, would
4.9
Procter Gamble
industry, government, and a variety of other or5.3
Sears, Roebuck Co.
ganizations engage in research and development if
Capital intensive
there were no future benefits, or even if the payoff
64.6
Alcoa
was as low as the two percent figure reported in the
53.4
Bethlehem
Steel
Booz -Allen & Hamilton study? 1 4
66.7
U.S. Steel
Surely the question is not whether there are
The adjustment to the earnings of U.S. Steel
future benefits, but whether those particular researchers with their particular models were able to was 12.6 times (or 1,260 percent) greater than the
measure them. Their models, I submit, would also adjustment to the earnings of Sears, Roebuck & Co.
show no causality between invested capital and Yet no analysis of this type underlies the Exposure
future earnings, or between plant and equipment Draft on price -level accounting.
If (1) these differences are systematic, (2) the
and future earnings. If these outcomes were demonstrated, as is probable, would not the principle of information is already available to investors and
consistency require that we take invested capital other users, and (3) the transformation costs are
into revenue or expense plant and equipment upon low; then, according to efficient market theory, the
proposed Standard will have zero information conacquisition?
These comments are made to illustrate how ab- tent; and its economic impact, as measured by the
struse "theoretical thinking" can actually violate reallocation of resources, will be negligible. Under
rationalism and just plain common sense. But more such conditions, the rule is only warranted if it
important, the research and development decision — reduces the transformation costs in the economy.
The juxtaposition is that the rule would have inas with other accounting pronouncements--completely ignores the criterion of welfare economics. formation content, and that decision - makers would
Specifically, there is no evidence that the FASB modify their behavior in the light of the new disclosures. Investors, as a class of decision - makers,
considered these questions:
would revise their subjective probabilities over fu1. To what social purposes does the research and ture returns, leading to a heavy outflow of investdevelopment decision attach?
ment capital from industries which are most affected
2. Is it calculated to promote or discourage invest- by price -level changes toward those which are least
ments in research and development, and with affected.
what effect on investment portfolios?
If this result is not desired, because of the per3. Does the decision have a differential impact ceived damage it would do to our basic industries,
across firms and industries, i.e., would some be then the Board has a responsibility either to withbetter off and others worse off?
hold action or to gear its decision to a concomitant
4. Would an assessment of unfavorable impact lead remedv, such as tax relief, to ameliorate the adverse
to the search for a better solution to the prob- social outcome.
lem?
The Paradox Between
The proposed standard on price -level accounting Economics and Accounting
serves as another example of the need for impact
Accountants are novitiate policy- makers and have
analvsis.ls Again, the above questions could be apmuch
to learn from economists and others who
plied to this decision; and again the FASB has
avoided the responsibility of assessing the economic have had more experience in this area. In this regard, I have wondered about the strange paradox
repercussions of its actions.
It is well -known that some industries are more between the theory and practice of economics and
severely affected by price -level changes than others, accounting.
Economists, whose academic training is highly
but no attempt has been made in accounting circles
theoretical,
are down -to -earth pragmatists when it
to measure these effects on an ex ante basis, e.g.,
comes
to
application.
Ends justify the means.
through simulation. We know that capital- intensive
The
converse
is
true
in accounting. A rather
firms, with their high ratio of depreciable plant and
pragmatic
education
produces
an idealist who is
equipment, will show a much greater adjustment to
totally unconscious of the real -world impact of his
policies. Means justify the end.
Accounting for Research and Develop ment Costa, Statement
No. 2., Financial Accounting Standards Board, Stamford, Conn.,
Economists decide right or wrong on the basis
October 1974, p. 16.
' e Management of New Products, Booz -Allen & Hamilton, Inc.,
of tangible economic objectives, e.g., if they seek
Chicago, 1968, p. 12. This study was referenced in FASB Statement
No. 2, p. 15.
to reduce unemployment they propose a policy to
16 Financial Reporting in Units of General Purchasing Power, Expowre Draft December 91, 1974, Financial Accounting Standards
accomplish that specific purpose. The policy is
Board, Stamford Conn.
„ See Business If sek, September 14, 1974, p. 96.
temporal, amoral, objective -bound and is easily dis11
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"By contrast,
accountants
see inherent
truth and
veracity in
their policies."

placed when a different policy is needed. In fact,
economic policies which are often theoretically appositive and contradictory may be applied under
various conditions to the same basic situation.
By contrast, accountants see inherent truth and
veracity in their policies. They have little appreciaion of the need to match policies to specific and
temporal objectives, and to remove them when the
objectives are reached. They may go so far as to
recognize that a given policy will reduce earnings,
or something similar, but they fail to consider the
ramifications which may result from such action.
Specifically, they have no concept of welfare economics, i.e., appreciation of the fact that their
policies do result in the reallocation of scarce resources.
Economists have been able to separate academic
theory from the pragmatics of policy- making, but
accountants to date have lacked this ability. The
"consistent framework of principles," a blind groping for truth where none exists, continues to hamper
the policy- making efforts in accounting.
This much is certain. Accountants will progressively lose the policy- making prerogative if they continue to pursue policy en pure perte, fail to link
policies to objectives, or fail to analyze on an ex
ante basis the economic impact of their pronouncements.
Impact Analysis
The purpose of policy is to effect change. Change
is defined by the redistribution of scarce resources
and /or a reordering of consumer preferences. In a
large population, policy- makers cannot assess the
cost - benefit for every consumer, but they can and
must do this with respect to well- defined coalitions
and interest groups.17 The function of impact analysis is to assess ex ante the policy cost - benefit as it
relates to defined interest groups.
In recent years there has been an increasing number of attempts to assess the economic impact of
accounting policies. Most of these attempts have
used the efficient capital market models.- This
line of research uses rates of return on stock market
investments as a proxy for the economic impact of
alternative accounting rules. While this method is
an important and welcome improvement over the
traditional naive approaches to resolving accounting questions, its shortcomings are material and
should not be overlooked.1 9
There are two major problems associated with the
efficient market research which bear mention. First,
the method is essentially ex post while, obviously,
impact analysis should ideally precede policy determination. Second, investors constitute but one
of many valid interest groups; and the association
between accounting information and stock prices —
even if it can be shown to be reliable —would not
warrant the exclusion of other parties who are impacted by accounting policy. Therefore, a broader,
even though less empirical and robust, approach is
needed to educe a more holistic strategy for impact analysis.
Caution should also be exercised in using the

16

Pareto- optimal criterion for resolving real -world
policy questions. While this criterion is useful in
advanced research and may benefit certain thought
processes related to policy- making, it should not be
advanced as the policy methodology per se.2 0
The time has come in accounting to free policy
from the stranglehold of esoteric theory—as has
occurred in economics and other fields. Advanced,
basic research in accounting should not pretend to
have immediate or in fact any benefits to policy making, while on the other hand we need to foster
more clinical and applied research which has policy
issues and impact analysis as its principal motive.
A Blueprint
What should characterize policy- making behavior
in accounting? I applaud the open forum in which
accounting policy is devised, so my quarrel is not
with the form of communications but with their
substance. Much greater specificity is needed with
respect to the social and economic benefits which
a policy is expected to achieve and with the impact
of that policy across sectors of the economy and
with respect to designated interest groups.
Every policy in accounting should conform to
these skeletal requirements:
I. The social and /or economic objectives of a policy
should be specified, ideally in quantitative terms.
2. The relationship of the policy to national goals
and objectives should be specified, ideally in
quantitative terms.
3. "Basic policy" should be distinguished from
"pragmatic policy." All contingencies underlying
the latter should be specified, e.g., short -term,
interim, or state -of- the -art conditions.
4. There should be an assessment, ideally in quantitative terms, of the policy's impact across economic sectors (such as industries), and in relation to designated interest groups.
The rationale underlying the need for a policy
should be much more explicit than at present.
Policy should be avoided where there is an inability
to specify the purpose in relatively concrete terms.
"Comparability," "consistency," and other slogans
are often used inadequately for this purpose. Surely
we must recognize that these concepts refer to
means rather than ends. As an example of this
11
Richard
M. Ct yert
and
Yuji"pIjiri
cuss
making vis
-vis
defined
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blood Objectives Repo rt," Studies on Financial Accounting Objectives: 974, Institute of Profes sional Ac counting, Univers ity of
Chicago,
1974.
16
An excellent summary and d isc uss ion of this b ody of research is
provided in the seminal paper by Gonedes and Dopuch. See
Nic ho las J. Goned es and Nic ho las Dop uch, "C apital Market Equilibrium, Info rmatio n Production, and S elec ting Acevup ting T ec hniques: Theoretical Framework and R eview o f Empirical W o rk, "
Studies on Financial Objectives: 1974, Institute of Professional
Acco unting, Univers ity of Chic ago 1974.
19 A comprehensive critique
of the efficient market research is
provided b y Chamb ers . S ee R . J. C hambers , " Sto ck Market Prices
and Accounting Research," Abacus, June 1974.
ss A policy which has a Pareto-optimal outcome makes at least
one co ns umer better o ff and no one wors e off. T he co nd itions for
a Pareto - optimum are fairly strip ent, includ ing perfect comp etition
with equilibrium po sitions suc h that demand equals s upp ly in every
market, and the ab ility of a co ns umer to d evelop a utility func tion
relative to all resource combinations. see Gonedes & Dopuch,
Op . Cit. , p. 4 8. For the derivation of the nec essary cond itions for
Pareto - optimality see Peter Bohm, Social Efficiency: A Concise
Introduction to 1Vel /are Economics, Halsted Press, a Division of
John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1973, pp. 128 -142•
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policy requirement, the current search for an energy
policy has the adequate rationale of huge deficits
in the balance of payments, and the explicit objectives of reducing consumption and encouraging the
domestic production of oil. Most Federal (and for
that matter, corporate) policies are rationalized and
goal - specific, but these characteristics are absent in
accounting.
The second point concerns the relationship between accounting and national policy. The question
is whether accounting supports, negates or is indifferent to a national policy objective. This recommendation is in line with the FASB's stated desire
to work "... within the framework of public policy
and social needs." 21 As an example, President Ford
recently signed an executive order requiring that
an "inflation impact" report attend all legislation,
regulations and rules.22 The FASB, as a public
policy agent, should respond to the President's initiative by attaching an inflation report to its pronouncements and by deferring policy which may
be inflation- producing.
Next, a distinction should be drawn between
"basic" and "p ragm atic" policyYB A policy judgment is "b asic" if it is invariant un d er any co n ceivable circum stan ce, and is "pragmatic" o r no n basic otherwise. Most basic policies attach to ethical
values or extant social mores. For examp le, if "earn-

ings per share" has a meaning to investors and this
situation ethic is corrupted by a contrivance such
as the convertible security, a policy to curb the
abusive practice and preserve the integrity of the
ethic would be a "basic" policy decision.
"Pragmatic" policies are generally accompanied
by contingencies of one type or another. The FASB
rule on expensing research and development costs
u See Rulet o/ Procedure, Op. Cit.
a See the report in the Journal o/ Accountancy, January 1975,
Pi 26.
r an
analysis of
b as ic and
and Social
no nbuic
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, Cotlectine
-Day,
Inc.,
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is "pragmatic" in that it hinges on the question of
measuring future benefits. Ostensibly if future benefits could be measured, the policy outcome would be
different.
On another topic, it has been argued that current
value accounting obviates the need for price -level
adjusted statements, hence the latter is seen as an
interim policy pending development of the former.
The contingencies which attach to "pragmatic"
policies should be made explicit. These contingencies can be induced by means of a series of "what
if" questions such as, "Would your policy response
be different if ": (1) m easurem ent was adequate to
th e task, (2) you faced a client revolt, (3) it was
sh o wn to be in conflict with a national policy objective, and so forth? Positive responses to this
line of questioning im ply a "pragmatic" policy and
therefore the need to explicate the contingencies.
Finally, we come to the task of impact analysis,
and cost - benefit becomes a useful device for this
purpose. Econom ic impact analysis requires that
th e effects be m easured in econom ic term s using a
discount rate to calculate the present value of the
co sts and benefits as thev relate to each constituency. Positive effects can be defined as benefits, and
negative effects as the costs of the policy. A socially
beneficial policy is one in which the aggregate effect
is positive.

"Positive
effects can be
defined as
benefits, and
negative

effects as the
cost of the
policy."

Conclusion
As a practical matter, the FASB can ask its client
groups to assess, ideally in quantitative terms, the
econom ic impact of its policy alternatives once they
h ave been articulated. To the extent that esoteric
accounting or economic theory impede these efforts,
th ey should be discarded in favor of political and
pragm atic strategies which make greater use of
clinical and applied research. As the FASB gains
experience in im pact analysis and develops an adequate research capability, it can begin to make these
assessments independently.
❑
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A COMMENT
ON THE
TRUEBLOOD REPORT
The Trueblood Committee has narrowed the gap between the
two branches of accounting and has offered the accounting
community a service of great significance.

t i p

j

By Billy E. Goetz and Jacob G. Birnberg

.ice F

Accounting history has been typified by the need of
rule making bodies to fight brush fires. Because billions of dollars in investments were at issue, many
of the brush fires have been extremely hot and very
urgent. And, although we do understand the importance and urgency of fighting brush fires, the anB. E. GOETZ swers found must be considered to be only tentative
and subject to heroic revision until they can be
Fort Lauderdale made parts of a consistent, overall, adequate acChapter 7970, is
counting theory.' While the brush fires must be
Adjunct Professor of
Accounting at Florida attended to, the fundamentals, beginning with the
Atlantic University, objectives and premises, must also receive persistent
Boca Raton, Fla. He is and strenuous attention, leading ultimately to revialso Professor
Emeritus of sion and harmonizing of the "principles" tentaManagement at MIT. tively laid down in the brush -fire approach. This,
Professor Goetz the Trueblood Report, officially the Report of the
received his Ph.B. Study Group on the Objectives of Financial Stateand Ph.D. degrees
from the University ments, has attempted to do.'- It is the intent of this
of Chicago. article to briefly examine the relevancy of the Trueblood Report for management accounting.
The basic proposition underlying our discussion
is a simple one —all decision - makers have similar,
though not necessarily identical needs. In such a
situation, the financial - managerial dichotomy is an
artificial one and commonality rather than diversity
should be the rule. In our opinion, the Trueblood
Committee has narrowed the gap between the two
branches of accounting and has afforded the acG. BIRNBERG counting community a service of great significance.
is a Professor of A Commonality of Fundamental Principles
Business
Administration at the
Unfortunately, the Trueblood Report limited its
University of discussion to objectives arising from the needs of
Pittsburgh. He
holds a Ph.D.degree "outsiders" for financial information with respect
from the University to individual companies. To be sure, the Trueblood
of Minnesota. Report does allege that the needs of all users —
investors, creditors, and managers —are alike.3 It
This article was seems perfectly clear that since all of these are desubmitted through the cision- makers, and since a vast number of important
Fort Lauderdale
Chapter. decisions rest substantially on economic grounds,
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their needs are, indeed, more similar than is generally recognized. This reflects a basic shift from the
producer- oriented view (that of the accountant preoccupied with procedures) to a user - oriented emphasis on the decisions to be made as to enterprise
plans and conduct. (Ask any conventional accountant, "What do these figures mean ?" and he will
tell you how they were derived. Ask a managerial
accountant what the same figures mean and he
will tell you that their bearing on managerial decisions that must be made.) However, one fact remains, the differences between "external" and "internal" accounting objectives are not so great. The
major differences are in the volume and detail of
information required by insiders, commensurate
with the huge number and vast variety of the decisions they are called upon to make. If greeter detail and volume are indeed the only real differences,
then the financial statements intended for external
users could be summaries (vastly more aggregated
data) of those intended for internal users. The accounting theory, the fundamental principles, for external and internal accounting should, therefore, reflect a commonality based on the common core of
rational decision - making.
A Narrowing of the Gap
The Trueblood Report advocates a quantum
jump in external reporting. It recommends a substantial narrowing of the gap between present external accounting practices and the internal accounting practices of the better practitioners of
the art.' Although we believe that economists and
managerial accountants have already blazed this
The id eas co ntained in this article are adapted fro m the autho rs '
Presentations at the S ymposium on the Trueb lood Report sponsored
Uy Florida International Univers ity in Miami.
3
Repo rt o f the Studpp Gro up o n the Ob jectives of Financial Statements, .AICPA, Octuber 1973.
7
I bid., P. 18.
For exatnp le, co nsid er some o f the managerial ac counting terminology used in the T rueblo od Rep ort (but not generally in financial
accounting texts or in annual corporate reports) : `relevance ",
"decisio n models
"forecasts" "subjectivity' "app ro p riate measure of sacrifice or benefit ". Search the generally accepted account.
ing principles" for such and you will s ee ho w large a s tep the
Trueblo od Rep ort represents.
I
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trail and that they continue to be well out in front,
we are not sanguine enough to believe that all internal accounting is ahead of the Trueblood recommendations.5 What we do believe is that a sizable
number of companies supply better accounting information to their managements, and some of these,
in the light of current developments, are in need of
further substantial improvement. We agree, for
example, with the Trueblood Committee recommendations for:
1. A movement away from the concept of a single
statement or set of statements for all needs of
all users.
2. A recognition that a single basis for measuring
value (traditionally historical cost) can be too
restrictive.
3. A recognition of the subjectivity present in nearIv all accounting numbers.
4. A recognition of the need for financial data presented in such a manner as to enable systematic
evaluation of managerial performance.
MULTIPLE STATEMENTS

Managerial accounting has long been responsive
to the needs of managers. It provides information
which is often omitted from conventional financial
statements. Some of the information obtained by
insiders would be useful and should be available to
outsiders. It should include such things as order
backlogs, age breakdown of receivables and inventories, progress on research projects, construction of
major new facilities, recruiting and developing of
personnel, efficiencies (anticipated vs. actual outputs and costs) of various subdivisions (e.g., product lines, territories, projects) of the entity, analyses
of prospective major contracts (both sales contracts
and union contracts), forecasts, and so on almost
without limit.

cost per square -foot per hour of space provided by
more conventional cost accounting methods.'
SUBJECTIVITY

The Trueblood Report devotes its first four
chapters to relevance as the major problem in external reporting. It is, according to the report, the
purpose of accounting to provide data that will assist the user in reaching his decision. The Committee seems to believe that these data are essentially the
same for all users. However, thev seem to feel that
the balance between objectivity and relevance has
been badly struck, that more relevance is desirable
even at the price of accepting more subjectivity. Although preparers of external financial reports sometimes give lip service to relevance as one "principle"
among many, they often seem to forget about it.
Managerial accountants, on the other hand, have
long recognized it as the dominant principle. Auditors, also, seem to value objectivity far above relevance; it makes their attestation easier and less
controversial.

"Aud itors ...
seem to value
objectivity far
above
relevance ..."

SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION OF MANAGERIAL
PERFORMANCE

The Committee seemed to presume a single, overriding goal for all external and internal users: maximization of net cash flow. Sometimes the report
specifies maximization of the present equivalent of
future net cash flows. More often it neglects to
stipulated discounting cash flows to present value.
For the external investor, this implies an ex ante
prediction of entity performance (as a guide to investment) and an ex post evaluation of the reported
performance (as a guide to disinvestment). This
cycle is essentially the cycle of managerial accounting. Forecasts and projections are the essential basis
for managerial planning. Any disclosure of forecasts to enhance the quality of external users' decision- making will move financial accounting far
MULTIPLE MEASUREMENTS
along the path traveled by managerial accounting.
A single basis for measuring value can be too It is highly desirable that the bases of forecasts be
restrictive. For example, management accountants reported to enable external users to estimate the
seldom debate whether they should supply direct degree to which they are willing to rely upon mancosts or fully- allocated costs, historical costs or cur- agerial forecasts. It is also imperative that in year rent (replacement) costs or constant dollar (price - to -year reporting, comparability between forecast
level adjusted) costs, cash flows or working capital and subsequent performance be strictly maintained
analyses or sources and applications of total re- both to provide a basis for external users' appraisal
sources. Rather they ask which is appropriate (rele- of the quality of management and as a basis for
vant) for each managerial need (decision) and their estimate of the reliability of current forecasts.
supply them as extra columns appended to tradi- By spelling out the derivation, and by subsequent
tional reports, as footnotes, or as separate state- systematic comparisons of predictions with events,
ments, whichever seems the most effective way to much objectivity can be recaptured.
communicate such data. However, there are other
measurements used by management and manage- Omissions in the Trueblood Report
ment accountants, although all are not mentioned
The Trueblood Report contains little discussion
in the Trueblood Report. Some of these are: op- of the more qualitative factors, e.g., human resource
portunity costs, incremental costs, and social costs,
managerial accountants made this shift some decades ago.
revenues, investments and benefits. Shadow prices, °finSome
the early 1920's, J. O. McKinsey was teaching a one
Introductory
course entitled "Standards, Records, and
found by linear programming, (both opportunity Reports as accounting
an Aid to Executive Control ".
and incremental costs depending upon whether an °Opportunity costs derived by use of Lagrange multipliers are also
used by some managers. They are entirely different from costs proincreased or decreased use of a facility is contem- vided under similar labels by conventional cost accounting. These
costs are not mentioned in the Trueblood Report; however, these
plated) are also more relevant for short time hori- omissions probably stem from the Report's focus on financial statements for external users who would seldom want such information
zon decisions than the machine burden rates or the used
by managers in making day - to-day operating decisions.
MANAGEM ENT ACCOUNT ING /APRIL 1976
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"Many nonfinancial
estimates and
objectives are
relevant."

accounting, of social evaluation of enterprise performance. Both factors have rapidly grown in importance in the accounting literature and in governmental restraints on industry in the areas of energy,
ecology, pollution, and human relations. Accountants will inevitably be drawn into collecting data
and reporting performance in both areas.
INTANGIBLES

An equivalent statement of the overriding goal
of maximizing the present equivalent net cash flows
is the Hicksian concept of profit: the amount that
can be distributed during a period, leaving the enterprise as well off at the end of the period as at
the beginning. To follow this definition, one must
investigate the so- called intangibles.
A management can increase short -term cash
throwoff at the expense of long -term profit by undermaintaining tangible or intangible assets. In the
short term, a business enterprise is as truly better
off at the end of a period than at the beginning if
it has increased its tangible or intangible assets without a corresponding increase in liabilities or new
investment (as distinguished from reinvestment of
earnings) .
To get a meaningful fix on the efficiency of management or on the progress of a firm, the major intangibles: value of personnel, value of R & D completed and in progress, and customer goodwill must
be valued at the beginning and end of each period.
The bridge to maximizing net equivalent value of
cash flows is provided by valuing intangibles and
other assets and liabilities at the present equivalents
of the future cash flows they produce. The interrelatedness as well as the subjectivity involved makes
this a rather farfetched proceeding. Consequently,
we probably should fall back upon replacement cost
of equivalent resources.
SOCIAL EVALUATION OF ENTERPRISE PERFORMANCE

The ideal here is to internalize all of the external
costs and benefits of enterprise operations. One such
effort is the estimates of benefit -to -cost ratios prepared by the Corps of Engineers to justify building
dams, channeling rivers, draining swamps, etc. Obviously there are many subjective and highly controversial estimates made. Accountants may well be
disinclined to enter this field, although their relative
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freedom from conflict of interest should enable
them to make better estimates than the many
partisans.
Many non - financial estimates and objectives are
relevant. Many such problems are approached by
nibbling from the least controversial first to the
most controversial last, and by investigating the
estimated consequences of alternatives perhaps on a
trial and error basis. For example, water quality
standards are set for drinking water, contact sports,
fishing, boating, irrigating, sewerage, and allowable
pollutants are calculated from flow data and parts
per million standards. A tax on pollutants estimated
to ration allowable pollutants among polluters without deviating too widely from the standard is also
set. Adequate monitoring must follow. If the water
remains polluted above the established standard,
the tax can be raised, and raised again if need be,
until enough polluters find alternative processes to
enable the overall water standard to be met. This
is one approach to internalizing social costs. By
subjecting all producers, especially all competitors,
to the tax restraint, the established overall standards
would be attainable in somewhat the same manner
as locations of enterprises are settled. Those that
need particular locations simply outbid others
whose need is not so great.
Conclusion
The study and codifications of the objectives of
accounting, or if need be of the narrower objectives
of financial statements, is the right place to begin
a development of a viable, functional self -consistent set of accounting principles; and the Trueblood Report represents a giant step in this direction. (The FASB seems inclined to follow this lead;
they have established machinery to pursue the
quest.) However, it is still too early to tell if reasonable agreement can be reached without compromising the guts out of the end product. One answer
would be for external and internal accounting to
share objectives and premises. Internal accounting
would subdivide objectives, premises and classifications to secure the volume of detail required at every
level of the managerial hierarchy. Internal accounting would also provide more alternative measurements because of its short -as well as long -term
decision - making requirements.
❑
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ERISA -A NEW
AUDIT HEADACHE
FOR MANAGEMENT
The principal provisions of ERISA, as they apply to corporate
managements and to plan fiduciaries, can probably best be
divided into those that deal with matters other than reporting
and disclosure and those that establish accounting, reporting
and disclosure rules or guidelines.

By William J. McHugh
The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of
1974 (ERISA) is probably the most far - reaching
legislation ever enacted in the United States affecting private pension plans and other private employee
benefit plans., It applies generally to all employee
benefit plans established or maintained by any
employer engaged in commerce or industry, or to
any employee organization representing employees
engaged in any such activity. It does not apply to
governmental plans, church plans, plans maintained
solely for the purpose of complying with workmen's
compensation, unemployment compensation or disability insurance laws, plans maintained outside the
United States primarily for nonresident aliens or
unfunded excess - benefits plans (plans providing
benefits for certain employees in excess of maximum
benefit limitations imposed by the government).
Principal Provisions
The principal provisions of ERISA, as they apply
to corporate managements and to plan fiduciaries,
can probably best be divided into those that deal
with matters other than reporting and disclosure and
those that establish accounting, reporting and disclosure rules or guidelines. Among the major provisions unrelated to reporting and disclosure by a
pension plan are those which:
1. Establish for the first time mandatory eligibility
standards;
2. Require that benefits be vested in accordance
with one of several alternative plans before
normal retirement age;
3. Establish minimum funding standards, requiring
amortization of unfunded past service costs,
generally over 30 or 40 years;
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1976

4. Limit the maximum annual benefits that a
participant may receive;
5. Set minimum record - keeping standards as to
benefits earned and vesting percentages for
covered employees;
6. Establish specific guidelines and prohibitions in
connection with the exercise of the duties of
plan fiduciaries; and
7. Create a Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation
to insure payment of vested benefits in the event
of termination of a plan.
In addition, the Act increases significantly the
reporting and disclosures required of pension plans.
Under the Act, the plan administrator must publish
and file with the Secretary of Labor an annual
report which will include "an actuarial statement
and opinion," and "a financial statement and
opinion" as well as certain other data to be furnished
by the administrator.2 The required disclosures for
the actuarial statement are summarized in Exhibit
1. The principal information required to be included
in the financial statement is summarized in Exhibit
2. Exhibits 3, 4, and 5 are typical financial state ments.3
ERISA requires the administrator of a pension
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The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (also
referred to as the Pens io n Reform Act of 1974) was s tgred into
law by President Ford on September 2, 1974. Since that time,
management ac co untants and o ther corp orate managers, trustees,
inves tment advis ers and o ther fiduciaries as well as atto rneys, accountants , and actuaries have b een stud ying the impact of the Act
on the o peratio ns o f pens io n p lans and o n the repo rting b y plans
to their partic ip ants and to the Dep artment o f Lab or and the Internal Revenue Service.
s The firs t annual rep o rts required und er ER IS A will b e d ue on
July 31, 1976, for plans with fis cal years ending o n Dec ember 31;
for plans with o ther fisc al years, the firs t repo rts will be due seven
months after the close of the fiscal year ending in 1976.
s The typ ical financ ial s tatement pres entation and foo tno te disclosures sho wn as Exhibits 3, 4, and 5 may have to b e mo dified s omewhat depending upon generally accepted accounting principles
which may be establis hed by the F inancial Ac co unting Standards
Bo ard o r upo n regulations which may be finally ad op ted by the
Secretary of Labor.
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plan to engage an independent qualified public accountant to conduct an examination of the plan's
annual financial statement.-' The scope of his examination must be sufficiently comprehensive "...to
enable the accountant to form an opinion as to
whether the financial statement and schedules re-

quired to be included in the [fund's] annual report . . . are presented fairly in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles applied on
a basis consistent with that of the preceding year." ',
The law provides that the examination "...shall be
conducted in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards, and shall involve such tests of
the books and records of the plan as are considered
necessary by the independent qualified public accountant.
The law also requires that the administrator of
each such plan shall appoint an enrolled actuary
whose responsibility it will be to make an actuarial
valuation at least once every three years and to have
an actuarial statement prepared each year. This
statement must be accompanied by the actuary's
opinion as to whether the matters disclosed in the
statement "... (i) are in the aggregate reasonably
related to the experience of the plan and to reasonable expectations; and (ii) represent his best estimate of anticipated experience under the plan.
In addition to the financial statement and actuarial statement, together with the respective accountant's and actuary's opinions, the administrator
is required, as part of the annual report, to furnish
the following information:

Exhibit 1

" 6

INFORMATION TO BE INCLUDED IN THE
ACTUARIAL STATEMENT
1. The date of the plan year, and the date of applicable actuarial valuation
2. The d ate and am o unt o f c ontributio n re ce ived f or the plan year, and contributions for any p rior plan years no t previo usly re po rted
3. No rm al costs, accrued liab ilities, benefits not included in the calculation,
actuarial assumptions and facts used in de te rm ining c os ts, jus tif ic atio n
for changes in actuarial ass ump tio ns and m inim um co ntrib utio n require d f o r the plan year
4. The numb er o f partic ip ants and beneficiaries, both retired and nonre tired
5. The c urre nt value o f plan ass e ts and the value o f plan assets used in the
actuarial valuatio n, together with an exp lanation of the basis used in
valuatio n
6. The pre s e nt value o f all nonf orf eitable pension benefits together with relate d ac tuarial assumptions
7. A certification of the co ntribution necessary to reduce an accumulated
funding d ef ic iency to ze ro
8. A s tate m e nt b y the ac tuary that, to the be s t o f his knowledge, the report
is c om plete and ac c urate and that the req uireme nts co nce rning reasonable ac tuarial assumptions have bee n c omp lie d with
9. A c op y o f the actuary' s opinion
10. Any o the r inf ormation which the Sec retary o f Lab or may req uire
11. Any o the r inf ormation ne ce s sary f or a f ull and fair d isc los ure o f the actuarial p o sitio n o f the p lan

1. The number of employees covered by the plan;
2. The name and address of each fiduciary;
3. Information concerning persons who received
compensation for services rendered to the plan;
4. The reason for any change in accountant, actuary, administrator, trustee, insurance carrier, investment manager or custodian; and
5. Such other information as the Secretary of Labor
may consider necessary or appropriate.

Exhibit 2
INFORMATION TO BE INCLUDED IN THE
FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Application of Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles

1. A statem ent of ass ets and liab ilitie s
2. A s tatem ent of changes in net asse ts available f or plan b ene fits

3. Footnote disclosures:
a. A d es c r i p ti on o f t h e pla n, i nc lud i ng any si gni f i c ant c han ges in th e pl an
an d t h e i mp a c t of su c h c ha n ge s o n b e ne f i t s
b. A s t at e m en t of t h e f u nd i n g p o li c y , i nc lu di ng c h an ge s i n po li c y d ur i ng th e
y ear
c. A d es c r i pt i on o f a ny si gn i f i c a nt c h ang es i n p lan b ene f i ts
d. A des c r i pti on of mat er i al c o m m i t m e n t s an d c o nt i n ge nt li ab i l i t i e s
e. A descrip tion of agreements and trans ac tio ns with partie s in interes t
f. A d es c r i pt i o n of pr i o r i ti es up on t er m i n at i o n o f pl an
g. I n f o r ma t i o n a s t o w h e t h e r a t a x r u l i n g o r d et e r m i na t i o n le t t e r h a s been
ob ta i n ed
h. Any ot he r ma t t e r s nec essar y f or a f u l l an d f ai r pr e se nta ti on of th e fina n c i a l s t a te m e nt s o f th e pl a n
4. Su pp le me n ta l sc h ed ul es :
a. A two -y ear c o mp a r a t i ve sc h edu le of ass ets an d li abi l i ti es, by c ategor y ,
va lu ed at c ur r ent

val ue ( I n th e f i r st r epor t, ass ets and li ab i li t i es of

the p r i or y e ar ne ed n ot be s ta ted a t " c ur r en t val ue . " )
b. A o ne - y e ar st ate men t of r ec ei p ts an d d i sb ur sem ent s, c l ass i f i ed by so ur c es
an d app li c at i o ns

c. A detailed schedule of inve stm ent assets, inc luding cost and current
values
d. A sc h ed u le of tr an s ac t i o n s w i t h par t i es in i nte r est
e. A s c he d u l e o f lo a n s o r f i xe d i n c om e ob l i g a t i o n s i n de f au l t o r c on s i d e r e d
unc oll ec ti b le

A schedule of leases in default or considered uncollectible
g. If ass ets are in a common or c o llec tive trust, a c o p y o f the m os t rec e nt
annual state me nt o f the trus t
h. A schedule of "re po rtab le transactions ", generally those involving an
amo unt in e xc es s of three pe rc ent of the p lan' s ass ets at the b eg inning
o f the year

I

Certain p lans , principally thos e with fewer than 100 p articipants,
have b een exemp ted b y the S ec retary of Lab or fro m the requirements of an annual audit.
" ERISA, Sect. 103(a) (3) (A).
Ibid.
ERISA, Sect. 103(a) (4) (B).

°

f.

Although ERISA does not contain an explicit
requirement that the financial statements of an employee pension fund must conform to generally
accepted accounting principles, there is a clear
implication that such conformity w ill be required.
The provision that the reporting accountant must
express his opinion as to whether the statements
are in conformity with such principles consistently
applied leads one fairly readily to the conclusion
that the intent is to require such conformity either
immediately or within a reasonably short period of
time.
Except for the need for significantly greater disclosures, a requirement that the financial statements
of pension funds conform to generally accepted accounting principles will probably have little impact
on the statements of funds which have historically
accounted for transactions on the accrual basis.
However, many funds, because they previously had
no occasion to issue audited reports to employees or
to outside agencies, maintained their accounts on
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I. Calculate the effect of the change as if it had
been made at the beginning of the current year
and reflect the required adjustment as a "catchup" adjustment (as required for profit- oriented
entities by APB Opinion No. 20, paragraph 20).
2. Calculate the effect of the change on previous
years and restate all prior periods as though it
were the correction of an error (as would be
required for profit- oriented entities for any such
correction by APB Opinion No. 20, paragraph

"Many funds
state their
investments at
Cost ..."

36).
3. Calculate the effect of the change on previous
years and restate all prior periods as though the
change qualified for a special exemption comparable to that provided for companies making
an initial public offering of securities (as permitted by APB Opinion No. 20, paragraph 29).
It is not clear at this time whether the Secretary
of Labor will take a position on this issue at an
early date, but it would appear in the interim that
paragraph 29 of APB Opinion No. 20 may be useful
in providing guidance. The Opinion states that in
one specific situation (when a company first issues
its financial statements to obtain additional equity
capital from investors, to effect a business combination or to register securities) financial statements
which reflect the "catch -up" adjustment would not
be of maximum usefulness to investors.8
Based on this reasoning, it would appear to be
appropriate to restate prior period statements and
to reflect in the current year only those changes in
fund position which would have been reported if
the new principles had been in effect in prior years.

Some Records Which the Auditor May
Request
Entries in certain basic plan records will be tested
by the independent accountant in his conduct of a
pension plan audit. Where the plan is sponsored by
a single employer, most of the records dealing with
employee entitlements and benefit payments would
be kept by the company as part of its corporate
records. There would generally be no compelling
reason for these data to be compiled separately or
to be maintained as a duplicate set of records by
an independent fiduciary. Where the plan is a joint
or multi - employer plan (such as an industry-wide
employer -union sponsored plan), additional records
must be maintained by the fiduciary.
The records and supporting data which the auditor may wish to use in his examination fall rather
naturally into two classes, those regularly maintained
by the employer (or the fiduciary) and those which
will be prepared specifically to facilitate the audit.
Many of the records which would be included in
the former group are listed in Exhibit 6. Documents
in the second category—those prepared specifically
° Paraf h
n p h 29
AP B Op inio n No . 20 reads , in p an:
" T he potential investors [with respect to pension plan
statements, substitute the words `participants and beneficiaries'] may b e b etter s erved b y s tatements
income for
a p erio d o f years reflec ting the us e o f the newly ad o
accounting principles b ecause they will be the same as those
expec ted to be used in future periods. In recognitio n of this
sftuauon, the Board co nclud es that financ ial s tatements for
all prior periods presented may be restated retroactively
or

or

a cash basis. For these funds, the most significant
change which may be required is in the area of
contribution reporting. The fund would be expected
to record as contributions receivable all amounts
required to be paid into the fund by the employers) with respect to the fund year. Similarly,
amounts deducted from employees during the year
and remitted to the fund subsequent to the year
end would have to be recorded as contributions
receivable. Other required changes will affect the
timing of recording purchases and sales of investments as well, of course, as the accruing of income
and costs.
With respect to the reporting of investments,
there is at present a fairly wide range of alternatives
available. Many funds state their investments at
cost, except where a write -down is necessary to
recognize a permanent decline in value; others
state their investments at current fair value. A
number of funds, using a combination of the two
methods, carry their fixed- income, fixed - maturity
securities at cost (adjusted for amortization of
premium or discount) and state the remaining
(equity) securities at market. The investments of
still other funds are stated at cost adjusted to reflect
a percentage of growth (or decline) in portfolio
value during the holding period.
There are obviously sound arguments for each
method and there is much speculation at the present
time as to whether the alternatives may be narrowed by the Secretary of Labor or by other authoritative bodies. The Financial Accounting Standards Board is studying the question of establishing
standards for pension fund accounting and has held
a public hearing on the subject. Although it is too
early to reach any firm conclusions as to what actions, if any, may be taken by the Secretary of
Labor, it appears likely that he will await the completion of the Standards Board's study instead of
having the Department of Labor establish generally
accepted accounting principles. It appears reasonable, in any event, to assume that, at some future
date, one method will become the "generally accepted" one.
The fund would be expected to accrue interest
as earned and to record dividends on ex- dividend
dates instead of reporting income only when and
as received. In addition, where income - producing
real or personal property is held by a fund, generally accepted accounting principles would obviously require the accruing of uncollected rents
or royalties, net of any provision for doubtful col lectibility of unpaid amounts.
Unpaid benefits due to participants, with respect
to periods ended prior to the plan's year end, would
have to be accrued. Unpaid administrative costs and
other unpaid costs of operation would similarly have
to be recorded as accrued liabilities.
An interesting issue which is raised by the necessity for many plans to change from a cash basis
to one conforming to generally accepted accounting
principles is the manner in which the change is fo
be effected. The following three possibilities appear
to have some support:

..."
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"Where the
plan is a joint
or multi employer
plan . . .
additional
records must
be maintained . . . "

for the independent accountant's use and originals
or copies of which could become part of his audit
workpapers —are listed in Exhibit 7.
The Examination of Pension Fund Financial
Statements
In an initial examination of a fund's financial
statements, the reporting accountant will probably
wish first to acquaint himself with certain basic
background information., In order to accomplish
this, he will almost certainly call for copies of the
summary plan description, copies of the plan itself,
and any other material furnished to employees con-

cerning the terms of the plan. He w ill wish to examine copies of agreements with trustees, invest ment advisers, custodians and other fiduciaries. He
will also request access to the minutes of the Administrative Committee (and/or Board of Trustees)
and w i ll ask for statements of investment policy or
any other guides given by the Committee to independent trustees who might make the day - today
9
The examination discussed here is one which migbt be applicable to a type.
single-employer
trusteed
definedb enefit
plan, the
common
Modific ations
in the
auditor's
approach
willmost
be

req uired if the p lan is a defined - c ontributio n plan o r is a multi employer p lan. Modification will also be necessary in the case of
a s ingle- emp lo yer plan where the audito r do es not have direct access io the employer's records.

Exhibit 3
STATEMENT OF NET ASSETS AVAILABLE FOR PLAN BENEFITS
For year ended December 31, 1975
Assets
Cash
Investments, at co st
(market values, $26 ,5 00,00 0)

Liab ilitie s and ne t ass ets availab le fo r p lan benefits
$

200,000
26,85 0,0 00

Accounts payable
Securities purchased
Accrued expenses

$
$

Receivables
Emp loyer co ntributio ns
Employe e c ontrib utions
Securities sold
Accrued inte re st and d ivid ends
Furniture and eq uipm e nt, at c os t, less
ac cumulate d de prec iatio n of $ 15 0,00 0

650 ,0 00
125,000
450 ,0 00
75,000

Net as se ts availab le fo r p lan b enefits

200,000
20 ,0 00
220 ,0 00

28,28 0,0 00

15 0,000
$28 ,50 0,0 00

Present value of vested b enefits:
For retired and te rminate d e mployee s receiving be nef its
For ac tive and te rminated em ploye es not p res ently re ceiving benefits

$ 4,5 75,000
20,37 5,0 00
$24 ,95 0,0 00

Estim ate d actuarially determined p rio r service co st

$33 ,24 0,0 00

The acc om panying no te s are an integral part of the f inanc ial state me nts . (Se e Exhib it 5 .)

Exhibit 4
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN NET ASSETS AVAILABLE FOR PLAN BENEFITS
For the year ended December 31, 1975
Ad ditions to f und
Contrib utio ns
Employer
Employee
Intere st, divid end and rental inc ome
Net gains realized on d isp os ition of inve stments

$4,80 0,0 00
1,2 00,000

Deductions
Payme nts to beneficiaries
Retireme nt b enef its
Te rm inatio n paym ents
Death b enef its

$

$
Adminis trative co sts
Ne t ad ditio n to f und
Net as sets availab le for plan benefits, be ginning o f year

735 ,0 00
125 ,0 00
75 ,0 00
93 5,00 0
65 ,0 00

$ 6,0 00,000
1,5 25 ,0 00
97 5,00 0
$ 8,5 00 ,0 00

1,000 ,000
$ 7,5 00 ,0 00
20, 780,000

Net as sets availab le for plan benefits, end o f year

y L o , L O V , v v u

The acc om panying notes are an integ ral p art of the financ ial state me nts. (Se e E xhib it 5 .)
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Exhibit 5
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1. Summ ary of sig nificant ac counting p olic ies
Contributio ns
Emp lo ye r co ntributio ns are acc rued based upon am o unts req uire d to be funded under provis io ns o f the Em ployee Retirement Inc om e Se curity Ac t of 1974 (ERISA) unless am ounts ac tually c o ntrib ute d f o r the year are
greater, in which e ve nt the latter amo unt is us e d .
Emp lo ye e c ontributions are rec ord ed when p ayro ll de ductions are m ad e fro m plan participants.
Valuatio n of inve stm ents
Inve stme nts , ge nerally, are s tated at c os t; whenever the marke t value o f se c uritie s f alls be lo w c os t and manag em ent co ns id ers that the d e cline re pres ents a p ermane nt lo ss o f value, the inves tm e nt is writte n do wn to es ti-

"Employer
contributions
are calculated
to fund . . . the
plan over a
period of 30
years."

mated realizable value.
Benefits
Prior s ervice c ost is calc ulated on the acc rued benef it co st me thod (unit c re d it m e tho d ).
Depreciation
Furniture and eq uipm ent is de pre ciated o n the s traig ht -line basis over its expe cte d us ef ul lif e of ten ye ars.
Other
Purchases and sales of securities are reflected on a trade -date basis. Gain or lo ss o n dis pos ition of investme nts is bas ed o n average cost.
Divide nd incom e is rec ord ed on the e x- divid end date ; inte re st and re ntal inc ome are rec orded as earned on an
accrual basis.
2. Benefits to partic ipants
The p lan is a d ef ined benefit plan to which emp lo yee s contrib ute thre e pe rce nt of the ir salarie s on a monthly
basis. The employer contributes such additio nal amo unts as are ne ce ssary o n an actuarial basis to p ro vide the
Fund with as se ts s uf ficient to meet the benef its to be paid to plan members. Althoug h the e mp lo yer has no t
expres se d any intent to d is c ontinue its c ontrib utio ns , it m ay d o s o at any tim e, s ubje c t to pe naltie s s e t fo rth in
ERI SA. In the e vent o f term inatio n o f the plan:
(a ) The ne t ass e ts of the F und will be alloc ate d am ong the p articip ants o f the plan as pro vid ed fo r in ERISA,
and
(b ) To the e xte nt unfunded vested bene fits exist, such benefits will be paid by the Pension Benef it Guaranty
Co rp oration to p artic ip ants , as described in ERIS A (up to the limits e stablishe d b y E RIS A).
Em ployer c o ntributions are c alc ulated to f und the p articipants ' current s ervice c o sts on a current bas is and to
fund the estim ated accrue d be nef it c os t arising f ro m q ualifying s ervice be fo re the es tablis hme nt o f the p lan over
a p erio d of 3 0 ye ars. F uture co ntributions that would o therwise be required to provide f o r the level of benefits
estab lishe d under the plan are re duce d b y earning s on the Fund' s inve stm ents.
The pres ent value of ves te d be ne fits and o f prior s e rvic e cost (cost assigned to periods prior to June 30,
197 5), we re c alculated b y Jo hn D oe & C o., c onsulting ac tuaries , as o f June 3 0, 197 5. The actuaries have s tated
that it is the ir o p inio n that the re wo uld be no material c hange in such am ounts as of De ce mbe r 3 1, 1975.
The ac tuarial c omp utatio ns are base d upon the f ollowing ass ump tio ns
1951 Group Annuity T able
Mo rtality basis
Bas ed up on the e mploye r' s e xpe rienc e f or the p re ced ing ten years
Emp lo ye e turnover
Average salary increases of six percent pe r annum
Salary increases
Retire ment at normal retire ment age (6 2 years )
Retirement
Six percent pe r annum
As s um e d rate o f return o n investments

Fair Value
450,000
1,250,000
1.500 ,000
700,000

2,5 00,000
17,98 0,000
2,0 00,000
120,000
$26 ,50 0,0 00

$

Description
Unite d States G overnment bonds
Corporate bonds
Mortgages
Preferred stocks
Common stocks
Employer company
Others
Co mm on trusts
Real estate

$

3. Investments
Inve stme nts held at December 31, 1975 are as follows:
Cost
485,000
1,250 ,000
1,475 ,000
750,000

2,3 50,000
18,39 0,000
2,0 00,000
150,000
$26 ,85 0.0 00

The agg reg ate f air value and co st of restricted sec uritie s and other sec urity investments not having an e stablished m arke t we re $ 1,22 5,00 0 and $1 ,200 ,000 , re spec tive ly.
The Fund is autho rized to inves t up to ten p erc ent of its to tal ass ets in the co mm o n stoc k o f the em p lo ye r; at
Decemb er 31, 1975, such inves tm ent agg reg ated approxim ate ly nine and o ne half pe rc ent.
Inve stme nts in co rp orate bo nd s having an aggregate principal of $1,500 ,00 0 have bee n s tated at f air value of
$1,2 50,0 00.
The F und' s re al e state, whic h was purc hase d in 1969 fo r $ 150 ,000 , has bee n lease d to the employe r c omp any
under a 30 -year noncancellable lease expiring in 1999. The annual rental is $10,000; taxes, insurance and
mainte nance co sts are borne b y the emp lo yer c omp any.
4. Tax s tatus
On Aug ust 10, 1975, the Unite d States T re as ury De partme nt ad vise d that the F und is a qualif ie d trus t unde r
the Internal R eve nue C ode and is exemp t f ro m f ede ral inco me taxes unde r S ec tio n 5 01 (a) of the Cod e.
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to the
extent that
internal procedures are
weak, validation testing
would have to
be increased."
"...

investment decisions. The accountant will also
wish to have access to the actuary's latest valuation,
and will undoubtedly make inquiries as to the actuary's qualifications.And finally, the accountant will wish to acquaint
himself with the modus operandi of the plan. He
will ask to be informed, among other things, as to:
1. The method by which the employer company
gathers, compiles, and maintains data concerning
benefits earned by its employees;
2. The manner in which these data are summarized
and reported to the actuary;
3. The procedures for follow -up to see that contributions, dividends and interest are received
on a timely basis and that funds are invested
expeditiously;
4. The procedures for assuring that only securities
which conform to the plan's investment policy
are acquired and that prices paid are fair;
5. The procedures for authorizing payments to beneficiaries and routines to ascertain that benefits
do not continue to be paid beyond the appropriate termination date; and
6. The extent of internal control to minimize the
possibility of accounting error and of internal
audit to check on the proper functioning of the
basic vrocedures.
Atter being informed of the various accounting
procedures, the accountant will wish to satisfy himself that he has a correct understanding of them and
that they are functioning properly. This is customarily done by making limited tests of the recording
of transactions and by the review of underlying
documents.
When he has obtained the desired knowledge of
the functioning of the plan's accounts (and of the
related record- keeping by the employer) and has
reached a conclusion as to the efficacy of internal
control and internal audit, the accountant will
then decide the extent to which he must make
validation (or substantive) tests to permit him to
express an opinion on the plan's financial statements. Obviously, to the extent that internal procedures are highly effective, the audit testing would
be reduced. Conversely, to the extent that internal
procedures are weak, validation testing would have
to be increased.

Detailed Auditing Procedures
Some of the additional auditing procedures which
may then be utilized by the accountant to determine the fairness of the plan's financial statements
"in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles applied on a basis consistent with that
It is generally assumed that an actuary who is a Fellow of the
Society of Actuaries or a member of the American Academy of
Actuaries or other comparable professional society will, by virtue
of such membership, be considered to be professionally competent.
In the absence of membership in one of the recognized professional
societies, the accountant may deem it advisable to ascertain the
actuary's qualifications through inquiry of another actuary whose
qualific ttions are known to the accountant.
11
The procedures listed are not intended to constitute a compre.
hensive "audit program" but are furnished to give fund management (and Company management) an insight into some of the
procedures which the auditor might utilize and the reasons there10
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of the preceding year" would include an auditing of
the following:" "
1. Cash transactions
2. Contributions
3. Investments
4. Benefit payments
5. General
CASH TRANSACTIONS

In order to establish the correctness of the yearend cash balance, the auditor will: (1) review the
reconciliation of the year -end bank statement to the
book balance and trace the balance to the plan's
financial statement; (2) obtain a "cut -off" bank
statement and reconcile the closing bank balance to
the book balance; and (3) confirm the bank balance
with the bank.
To enable him to form conclusions as to the fairness of the amounts reported in the statement of
changes in net assets available for benefits, the
auditor will: (1) on a test basis —trace amounts appearing on supporting documents such as brokers'
advices (for securities sold), transmittal letters or
other advices (for employer and employee contributions), reports from standard financial reporting
services (for dividends and stock splits), and rent
transmittal advices (for income on rental properties) to amounts recorded in the cash receipts
records; (2) on a test basis —trace recorded disbursements from the cash records to supporting documents such as brokers' advices and authorizations
(for securities purchased, interest purchased, etc.),
benefit payrolls, or reimbursement requests from
employer if employer makes benefit payments (for
payments to participants and beneficiaries), and invoices (for administrative expenses and other fund
costs) ; (3) review schedules of income and expense
accruals and of incomplete transactions (securities
sold, not delivered or securities purchased, not received) and test reasonableness of accruals and correctness of incomplete transactions; and (4) reconcile the amounts on the cash and accrual summaries
to amounts on the plan's financial statement.
To ascertain whether funds are being employed
expeditiously and in conformity with established
investment policy, the auditor will: (1) on a test
basis — ascertain that receipts have been deposited
promptly; (2) review bank statements for the year
to ascertain that large balances have not remained
uninvested for extended periods and inquire into the
justification for failure to invest if cash has remained idle; and (3) review the fund portfolio to
ascertain that holdings conform to established investment policy.
CONTRIBUTIONS

In order to establish the correctness of reported,
contributions, the auditor will: (1) confirm contributions received (and receivable) from the employer either through correspondence or through
direct examination of employer company records,
and consider test confirmations of employee contributions with employee participants; (2) reconciles
12
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employer contributions with recommended (and
minimum) contributions reflected in the actuarial
statement and ascertain, through review of the
minimum funding standard accounts, that contribution amounts comply with minimum funding
standards of ERISA and trace vear -end contributions receivable to the plan's financial statement;
(3) reconcile total amounts appearing on contribution transmittal advices or on the employer's summary record of employee benefits earned with
amounts appearing on employer's payroll records
and on payroll tax reports and-on a test basis compare infonnation on the contribution transmittal advices for a number of employees to data on the
individual employees' earnings records and to
amounts appearing on the payroll records;1 3 and
(4) on a test basis -trace the basic data for the
actuarial valuation (i.e., earnings, age, sex, etc., of
covered employees) from employee records to the
summary furnished to the actuary and trace summarized data to the actuarial valuation or confirm
such data with the reporting actuary.
INVESTMENTS

To enable the auditor to form conclusions as to
cost and fair values of securities at year end, he will:
(1) review the schedule of changes in holdings for
year, correlate tests of recorded costs of securities
with examination of brokers' advices (see "CA SH
TRANSA CTIONS "), and-on a test basis- verify the
cost of securities held at the beginning of the year
and trace the total carrying amount of investments
at cost to,the plan's financial statement; (2) on a
test basis - review the pricing of securities at fair
value through reference to a reliable newspaper or
other appropriate source, review supporting documents for investments valued by the Administrative Committee, review the necessity for writedown where securities are in default or where
market quotations are less than cost, and trace the
total fair value of investments to the plan's financial statement; and (3) on a test basis -check the
calculations of gain or loss on the disposition of
securities, ascertaining that the basis for establishing the cost of partially liquidated holdings is consistent with prior periods, and reconcile net gain or
loss to the plan's financial statement.
To establish ownership and /or possession of
securities at year end, the auditor will: (1) inspect
and count securities held by the fund or confirm
securities held by responsible independent custodians; (2) confirm with the broker the status of
securities which were not available for count because of being in transit at count date; and (3)
for investments other than securities, examine
deeds, mortgages or other appropriate documents.

Exhibit 6
DOCUMENTS REGULARLY MAINTAINED
BY EMPLOYER OR PLAN
ADMINISTRATOR
1. Plan document
2. Summary plan description
3. Employee booklet(s) describing plan
4. Agreements with fiduciaries
5. Administrative Committee minutes
6. Statement of investment policy
7. Tax ruling or determination letter
8. Latest actuarial valuation
9. Actuary's statement for current year
10. Copies of employer's reports to actuary on which
valuation and actuarial statement are based
11. Draft of financial statement, notes and schedules
12. Cash receipts and cash disbursements records
of the plan
13. Bank statements and reconciliations
14. Contribution transmittal advices
15. Computations of minimum contributions, in•
cluding minimum funding standard accounts
16. Documentation (such as brokers' advices) supporting investment transactions
17. Investment ledger
18. Employee earnings records (active employees)
19. Employer payroll records
1'
20. Benefit rolls
21. Documentation supporting additions to or other
changes in benefit rolls

"The auditor
will ... investigate any
significant
changes from
period to
period ..."

Exhibit 7
OTHER DOCUMENTS
1. Summary schedules of cash receipts and disbursements for the year, classified by sources and
applications
2. Schedules of income and expense accruals
3. Schedule of incomplete securities transactions
4. Investment schedule, showing changes in investments during year
5. Schedule of investment income
6. Schedule of gains and loises on investments
7. Schedule of administrative expenses
8. Representation letter from legal counsel
9. Representation letter from management and /or
fund administrator
Note:
The independent accountant may request that
these documents be prepared for him under direction
of the management accountant.

period and-on a test basis- examine supporting
documents (including approved benefit applications, approved benefit computations, etc.) for
employees added to the regular benefit payroll
during the year (in subsequent years, it may be
appropriate -on a test basis -to establish that
benefit payments have not been decreased as a
result of increases in Social Security benefits after

BENEFIT PAYMENTS

To establish that the amounts being paid to
participants and beneficiaries are proper," the auditor will: (1) review monthly (or other periodic)
benefit rolls and reconcile totals with amounts appearing on the plan's financial statement; (2) investigate any significant changes from period to
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1976

"Where procedures require access to the employer's records and
the plan's accountant does not audit the employer's financial statements, confirmation from the employer's independent accountant
as to the employer's compliance with the requirement of ERISA
may be appropriate.
i= if transmittal advices do not contain detailed information concerning benefits earned by each parties-gating employee, test comparisons of the employers summary data with supporting detail
records
by employee may be appropriate.
1
' See note 12.
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To resolve some of the problems posed by
ERISA, the Financial Accounting Standards
Board (above) recently held public hearings on
"Accounting and Reporting for Employee Benefit
Plans."
September 2, 1974 in violation of the provisions of
ERISA) ; (3) on a test basis — examine the supporting documents for participants and beneficiaries
removed from the regular benefit roll during the
year; (4) review reports of investigations of benefit
payroll checks not cashed within a reasonable period
after issuance; (5) on a test basis — examine supporting documents for address changes or name
changes on regular benefit rolls and establish that
the fund's internal procedures for regular review of
such changes are operative; (6) review the
schedules of special benefit payments (such as termination payments and death benefits), and reconcile totals with amounts appearing on the plan's
financial statement; (7) on a test basis — examine
supporting documents (including termination
notices, death certificates, approved claims documents, approved benefits computations, etc.); (8 )
for both regular and special benefit payments —on a
test basis — obtain confirmation of payments to
persons on the benefit roll by direct correspondence
with payees; also —on a test basis — examine paid
checks; (9) through the review of supporting documents, establish that the fund's internal procedures
for verifying existence and continued eligibility of
recipients who have been on benefit rolls for an
unusually long time are being observed; and (10)
ascertain that the fund's administrator is observing
adequate procedures for advising claimants whose
applications for benefits are denied of their right to
have the decision reviewed.
GENERAL

And finally to assure general compliance with
ERISA, the auditor will: (1) examine tax rulings or
28

determination letters to establish that the plan's
provisions comply with the Act, or obtain a representations letter from counsel concerning compliance with the Act; (2) ascertain whether the plan
description and summary plan description have been
filed with the Secretaary of Labor on a timely basis
and whether the summary plan description and
other required information have been furnished to
participants and beneficiaries (in subsequent years,
ascertain that the annual report — including financial statement, actuarial statement and other data —
have been filed on a timely basis) and test responsiveness to requests for plan information by reviewing correspondence logs, files, and other records;
(3) make inquiries of the employer company management and other fiduciaries as to whether there is
any intention to terminate the plan or whether
any contingencies exist which would require disclosure in the plan's financial statement, and obtain
written representations from the employer, the administrator (if other than the employer) and from
legal counsel; (4) discuss with the employer company management and other fiduciaries any "subsequent events" which may require disclosure, providing for such disclosure wherever appropriate; (5 )
review all transactions between the employer and
the plan to ascertain that no prohibited transactions
have occurred, and inquire as to whether any transactions with others have violated rules governing
transactions with parties in interest; (6) on a test
basis — review employee earnings and entitlement
records to establish that necessary data concerning
eligibility, covered earnings, benefit elections, etc.,
are being properly maintained; (7) review the
actuarial statement to establish that the actuarial
cost method used is acceptable and that the cost
method and actuarial assumptions are the same as
those used in the preceding year (or that the effect
of changes, if any, has been disclosed), ascertain
that the actuary was aware of and recognized in his
calculations any significant changes in the composition of the covered employee group arising from
business combinations, liquidations or disposition
of operating units or similar events, ascertain that
the valuation of the fund's assets used by the
actuary is consistent with the basis used previously,
and trace the amounts of present value of vested
benefits and of prior service cost from the actuarial
statement to the plan's financial statement; and (8)
ascertain that adequate fidelity bond coverage has
been obtained by the plan administrator.
Conclusion
The first audit of pension plan statements under
ERISA will require that the independent accountant make a comprehensive review of the provisions
of the plan and of the documents and information
given to employees and beneficiaries. He will require
the cooperation and assistance of the management
accountant. He will be seeking the management accountant's aid in reviewing internal audit procedures of both the plan and the employer company's
record - keeping related to plan operations.
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SEGMENTED
REPORTING
If the Financial Accounting Standards Board drafts a
statement based upon the majority opinion, as represented
in the position papers, we can almost predict what segmented
reporting will be like.

By Robin M. Wagner
Segmented reporting first became an accounting
controversy about ten years ago. At that time, the
Senate Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly,
investigating economic concentration in American
industry, could not make sense out of financial reports issued by conglomerate corporations. It decided that most of the reports by diversified companies did not meet the needs of investors, creditors,
or antitrust authorities. Since then, segmented reporting has been reviewed by almost every organized
group in the financial community.' The SEC stated,
in Accounting Series Release No. 154, that it was
not satisfied with the type of reporting that was being made in this area, but that it would do nothing
until the FASB issued a statement or standard.
Needless to say, the FASB reacted to this subtle
hint. It issued a Discussion Memorandum in May
1974, and in August of that year it held public
hearings on the topic.2 Altogether 141 position
papers were submitted to the Board. Exhibit 1
illustrates the majority positions on specific issues.'
The AICPA had defined a "segment of business"
as a:
"... component of an entity whose activities
represent a separate major line of business or
class of customer. A segment may be in the
form of a subsidiary or division, or a department, and in some cases a joint venture or
other nonsubsidiary investee, provided that its
assets, results of operations, and activities can
be clearly distinguished, phvsically and operationally and for financial reporting purposes,
from the other assets, results of operations,
and activities of the entity ." 4
While other terms such as "line of business," "product line," and "business line" have also been used,
segmented reporting is defined in the FASB DisMANAGEM ENT ACCOUNT ING /APRIL 1976

cussion Memorandum as "financial reporting on a
less -than- total - enterprise basis." ti
For a More Informed Investment Decision
As a business enterprise expands its operations
into different areas, as mergers and acquisitions occur, and as relationships between it and affiliated
companies become increasingly more difficult (due
to differing rates of growth, profitability, and degrees of risk of various segments), the consolidated
data provided becomes inadequate for the purpose
of effectively analyzing the company's progress and
future earnings potential. In order to make appropriate investment and credit decisions, statement
users need to know the performance of each material segment and its importance relative to the company as a whole. By analyzing segment information,
they might discover that a major portion of the
company's earnings are in a high risk area, or that
the growth of certain segments has virtually
stopped. Obviously, this kind of information is important in estimating the company's future earnings
potential. In addition, advocates of segmented reporting, as represented by 86 percent of the respon-

9.
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r The AIPCA dealt with the subject of segmented reporting in
many announcements, both directly and indirectly. See for examp le, AP B S tatement No. 2 APB Op inion No s. 18 anti 30, and
Aao unting Research Bulletin No.43,
NAA and the F EI have als o been extremely ac tive in the s tud y
of
NAA pWubi slish hed
stud ies
issuedB.a
po ssegmented
iro n pap errepo
o n rting.
the topic;
e d three
Backer
andandWalter
McFarland, External Reporting for Segments of a Business, NAA
April 1968. Alfred R appa rt and Eugene M. Lerner, Framemori
rR e p o rting by D iverse ed Comppanies, NAA September 1969.
Alfred Rappaport and
ugene M. Lerner, Segment Reporting
//or Managers and Investors NAA, May 1972, And MAP Co mmittee
Statement No. 3, Financial R epo rting fo r Divers ified Co mpanies.
In June 1%8, the F inanc ial Executives Ins titute ad ded its voice
to the public controversy when its res earch foundation published
Financial Reporting By Diversified Companies. And in May 1971,
the FEI releas ed a po lic y statement stating that, where ap prop riate,
segmented d ata should b e pres ented as a sup plement to financ ial
statements.
I Discussion Memorandum On F inancial R ep orting for Seg menu of
a Business Enterprise, FASB, Stamfo rd, Conn., May 1974.
I Exhibit 1 is derived from the FASB Public R ecord of Position
Papera submitted in respect to Discussion Memorandum On F inancial Reporting for Segments of a Business Enterprise p. 695.
4 APB Op inion No. 3D, Rep orting the R esults of 6 pera tion s, pp.
560 -561.
° Op. C it., Discussio n Memorandum, p, vii.
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management should

use its best
judgment to
ascribe a base
for allocation

..."

dents to the Discussion Memorandum, contend that
this extended disclosure is necessary for proper evaluation of management ability in a highly decentralized companv, its competitive position, and its
internal stability. Therefore, the basic purpose of
segmented reporting is to provide for a more informed investment or credit decision which, in
turn, should result in a more efficient allocation of
investor and creditor resources.

Arguments Against Segment Reporting
The arguments against segmented reporting fall
within three basic categories:
1. The difficulty in providing the data,
2. The misinterpretation of the data once it is provided, and
3. The competitive implications to the firm.
DIFFICULTY IN PROVIDING DATA

Most arguments about the difficulty in providing
meaningful data revolve around measurement problems. The reason given for this stand is that diffi.
culties in measurement will make the data useless.
Since the measurement problems influence the feasibility of disclosing certain information, we should
first look at the difficulty in determining segment
information. In looking at the income statement,
we immediately run into trouble with the sales
figure. For example, all the respondents indicated
that sales by segment should be disclosed, but the
question remains as to whether or not intersegment
transfers should be included in the segment sales
figure. If these transfers are included, as desired by
53 percent of the respondents, the sales figure gives
a better indication of the level of segment activity.
But the opposing 47 percent also have some very
strong arguments. By their very definition, transfers
are not the result of arm's- length transactions, and
everyone knows how subjective the transfer pricing
mechanism can be. (If we accept the premise that
statement users are basically ignorant, we can also
use the argument that confusion will result because
the sum of the segment sales figure may be larger
than the consolidated sales figure.) However, if
transfers are material, both sides would probably
agree to include them.
PROBLEM OF MISINTERPRETATION

Now if sales are disclosed, with or without transfers included, we have half an income statement.
What we need now are the segment costs. These
are made up of costs that are traceable to the segment and those which are common to two or more
segments. There is, of course, no problem in measuring traceable costs, and the segment contribution
or "defined profit" is equal to the segment sales
less costs directly identified with that segment. The
real problem develops in trying to produce a segment net income figure. This type of problem is
encountered in trying to allocate common costs, defined as "... period costs which are common to two
or more segments and which if allocated among
segments, may affect segment net income, but do
30

not affect total enterprise consolidated net income." One problem is that if management does
not allocate these costs, statement users will. Since
the users are in no position to know the proper
base for allocation, the results would be less than
meaningful. It would be said that: "Because people are not used to this material, they will not know
how to handle it." Citing the investor's lack of
intimate knowledge of the company, proponents of
these arguments fear that inaccurate predictions and
comparisons will be made, resulting in inappropriate
investment decisions. Others fear that segmentation will inadvertently hide the interdependence of
the segments, promoting still greater confusion
among statement users. In addition, unsophisticated
users may be unaware of the limitations imposed by
measurement factors and misinterpret the data, creating, in a sense, the double jeopardy of misunderstanding meaningless data.
To prevent the resulting confusion and conflicting results, management should use its best judgment to ascribe a base for allocation and then proceed to allocate these common costs.' The argument
was also made that allocation would prevent CPAs
from being able to verify the data. Those who conditionally supported allocation made it contingent
upon management finding a reasonable base.
a

"...

COMPETITIVE IMPLICATIONS

The last argument consists of the competitive
implications to the firm. Some people contend that
company secrets will be disclosed while others cite
the competitive hardship suffered by some firms if
segmented data is required. Suppose that Company
A, a small company, has a segment identical to one
in Company B, a huge conglomerate. A situation

could arise where Company A would have to disclose the segment while Company B would not because the segment is not considered material to B's
operations. Another example is a multinational firm
forced to disclose profits by country while its foreign
competitors are not subject to the same regulation.
A disturbing possibility is that when segment profits
are revealed, foreign governments, organized labor,
and major suppliers will feel that they are not
getting their slice of the pie and launch "share the
wealth" campaigns at the segments they deal with.
Segmented reporting could also stop a firm from
moving into new areas which could be profitable in
the long run because it would have to reveal the
losses which usually accompany such ventures in the
first years. The cumulative effect of these situations
depends, of course, on how often they happen.
The majority of the position papers indicate that
the opponents of segmented reporting do not have
a strong enough case. However, they do have one
fairly strong argument. They are afraid that comparisons will be made between similar segments of
different companies. One misconception about segmented reporting should be pointed out. It is not
for comparisons between companies. Can the
a [bid., p. 30.
r In addition to this argument, the work of the Coat Accounting
Standards Board has been pointed out as proof that common costa
can be allocated on a reasonable basis.
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chemical division of Warner- Lambert be compared
with the chemical division of Kaiser - Aluminum? Of
course not. Chemicals to Warner - Lambert means
sophisticated pharmaceutical raw materials while
chemicals to Kaiser - Aluminum means nitrogen for
agricultural fertilizers.' Even if the components are
reasonably similar, the variety of accounting and
measurement methods render the data incomparable. If this use is avoided, however, the arguments
based on misinterpretation are of minimal importance.
Most of the respondents were also opposed to reporting interest and income taxes. Those who opposed attributing interest expense to segments felt
that financing is a corporate function based on a
notion of total enterprise earning and borrowing
power; therefore, the segments should not be involved. Of 69 letters responding to the income tax
question, only 26 indicated that allocation is necessary to reflect a segment's earnings, since tax rates
and benefits can vary from segment to segment.
The remainder felt that the allocation would be
arbitrary and unnecessary.
The majority want unusual or infrequently occuring items (as defined in APB Opinion No. 30)
to be attributed to segments but not extraordinary
ones. This may seem contradictory but the line of
reasoning used was that unusual items indicate the
risks inherent in a line of business. The majority
contend that segment income should only include
items from normal operations. If extraordinary items
were included, the income figure of the segment
would be of less value in predicting future results of
that segment.
Those in favor (a majority) of showing the cumulative effect of an accounting change did so because
it is in line with current practice. The last two
items, investee income and the minority share of
income, are rather unique. The number of respondents opposing the inclusion of investee income
equals the number of those opposing the deduction
of the minority share of segment income. This relationship results because the same argument applies
to both. To include investee income or to deduct
the minority share would distort the relationship
between sales and net income. Those who wanted
these items included felt that the resulting figure
would better reflect the segment's contribution to
the entitv.

Disclosure Problems
Although in its simplest form, segmentation is a
breaking of the whole into significant parts, the
variety of opinions as to what constitutes a reportable segment varies. Because of this, developing a
workable definition of a segment is the biggest problem the FASB faces in drafting a standard. A segment could be an organizational unit such as a division, subsidiary, or another legal or non -legal
entity, or it could be an area of economic activity
such as an industry, product line, market, or geos R. R. Mautz, Financial Reporting by Diversified Companies, Financial Executives Research Foundation, p. 60.
Op. C it., FASB Public Record of Position Papers, p. 606.
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"...

developing a workable
definition of a

Exhibit 1
MAJORITY VIEWPOINT
OF POSITION PAPERS
Breakdown by issue
Should segment information be
disclosed?
Income statement
Should the following items be
disclosed or allocated or attributed
to segments in determining a
segment income figure?
Sales
Transfers included
Income figure
Common costs
Interest
Income taxes
Unusual items
Extraordinary items
Cumulative effect of accounting
change
Investee income
Minority share of Income

yes

segment is the
biggest problem the FASB
faces ..."

yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes

Balance sheet
Should selected items be
disclosed?

no
Statement of changes in financial position
Should selected items be
disclosed?
no
Selection of segments and presentation
How should segments be selected? Management
choice
Along what lines should
Area of
companies report?
economic
activity
How should information be
Management
presented in financial reports?
choice

graphical area. The arguments for organizational
units hinge on the notion that this would promote
a uniformity lacking in any other method while at
the same time guarantee that the units would have
a "... significant degree of viability to constitute a
reportable entity. " Segmentation in this manner
would reveal the effects of selling or spinning off
the unit, and at the salve time provide a means of
measuring the performance of management. Opponents of this method feel that there should be no
attempt to portray segments as autonomous entities.
In addition, they contend that organizational units
are not established for management reasons but to
take advantage of provisions in tax law or to meet
legal requirements. Information based on units such
as these would be useless to investors or creditors.
Segmentation could also be by market which
would designate the final users such as consumers,
retailers, wholesalers, or government. Also, division
by geographical area would attempt to reflect the
different risks of operating in different countries,
and segmentation by product line versus industry
would be a matter of degree with industrial classification representing a broad area of activity.
A second problem in defining the segment for
reporting is the criteria to be used for defining materiality. Most of the respondents thought that
using a percentage test as required by the SEC was
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"Specific
guidelines
Would . . .
straitjacket
public reporting, producing
useless data."

mechanistic, arbitrary, and a cookbook approach.
They also felt that it was probably a workable and
unavoidable solution.
The FASB also faces a conflict in deciding how
specific the criteria for reporting should be. Opinions range from using the Standard Industrial
Classification Code (SIC) as required in reporting
to the Federal Trade Commission to permitting
complete management discretion. Those favoring
broad guidelines to help management select the reportable segments felt that management is in the
best position to select information useful to investors and creditors. Specific guidelines would
ignore the unique structure and reporting capabilities of different companies and straitjacket public
reporting, producing useless data.
Some Final Questions
The final questions to be resolved are:
Which business enterprises would be subject to
the standard,
How is the information to be incorporated into
the financial reports, and
What is the auditor's role in dealing with segment information?
The standard could apply only to publicly held
corporations or across the board to all companies
regardless of size or degree of public ownership. The
arguments favoring a standard for publicly owned
companies alone contend that the cost, both competitive and monetary, to a private company would
far exceed the value of any such data. The basis for
a standard applicable across the board is that standards should not be two- tiered. A standard of
financial reporting for one should be a standard for
everyone.
The method of incorporation into the annual
report and the role of the auditor are not independent. If the Board required segmented data in the

new or the basic statements, it is assumed that the
information will fall within the scope of the audit
opinion. If information is supplied as supplementary, it is assumed that the auditors will not attest
to it. This method was supported by those who feel
that the material would be impossible or too costly
to verify. The majority, however, preferred that the
method of reporting be left up to management. In
fact, they urged that management be encouraged to
experiment to find the best means of disclosure.
One legal unknown arises if disclosure is not required in the basic financial statements covered by
the audit opinion. If the material is not required
to be disclosed in this manner, then the assumption
is that it is not required for fair presentation. It is
indefinite whether the FASB can require disclosure
of material in this category. However, it has been
reasoned that peer pressure among managers will be
enough to enforce any standard which requires disclosure in this manner.
Conclusion
If the Financial Accounting Standards Board
drafts a statement based upon the majority opinion,
as represented in the position papers, we can almost
predict what segmented reporting will be like. The
segments, selected by management, will be based on
areas of economic activity, with materiality determined by a percentage test of total revenues of pretax profit. No disclosure of items pertaining to the
balance sheet or statement of changes in financial
position will be required while a segment contribution approach is indicated for the income statement.
Common costs would not be allocated but other
items would be attributed to segments. This would
include investee income, unusual items, the minority share of income, and the cumulative effect of
accounting changes. The information would be included in the financial reports according to management discretion, while the standard would be applicable only to publicly owned companies.
❑

LETTERS
Continued from page I1
ideas. But these social objectives cannot
be achieved by companies operating in
the red. Citing the Chrysler Corporation
as a fine example of social reporting
certainly brought no cheer to dividend less stockholders and laid off employees.
Profit is and must remain the number
one responsibility to society. Let's leave
the social reporting to the P.R. men.
Thomas A. Mulvaney
Indianapolis Chapter
Indianapolis, Ind.
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Consistency Should Be Used
Robert W. Coiner's article, in the
October 1975 issue Of MA NA G EM EN T
A c c o u N T r N G , titled "Brazilian Price -Level
Accounting," describes a more complete
and logical approach to financial accounting during an inflationary period
than does the piecemeal attempt under
the LIFO inventory method. Under the
Brazilian price -level method, an attempt
is made to adjust for the effect that inflation of the preceding year has had on all
of the balance sheet accounts and not just
the inventory account.
In many manufacturing companies, the
investment in fixed assets alone is com-

parable and in many cases larger than that
in inventories. A ls o the turnover rate of
fixed assets is at a much slower rate than
that of inventories and thus current replacement costs for a large part of a
company's present facilities would be
many times its original cost.
As in all of the other phases of accounting, consistency should also be used
when an attempt is made to account for
the effect of inflation in the financial
statements.
john L. Grabow
Secretary- Treasurer
Superior Welding Supply Co.
Waterloo, Iowa
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INFORMATION SCIENCE
AND RELEVANT
ACCOUNTING REPORTS
In this case, accounting would be thought of as a communication
process between a source (the preparer of accounting data) and a
consumer (the user of accounting data), and relevance would be
the measure of effective contact between the source and the
consumer.

By Germain Boer and John O. Everett
The accountant, in his role as a provider of information used for decision- making, must provide relevant
information to managers at all levels in the organization. However, this need for relevant information
has done little to stimulate accountants to study the
characteristics of relevance or how the relevance of
information can be improved.' Information scientists, on the other hand, have been studying the
phenomenon of relevance for years. Although their
studies were made in laboratory settings, they do
provide an insight into the factors that make information relevant in a communication process. It is
possible, therefore, that those studies in information
science could indicate ways by which accountants,
who are also involved in the process of communicating information, can make accounting information relevant. In this case, accounting would be
thought of as a communication process between a
source (the preparer of accounting data) and a
consumer (the user of accounting data), and relevance would be the measure of effective contact
between the source and the consumer.
Definition of Relevance
Relevance, according to the dictionary, implies a
traceable, significant, logical connection.z It was
initially viewed by information scientists as a function of the source (the information system). Non relevance was regarded as a malfunction of the system, such as improper coding or inadequate indexing. According to that view, questions (information
needs) and answers (information) could be matched
merely by a manipulation of the information system. For instance, information on inventories generated by a system that was nonrelevant could be
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eliminated by simply changing the indexing scheme
used in the inventory system. Supporters of this
view would, therefore, argue that accounting relevance was a function of the account classification
scheme, the manipulation of data within the system, and the report format used for system output.
In other words, the accounting system output could
be made relevant by improving the way in which
data are collected, manipulated, and disseminated
to managers throughout the company.
SYSTEM USERS MUST BE INVOLVED

Accountants have argued for years that system
users must be involved in the development of the
information system, and information scientists began to recognize this in the 1950's when they
shifted their search for relevance from the organization of the system to the user of the information
generated by the system.-3 This focus on the user
emphasized the user's judgment, i.e., how he judged
the relevance of a piece of information that he received in answer to a question. In other words, this
view of relevance looked at the degree to which a
system user felt that the information received from
the system was relevant to his need.
RELEVANCE AND PERTINENCE

As part of this approach to the study of relevance,
information scientists found it useful to make a
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distinction between the concept of relevance and
the concept of pertinence. They defined relevance
as the property which assigns information produced
by the system (as answers) to a query (question
asked of a system), while pertinence is defined as
the property which assigns information produced
by the system (as answers) to an information need .4
For example, assume a manager (the system
J. O. EVERETT user) wants to know the amount of dollar increase
in sales of this year from the past year. The manager
is an Assistant
Professor of might ask the accountant how much sales increased
Accounting at the from last year to this year. If the accountant reUniversity of Southern sponded with an answer of 20 percent, this inforMississippi. He holds mation would be relevant: It answers the query.
a B.S.B.A. degree and
If the accountant responded with an answer of
an M.S. degree in
$30,000,
this information would be pertinent: It
Accounting from the
answers
the
information need. In this framework,
University of
Mississippi,and is then, a system can provide answers to questions
currently a Ph.D. which fit the definition of relevant information, but
Candidate at
Oklahoma State to the manager the information is not relevant beUniversity. cause it does not satisfy his need.
As Exhibit I shows, the information that is pertinent matches the information need of the system
user; the relevant information matches the question
asked by the user. In other words, the system operator (the accountant) interprets the question and
makes a judgment about the information that is
relevant to the user. If the the user does not agree
with this judgment, then the information has relevance but no pertinence.
Actually, the only difference between relevance
and pertinence lies in the person judging the relevance of a response to a query. If the system operator judges the system response to the query relevant, this framework would classify the response as
Exhibit 1
RELEVANCE AND PERTINENCE
Manager
(Requestor)

Accounting information
system

Information need
Total dollar increase in
sales over last year
r

,

Pertinence
$30000

P
0

0

t

u

n P
t u
t
a s
I

Relevance
20%

Encoding query
Appropriate system
indices

System file search
Potential answers retrieved
by indices

System input
(Coded query)

i

Query formulation
How much have sales increased
from last year to this year?

relevant. If the system user judges the response
relevant, the response is classified as pertinent. Consequently, the distinction between relevance and
pertinence is significant only in that it points out
that the system operator and the system user may
not agree in their judgment of the relevance of a
response to a query.
Some of the reasons for a difference in the judgment of relevance can be illustrated by referring to
Exhibit 1 again. Consider the factors involved in
the process of query formulation. A manager is
faced with a problem and he wants some information to help him solve his problem. If the problem
is clearly defined, the manager will likely have a
clear idea of his information need; on the other
hand, the less clearly defined the problem, the less
likely is the manager to know precisely the information he needs. Thus before he formulates a query
to present to the system, there are varying degrees
of certainty in the manager's mind about the information he needs.
The degree of uncertainty about his information
need affects the choice of terms the manager uses to
encode his query. For example, a manager who feels
the contribution is too low for a sales territory may
ask the accountant why the territory contribution is
so low. This query, because of its imprecision, can
be answered in many ways by the accountant, and
the manager may consider many of the answers irrelevant. The manager may not consider relevant
the response that sales are down and costs are up
in the territory. However, if the manager asked the
accountant for an analysis of territory contribution
that shows budget and actual contribution for each
product line sold in the territory, he will be more
likely to receive a response that he considers relevant.
Lack of precision in query formulation is affected
by an imprecise definition of information need, but
it is also affected by the user's knowledge of the
logic and structure of the system that receives his
questions. The system operator can more easily provide relevant information to the system user if the
system user formulates his queries in a format that
is clearly understood by the system operator. For
example, the manager who is well versed in the
workings of the company accounting system will
be able to get much more relevant information
from the system than will the manager who knows
nothing about the mechanics of the system.
A FUNCTION OF SOURCE AND DESTINATION

Conversely, the more the accountant knows
about the problems and information needs of managers, the better he will be able to provide information that the managers consider relevant. And
this leads to the third stage in the search for a definition of relevance, a stage in which relevance is
defined as a function of both the source and the
destination. Studies on relevance in which there
was interaction between the source and the destination showed a greater number of relevant responses
Ibid, P. 122.
[bid, p. 112.
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than those cases in which there was no interaction.
The way in which this works can be illustrated by
referring again to Exhibit 1. When the manager
asked for the amount of sales increase and the accountant answered that sales increased 20 percent,
the manager could immediately respond that he
wanted the dollar amount instead of the percentage.
Thus the more accountants and managers interact
and discuss their problems with one another, the
more relevant the information provided by the accounting system will be.

Measurement of Relevance
Information scientists have also been attempting
to measure relevance. Numerous measures have
been developed ranging in complexity from simple
ratios to such exotic measures as "... the square
of the cosine of the angle between the two corres." e
ponding directions in information space
However, two of the more understandable measures of relevance are the recall ratio and the
precision ratio. They are computed as follows:
Recall ratio =
Number of relevant records retrieved
Number of relevant records present in file
Precision ratio =
Number of relevant records retrieved
Total number of records retrieved
The recall ratio measures the percentage of all relevant records retrieved per query, while the precision
ratio measures the percentage of retrieved records
which are relevant. A system is said to be operating
efficiently when both the recall ratio and the precision ratio are high.Consider, for example, the situation presented in
Exhibit 2. Here the same question is asked of three
alternative information systems and the responses
to this question are shown for each system.
Of the 20 records retrieved from System A, 75
percent were relevant and represented a recall of
60 percent of the relevant records that were present
in the file. System B was able to provide 12 records,
but only three of those were relevant; nevertheless,
those three records represented 60 percent of the
total relevant records in the file. System C retrieved
five records, and three of those were relevant; but
those three records represented only 20 percent of
the 15 relevant records contained in the file.
Svstem A was thus operating at a higher level of
efficiency (75 percent precision, 60 percent recall)
than either System B or System C. Although System B was able to retrieve three of the five relevant
records, the total of twelve records retrieved meant
that the requestor had to do some work that he
hoped the system would perform (i.e., the requestor had to separate relevant from irrelevant rece Donald M. Mackay, Information Mechanism and Meaning, The
M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1469, p. 49.
t
A more detailed explanation of recall, precision, and operating
efficiency may be found in the work by Charles Meadow, The
Analysit of Inform ation S Item s, Melville Publishing Company,
Los Angeles, 1973, pp. 162 - 72_
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Exhibit 2
PRECISION AND RECALL OF
ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS
System A
20 Records retrieved
15 Relevant records retrieved
25 Relevant records in file
Precision = 15/20 = 7 5 %
Recall = 12 /2 5 = 60 %
System 0
12 Records retrieved
3 Relevant records retrieved
5 Relevant records in file
Precision = 3/ 1 2 = 25%
Recall = 3/ 5 = 60%

"The content
of the response
is another
factor that
influences the
evaluation of
system efficiency."

System C
5 Records retrieved
3 Relevant records retrieved
15 Relevant records in file
Precision = 3/ 5 = 6 0 %
Recall = 3/15 = 20 %

ords) . System C performed better than System B
in retrieving relevant records in terms of the percentage retrieved; however, only a small percentage
of relevant records in the System C file was retrieved, and the low recall ratio would have an effect
on the performance of the requestor.
The system user would want to evaluate more
than just recall and precision in deciding on the
effectiveness of a system. He would also want to
consider time constraints and the content of the
relevant records retrieved. If, for example, System A
requires ten days to provide the information requested, and System C requires fifteen minutes for
the information it provides, the decision -maker will
probably prefer System C. A system that can provide a small number of relevant answers within the
time required by the decision -maker is preferable
to one that provides a large number of relevant responses long after they are needed.
The content of the response is another factor
that influences the evaluation of system efficiency.
Most responses may contain relevant information,
but the degree of relevancy can vary from one response to another. For instance, a decision -maker
may receive six relevant responses from a system and
still not have enough information for his decision;
but another system may provide one relevant response that has such a high degree of relevance
that only one relevant response is required. Consequently, a system must be evaluated not only on
the number of relevant responses it provides, but
also on the degree of relevance of each response.
An added weakness of the relevance measures is
that thev are based on the assumption that a response provided by a system has been judged relevant or irrelevant; that is, these measures indicate
the degree to which the system provided relevant
information in the past. Nevertheless, measures such
as these might be used to evaluate the relevance of
information to be provided by a new or revised
management information system. Various queries
could be presented to the new system before it be35

"... experiments will

have to
be conducted . . . "

cones operational and the responses to these queries
could be used to compute the precision and recall
ratios. The value of the ratios could be used to give
some indication of whether the system will perform
as expected.
Experimentation on Relevance and
Accounting Implications
The importance of the distinction between relevant and nonrelevant information emphasizes the
need for research on the characteristics of relevant
information. A number of laboratory experiments
on relevance have been conducted by information
scientists, and a summary of the more significant
studies is presented in Exhibit 3. Tefko Saracevic,
in his book Introduction to Information Systems,
provides an excellent summary of these studies for
the reader who is interested." Although many of
these studies were conducted in laboratory settings,
their findings do provide some ideas for improving
accounting reporting systems.
As Exhibit 3 shows, there are four factors that
affect the relevance of system responses: the document used to convev the message, the query presented to the system operator, the people involved
in formulating queries and responses, and the conditions tinder which the relevance judgments were
made. The research on the impact of the document
on relevance might help accountants to improve the
reports they send to managers, and the research on
" Exhibit 3 discloses parenthetically the experimenter(s) associated
with each may
periments
conclusion.
b e found A
in the
briefbook,
ddescripption
e'"
Cit.,
of by
each
Tefko
of Saracevic,
these expp. 125 -137.

queries might enable accountants to better respond
to the questions managers ask about accounting
data. Obviously, the more accountants know about
how people respond to different types of messages,
the better the accountant will be able to construct
messages that elicit the response he desires. Finally,
the research on the conditions in which an item
is judged relevant may help accountants to identify
the conditions that provide for maximum relevance
of information.
Before any conclusions can be reached about the
importance of relevance in an accounting setting,
experiments will have to be conducted using accountants, accounting systems, and managers to see
whether findings in information science are applicable to accounting. Nevertheless, we believe that
the following suggestions for improving accounting
reports, suggestions derived from information science studies of relevance, are worth considering.
How To Improve Accounting Reports
DETER NIINE T HE INFO RNIATION NEEDS O F T HE REPORT USER. Different intended uses of a document
can produce different relevance judgments by the
user. The accountant should find out how the manager intends to use the accounting information before he prepares an accounting report for that manager.
PROVIDE FOR CO NT INUOUS INTER AC T IO N BET W EEN

Interchange between accountants and managers enhances the acContinued on page 34

THE REP ORT PR EP AR ER AND USER.

Exhibit 3
CONCLUSIONS OF RELEVANCE EXPERIMENTS BY VARIABLE STUDIED

Queries

People

Judgment conditions

1. Subject content of document as compared to
query appears to be most
important variable affecting relevance.
(Rees and Schultz)

1. The more a group of users
(requestors) know about a
query, the higher the
agreement among the users
on relevance judgments.
(Cuadra and Katter)

1. The greater the subject
knowledge of a group of
users, the fewer the documents judged relevant for a
given query.
(Rees and Schultz)

1. Changes in experimental
conditions may change the
relevance judgment for a
given document.
(Rees and Schultz)

2. Style and content of information provided may
affect relevance judgment.
(Cuadra and Katter)

2. As discussions on different
queries and documents
increase among users, the
agreement on relevance
judgments increases among
the users.
(O'Connor)

2. Different intentions of use
by requestors of information may produce different
relevance judgments for
the same information
(documents),
(Cuadra and Katter)

2. Relevance depends on the
whole set of documents for
which the judgment is to
be performed (i.e., relevance is a comparative
property).
(Rees and Schultz)

3. There appears to be a
higher agreement of different users on nonrelevant
information than relevant
information.
(Barhydt)

3. The more pressure existing
in judgmental situations,
the more relevant every thing becomes.
(Cuadra and Katter)

Documents

3. The more specific the subject content, the more
agreement among different
users as to relevance.
(Saracevic)
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OBTAINING
BANK CREDIT
Assuming the banker has the financial statement in a form
that satisfies his requirements, and all questions are answered,
then only part of the job is done.

By Robert E. Greene
Accurate, adequate, and up-to -date records are essential to good business management. Because the
businessman bases his management decisions, in
part, on financial statements, he should be certain
that such statements reflect fairly the company's
financial position and the results of their operations.
The Need for Financial Statements
When the businessman becomes a borrower, his
financial statements are indispensable to the consideration of the loan request. The banker needs to
know that they have been prepared accurately, independently, and objectively. These three requirements are met by a well - prepared audit report which
contains the standard unqualified opinion. The
minimum audit report would usually consist of the
balance sheet, income statement, and an analysis
of changes in capital and retained earnings, accompanied by a CPA opinion. In addition, it is becoming more and more important for such reports to
include data on changes in financial and working
capital position, agings of receivables and payables,
and summary of insurance coverage.
To the banker, the problem is one of determining
the degree of risk involved in the proposed loan.
As the custodian of other people's money, he is
answerable to his depositors, directors, stockholders,
and to examining and regulatory authorities for the
soundness and liquidity of the loans he makes. He
must satisfy himself that every loan he makes will
be repaid in accordance with its terms after profitable use by the borrower. He begins this process by
comparing and analyzing the financial history of the
business over a period of years. Three to five years
of consecutive annual reports is acceptable as a
normal minimum for a new borrowing request.
Basic Information Required
The nature of information required by the banker
in making any loan decision varies widely, depending on several factors:
MAN AG EMEN T AC C OUNTI NG / APRI L 1976

Cash: How much is on hand? How much is in the
bank? How much —if any —is restricted, pledged, or
earmarked for specific purposes?
Accounts receivable: Are the accounts concentrated
in a few names? Do they originate from trade
customers? Are there important exceptions to this?
What are the "terms of the trade "? How old are
the accounts? Is there a reserve for doubtful
accounts? Is it adequate? Have any accounts been
R. E. GREENE
pledged?
Inventories: What commodities are included? How is a Vice President and
much of the inventory is in raw material? Work in Loan Administrator for
United California
process? Finished goods? How old is the inventory? Bank. Mr. Greene
Where is it? What method of valuation is used?
holds B.A. and M.B.A.
Fixed assets: What are the major kinds of assets degrees in Economics
(land, buildings, equipment)? Is leased equipment from Brigham Young
included? Where are the assets located? What is the University.
basis of valuation? What is the appraised value?
What changes have taken place in the depreciation This article was
reserve during the period? Which, if any, properties submitted through the
Southeast Los Angeles
are pledged?
County Chapter.
Accounts payable: Who are the major creditors?
Are the accounts current? What are the purchase
terms? Are they all trade creditors?
Notes payable: To whom: Trade? Bank? Owners of
the business? Affiliated companies? How much of
this debt is due after one year? Are the notes
secured, and if so, how? Are they subordinated?
Term debt: How fast must it be paid? How is it
secured? Are there any restrictions or agreements
supporting this credit?
Capital: How many classes of capital stock are there?
How much is authorized? Issued? Outstanding?
Owned by the company? By the principal stockholders? Who are they?
Beyond Financial Statements
Assuming the banker has the financial statement
in a form that satisfies his requirements, and all
questions are answered, then only a part of the job
is done. Other important measurements should be
made periodically to complete the foundation for
sound judgment. This gets into the business itself:
87
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. . both the

SEC and the
FASB have put
inflation
accounting
near the top
of their
agendas."

products, markets, systems, organization structure,
executive development and motivation, communications, style of doing business, and above all, management and its ability, character, judgment, business
insight, and resourcefulness. It is in this area of
gaining a better understanding of customers and
their needs, and making a better effort to satisfy
them, that a bank shows its superiority. One prominent banker summarized this in definite teens:
"In this process of approving loan applications
the need for credit information cannot be
overstressed. If bankers are to discharge intelligently their lending responsibilities and
protect their depositors and shareholders, they
must have more than a casual acquaintance
with the businesses and industries they
serve."'

New Framework Proposed for Financial
Statements
Two years ago, the AICPA formed the Trueblood
Committee to develop basic objectives of financial
statements. Their reports, issued in October 1973,
are now under active study by the Financial Accounting Standards Board. The report states as a
fundamental concept that the basic objective of
financial statements is to aid economic decision making. The report concludes that financial statements should:
1. Contain information for predicting, comparing,
and evaluating the earning power of enterprises,
2. Serve the needs of users who rely on such
reports as their principal source of information
for economic decisions,
3. Emphasize substance, not technical form,
4. Reflect the ability of an enterprise to generate
cash for its owners,
5. Report both historical cost and current values
which differ significantly,
6. Aid users in assessing risk,

Percent
1971
1972
57
51
19
21

•

Sales and earnings by product line
Sales only by product line
Financial statistics for ten years
63
67
or more
Research and development
24
17
expenditures
30
60
Concern for corporate responsibilities
Availability of 10 -K reports
na
na
Foreign sales and earnings
ne
na
Currency translation gains and losses
na
na
Quarterly earnings
na
na
Inventory profits
na
na
Effective Income tax rates*
Compensating bank balances*
Capitalization of leases'
Required by the SEC for the first time in 10 -K reports.
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Profits and Inflation
One of the areas of specific concern today is the
problem of inflation. 1973 was a year of record
profits. Non - financial corporations fattened their
pre -tax profits by $25 billion to a level of $126
billion. Although this is the sharpest dollar gain
ever for one year, figures are very deceptive for in
large measure they reflect inventory profits stemming from inflation, together with substantial under depreciation of plant and equipment. As a result
of overstated profits, these corporations paid something on the order of $12 billion more in taxes than
perhaps was economically justified. Of the $25
billion increase in reported profits, inventory profits
amounted to $17 billion, or 70 percent of the
increase.z
In recognizing this problem, both the SEC and
the FASB have put inflation accounting near the
top of their agendas. The SEC is asking (but not
requiring) companies to disclose the impact of
inflation on so- called inventory profit. Marshall
Armstrong, Chairman of the FASB, has said his
organization is thinking of requiring companies to
publish supplemental price - level- adjusted information beside each number on their balance sheet and
income statements. Meanwhile, it is in the best
interest of all concerned for businesses to take steps
to correct a part of the problem. For example, using
LIFO inventory accounting would supply more
accurate information about the true state of profits.
Likewise, the use of accelerated depreciation would
also help to avoid exaggeration of profits.

How Are Companies Responding?

Exhibit 1
PERCENTAGE OF COMPANIES REPORTING IN
SELECTED CATEGORIES
1970
32
24

7. Separate information which is factual from
information which is interpretive,
8. Disclose assumptions and judgments that enter
into preparation of the statements,
9. Group and segregate resources and obligations
according to the relative uncertainty of their
realization or liquidation, and
10. Disclose the inherent imprecision resulting from
the necessity to use assumptions and estimates
in many aspects of financial reporting.

1973
58
22

67

73

35
64
na
na
na
na
na

26
22
15
38
34
26
26
53
40
29

A report out of Business Week, April 27, 1974,
indicates that readers of that year's corporate annual
reports will find more new kinds of information
than ever before.3 Particular response came about
on the prodding of the SEC to make disclosures on
leases, tax rates, and compensating bank balances.
A random sampling of annual reports from 100
large U.S. industrial companies is shown in Exhibit
1.
As can be immediately seen, more companies are
calling attention to the 10 -K reports. Some companies even tell shareholders they can get a copy.
All of the companies made some mention of credit
This comment was made several years ago by Mr. Frank L. King,
then Chairman or the Board United California Bank in a speech
to the National Association ofSupervisors of State B;as.
1 1 1 eer, C. Wallich and Mabel 1. Wallich
"Profits aren't as good
as they look," Fortune Mafazine, March 1974. "Taking the measure of past year's profits}f' Business Week, March 1974.
s "A Ne w Diet of D ata attens Annual Reports," Business Week,
April 1974.
I
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arrangements and 40 percent went into considerable
detail. If companies paid income taxes that were
greater or lower than the 48 percent federal rate for
U.S. corporations, they have to explain to the SEC
just how that came about. More than half of the
companies chose to provide the same information
to their shareholders. Likewise, 30 percent in the
sample decided to pass along lease commitment
details to shareholders. The SEC has also asked
companies to figure out what the effect would be
if all financing leases had been capitalized (with or
without borrowed money) and the company had to
pay interest and take depreciation.
In November of 1973, the SEC issued extensive
regulations relating to the reporting of compensating
balances as they relate to credit arrangements. The
regulation suggested a confirmation of credit arrangements and balances by independent auditors
directly with the bank. This probably was the first
time banks had been asked for confirmation, and
what is subsequently proved was that, in most cases,
it was advisable that company and bank officials
review their credit arrangements to make sure they
had a mutual understanding, particularly on oral
agreements.
This communication is vital because many banks
are continually in process of refining their loan
I

American Bankers Association circular December 17, 1973.

pricing models which weigh heavily the level of free
collected deposits as compensating balances for a
loan. Businessmen should recognize that out of
$100,000 maintained with a bank in average ledger
balances, only about $ 50,000 is investable after
deducting 18 percent for federal reserve, 20 percent
for average float, and 15 percent to support accounting servicing.
The AICPA has prepared guidelines in a model
letter for use in this confirmation process. A normal
response might read:

"This communication
is vital..."

"The company has been expected to maintain
an average compensating balance as determined from the bank's ledger records with
adjustments for uncollected funds of 10 percent of its available credit, plus 10 percent
of its average outstanding borrowings. " 4
The company's compliance with the arrangements
during the reporting period is a vital part of the
response.
Conclusion
The adequacy of financial statements submitted
for bank credit has always been, and will continue
to be, of the greatest importance. Likewise, the
exchange of thoughts and opinions with the accounting profession will help in this effort.
❑

INFORMATION SCIENCE AND RELEVANT ACCOUNTING REPORTS
Continued from page 36

MAKE MANAGERS AWARE OF HOW ACCOUNT ING DATA
ARE

countant's understanding of the manager's information needs thereby enabling the accountant to
provide information that is judged relevant by the
manager. At the same time, this interaction makes
the manager aware of what information the accountant can provide, and this enables the manager
to formulate his queries of the system in a manner
that communicates precisely his information needs
to the accountant.
USE TERMINOLOGY IN ACCO UNTING REPO RTS THAT IS
FAMILIAR TO THE USER OF THE REPO RT. If the manager does not understand the language used in a
report, he cannot respond to that report in the
way the accountant wants him to respond. Accountants can either tailor reports to individual managers, or they can change manager skills to match
the sophistication of the reports. Seminars, continuing education courses, and informal meetings
with managers can be used to upgrade manager
skills sufficiently to meet the technical level of the
accounting reports. Thus, matching the accounting
report to the individual can be accomplished by
changing the report or by changing the individual.
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COLLECTED,

MANIPULATED

AND

PROCESSED.

What is relevant to one user of accounting information may not be relevant to another. By disclosing
how figures are developed, the accountant will help
the user to decide what information to request from
the system. The more proficient the system user is
at formulating queries that are understandable to
the system operators, the higher the relevance to
the user of the information generated by the system. In other words, relevance is affected by the
efficiency with which the query is formulated as
well as by the degree to which the system response
meets the needs of the system user.
Conclusion
Mathematical models, computerized information
systems, or the latest innovations in information
processing are useless unless they provide relevant
information to managers. The provision of relevant
information should, therefore, be of concern to all
accountants. Yet, although they would agree that
relevant information is essential, accountants have
done no research on the subject. It is time for accountants to begin examining the relevance of
the information they provide.
❑
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A CASH FLOW
APPROACH
TO CORPORATE
CREDIT ANALYSIS
For top management, the accountant, and the banker
the net result is an improved strategy for managing the resources,
both actual and potential, which are available to the corporation.

By Anthony B.M. Albert
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Frankfurt Chapter
1975, is in charge of
credit administration
with Security Pacific
National Bank at the
Frankfurt, Germany,
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holds an MBA degree
from INSEAD, the
European Institute of
Business
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During the past 25 years the financing of corporations was facilitated by a climate of relative economic stability and continuous rates of growth. This
process was assisted by a world monetary system
which created the confidence required for investors
to channel their savings into large undertakings,
either in the form of equity or debt. In today's
situation, however, it is not sufficient for the investor to know how fast earnings are going up, or
how secure the earnings base is, lie must also know
the cash and liquidity position of the firm.

Credit Analysis for Tight Money Financing
The primary concern here is not with an economic analysis of the sectors that a corporation is involved in, rather with the dissection of the corporation's operations. To this effect the objective is to
concentrate on three aspects:
1. The durability of corporate earnings —The objective is to determine the earning power of the
corporate base and the asset backing of its capital
structure along traditional lines.
2. The internal cash flow patterns —The objective
is to identify the real sources of cash generated
by separating the cash flow patterns of each of
a corporation's divisions.
3. The possibilities of downside flexibility —The
objective is to plan for financial mobility rather
than financial emergency, by systematically reviewing the resources of mobility.
The result of the first analysis of the earnings
durability can be expressed by various ratios, notably
the burden coverage ratio, the interest coverage
ratio, the debt /equity ratio, etc. Viewed against
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historical rates, these ratios may be unacceptably
high.' As to the cash flow analysis, this approach
has been applied for some time along traditional
lines. In effect it involved looking at the corporation's ability to pay off the debt in question from
the resources available at a certain moment in time.
It is sometimes referred to as the "liquidation"
approach. The last analysis is based on the "going
concern" concept. This involves the evaluation of
the ability of the corporation to pay off its maturing
debt from resources either generated internally or
borrowed during that period of time. This enables
the analysis to contain a review of the downside
possibilities under various assumptions.

New Framework for Analysis
The cash flow based approach should determine
the future viability of the corporation as opposed to
its present situation. The procedure is as follows:
1. Determine the debt payment capacity of the
firm.
2. Determine the degree of the firm's refinancing
independence.
3. Appraise the firm's refinancing ability. A low
rating would preclude any credit extension.
4. Conduct a comparative industry analysis.
The conventional analytical device used to examine the needs for, and the sources of, financing is
the source and application of funds statement. For
the reader unfamiliar with such a statement, it is
predicated in large part on accrual accounting
postulates. From a mathematical standpoint, a
balance is always achieved. The total of net income
I
The value of the criteria chosen as liquidity benchmarks remains
open to question when the current ratio of all manufacturers slid
from 2.46 to 1.97 during the last ten years.
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a
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larger cash flow. At the same time, net operating
cash needs will also rise with sales. The company
may, therefore, find that net operating cash generation is nominal, and the additional cash required to
meet long -term, non - operating needs must be obtained from external sources. A company with level
sales will probably have a net operating cash generation equal to its cash flow because the normalizing
effect of accrual entries will be relatively unchanged.
However, if a company has falling volume, net operating cash generation may exceed its cash flow.
Under this more dynamic approach, the tradi-

Exhibit 1
NET OPERATING CASH GENERATION
COMPANY A -1974
(Thousands of dollars)
Net income
$691
Depreciation
348
Gross operating cash generation
(Cash flow)
Less operating cash needs
Increases in receivables
$436
Increases in inventory
691
Increases In prepaid expenses

$1,039

$1,127
Plus operating cash sources
Increase in payables
Increase in accruals

$140
11
151
$

Net operating cash needs
Net operating cash generation

976
63

Exhibit 2
OPERATING /NON- OPERATING CASH GENERATION
STATEMENT -- COMPANY A
(Thousands of dollars)
1973

1974
$

$744

_.W

$962

$1,127

$100

$ 140

Net change in cash

976
63

200
—

$

$

849
231

$309
142
340

2,723
791
$1,022

2,923
$2•,986
$1,151
150
1,346
595

$498
100
208
$

Total cash generation
Non - operating cash needs
Capital expenditures
Dividends
Long term debt repayments
Investment In other assets

S 151
$

113
Net operating cash needs
Net operating cash generation
Non - operating cash generation
Increase in short term debt
Increases in longterm debt
New Equity

436
691
—

$

$400
562

$1,039

806
216

$

Plus operating cash sources
Increases in accounts payable
Increases in accruals

691
348

$1,080

—

Net Income
Depreciation
Gross operating cash generation
Less operating cash needs
Increases in receivables
Increases in inventories
Increases in prepaid expenses

—

plus non -cash charges such as depreciation (often
called cash flow) together with funds provided by
increases in non - current liabilities and decreases in
non - current assets is equated with increases in noncurrent assets or decreases in non - current liabilities.
The net change in working capital is the balancing
factor. If it is positive, it is an application; if it is
negative, it is a source. However, this approach has
little predictive value.
The net income and the change in working
capital are the results of many entries that may
bear little or no resemblance to cash. For this
reason the sum of net income and depreciation
which, as we mentioned above, is often called cash
flow, is not cash at all. This is because accounting
records are normally maintained on an "accrual"
rather than on a "cash" basis. Accrual accounting
satisfies a fundamental accounting precept —the
"matching principle ". This principle says in effect
that, regardless of cash income or outgo, only those
revenues or expenses that apply to the transactions
of the current accounting period are to be recognized in determining profit or loss.
Accrual accounting is also considered to be the
best measure of management success over a relatively short period of time. The accrual concept,
however, is in a sense artificial and may be misleading as to a firm's ability to meet its cash requirements. Accrual accounting attempts to precisely
measure the actual physical flow of revenue producing items during an accounting period —be they
goods or services. The monetary value of the expenses or revenues pertaining to the goods or
services sold may bear no corresponding relationship
to the timing or to the amount of the cash receipts
or disbursements connected with them. This may
be especially true in a time of rapidly rising or
falling sales, as well as in times of strong inflationary
pressures.
Under accrual accounting, therefore, the matching principle can require accounting entries that
may differ substantially from actual cash payments
and receipts during any given period of time. The
banker, however, would be primarily interested in
the flow of cash through a business. His loan is in
the form of a cash payment to a borrower. The
repayment must obviously be in the same form. For
this reason, every lending officer would have to have
the tools with which to eliminate the effects of
accrual entries so he can obtain a true picture of the
historical cash requirements and sources. This would
be necessary not only to understand and to measure
past performance, but also, and more important,
to see the future implications in terms of existing
loans and/or anticipated borrowing requirements.
The starting point, therefore, is the analysis of
operating cash generation. (See Exhibits 1 and 2.)
The analysis of cash generated from operations is
in a sense arbitrary, but more meaningful. It is an
attempt to tie the cash needs which fluctuate in
response to volume of activity, and are therefore
not generally responsive to management control. If
a company is growing rapidly, rising sales volume
may result in sharply higher accrual earnings and a

3,242
(256)
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"The cash
generation
statement is
divided into
four major
parts

..."

tional cash How is substantially reduced when the
accrual entries on which it is based are included. In
the example shown in Exhibit 1, Company A's
operations did not really generate the cash shown
as cash How required to support its non - operating
needs. It generated, in reality, only $63,000 instead
Of $1,039,000. Management's strategic decisions on
resource allocation would be made more evident
from an analysis of its non - operating cash sources,
such as new equity, term debt, etc.
Construction of Cash Generation Statements
Before dismissing this approach as too complex

Exhibit 3
SUMMARY OF COMPANY B'S
FINANCIAL POSITION
(Thousands of dollars)
1972
$8,730
4,627
45
66
7,301
5,080
3,405
5,585
704
1,650

1974
$10,613
5,660
(664)

1973
$9,735
5,229
94
70
7,290
4,904
3,513
5,565
704
1,655

—

Turnover
Gross Profit
Net Profit after taxes
Dividend
Total Assets
Current Assets
Current Liabilities
Total Liabilities
Capital
Equity

7,668
5,082
4,544
6,685
704
983

Exhibit 4
COMPANY B'S 1973 STATEMENT OF SOURCES AND USES
OF FUNDS PER ITS ANNUAL REPORT
(Thousands of dollars)
Utilization of funds
Investments
Fixed assets (less disposals)
Financial assets (less disposals)
Increase in inventories
Decrease in financial liabilities
Long-term
Short-term
Dividends paid

Percent
31
10

Dollars
$343
110
$453

41

278

25

212
90
66

20
8
6

42

26
0

8
5

1
0

215
_70

20
6
$

$280
1

53

579
0
6
7
36

4
63
73
3880
520
$1,099

$

Sources of Funds
Depreciation of fixed assets
Depreciation of financial assets
Decrease in differences arising
on consolidation
Increase in minority interests
Increase in provisions and
special reserves
Net profit generated by the business
Internal financing (total)
Increase in advance payment from
customers
Increase in other liabilities
Decrease in receivables
Decrease in liquid assets
External financing (total)

NET OPERATING CASH GENERATION SECTION

This section starts with the information taken
from the statement of earnings: net income, depreciation and other non -cash charges. The sum of
these items, gross operating cash generation, forms
the starting point. The next step is to determine
net operating cash needs which is done by totaling
increases in receivables, inventories, and prepaid
expenses from the balance sheet. Operating cash
sources are determined by adding increases in
accounts payable and accruals again from the
balance sheet, and the total is deducted from
operating cash needs to arrive at net operating cash
needs. If decreases occur in the above items in some
years they can be shown in brackets, but if the
decreases are more numerous than increases it is
better to move the item to another heading. For
example, if receivables decrease in all years but one
during the period under review, they should be
classified as an operating cash source.
After arriving at net operating cash needs, the
amount is deducted from gross operating cash
generation to get net operating cash generation.
NON - OPERATING CASH GENERATION SECTION

59
100

646
$1,099

and time - consuming, it is worth bearing in mind
that this type of analysis shows not only the level of
internal cash sources compared to both operating
and longer term demands, but also the requirements
for external cash, and whether the request for
financing is justified in the circumstances. It can
also be expanded to include a divisional breakdown
of a multi- divisional corporation. A completed cash
generation statement covering two years for Company A is shown in Exhibit 2.
Construction of the cash generation statement
is similar in principle to the construction of a source
and application of funds statement; but, because of
the large number of items, it tends to be more
complex. However, there are certain procedural
steps that, if followed, will enable the analyst to
accurately complete the statement in a reasonable
period of time.
The cash generation statement is divided into
four major parts:

47
100

Non - operating cash generation is the total of
external financing, either debt or equity, and of the
cash generated from the sale of fixed assets or
similar such items. Care should be taken to use only
the true cash amount computed on the basis of a
reconciliation of net worth and of long -term debt.
For example, increases in long -term debt should be
reconciled with changes in the current maturities of
the long -term debt account. Similarly, increases in
equity can be reconciled from the net worth and
dividend accounts and the statement of retained
earnings. Increases in short -term debt can usually
be obtained directly from the balance sheet changes
with no reconciliation.
NON - OPERATING CASH NEEDS

Non - operating cash needs usually include such
items as capital expenditures, dividends, and debt
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1976

This is the final item on the statement and is
the change in the cash account taken from the
balance sheet. If marketable securities are shown
on the balance sheet, it should be assumed that
they are part of the cash account.
Use of the Operating /Non- Operating Method
The use of the operating/non- operating method
leads to an explicit recognition of both the amount
and type of cash required. It also provides an insight
into the ability of the company to generate sufficient
cash for repayment of debt. By weighting the operating and non - operating relationships, the financial
requirements of a company can be met with lending
arrangements that are compatible with the source
and timing of the cash available. For example, if
sufficient operating cash is generated for debt
amortization, with a reasonable margin of safety,
long -term financing would, of course, be used for
long -term needs. On the other hand, if the cash
requirements are truly temporary in nature, shorttenn financing would be the most appropriate form
of debt to use.
The adequacy of corporate cash for future debt
repayments can only be assessed, therefore, after
allowing for the other required operating and non operating needs. If the residual cash generation is
less than is required for scheduled debt maturities,
repayment can only be achieved from outside
sources. On the other hand, if repayment is to come
from internal cash generation, the residual cash
must be sufficiently larger in amount than the
annual debt maturities, to allow for unforeseen
future contingencies. The size of this necessary
residual should be proportionate to the inherent
risks of the business of the borrower.
Application to Financial Forecasting
The advantages of the above analysis can be best
explained on the basis of an actual example. For a
long time, Company B was viewed as a prime name
and as a market leader in its industry. On the basis
of the traditional analysis, Company B appeared to
be a solid and profitable company. See Exhibit 3.
As late as 1973, a cursory glance at the Company's
financial statements revealed record profits —thc
return on capital reached a record 13.3 percent.
Internal financing was more than sufficient apparently to finance capital expenditure and the
liquidity ratios were satisfactory for the type of
industry Company B was active in. Yet in 1974 the
losses totalled $664,000 and everyone affected surprise at how such a prime name could have run into
such difficulties so rapidly.
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SUMMARY RESTATEMENT OF COMPANY
B'S FUNDS FLOW SITUATION -1973
(Thousands of dollars)
351
(207)
74
218
467
685
(881)
;( 1 9 6 )
$

Gross operation cash generation
Less operating cash needs
Plus operating cash sources
Equals net operating cash generation
Plus non-operating cash generation
Equals total cash generation
Less non-operating cash needs
Equals net change in cash

company's
management
could prepare
a pro forma
forecast ..."

$

NET CHANGE IN CASH

"Only the

Exhibit 5

$

repayments. As with non- operating cash generation,
care should be taken to reconcile cash outflows
where more than one account is involved, e.g., a
reconciliation of fixed assets. It is also preferable to
show repayments of debt (short -term or long) as a
non - operating cash need rather than a deficit
(bracketed) figure.

Working solely on the basis of published figures,
it would have been possible to identify the situation
in 1973 and possibly to take remedial action. Exhibit 4 shows the figures as presented by the company. However, this format does not lend itself to
an analysis of the problems, actual or potential,
that Company B was facing.
In order to highlight the basic problem facing
the company, namely that it had overextended
itself, the sources and the uses of funds have been
restated in Exhibit 5 along the lines of the suggested approach. In a nutshell, the cash needs of
Company B in 1973 exceeded its ability not only
to generate cash internally, but perhaps also its
ability to go to the capital market for further
equity and/or long -term finance.
At that point and with the clue supplied by the
funds flow analysis, it would have been possible to
evaluate the present and the future survival capability of Company B. In fact, five strategy alternatives would have been open to top management,
in addition to improving the corporate earnings
potential:
1. Increase short -term debt
2. Raise more equity
3. Reduce capital expenditure
4. Proceed with disinvestment
5. Merge with another company
Only the company's management could prepare
a pro forma forecast of its funds flow position. More
than likely the debt payment capacity had been
seriously impaired, which in turn would affect its
refinancing independence. This would reduce the
number of effective strategies to disinvestment or
merger. From this example it is clear that the sole
use of net income plus depreciation in relation to
Company B's debt payment capacity would show
a more favorable picture.
Conclusion
The approach to credit analysis suggested in this
article is based primarily on information which is
published and easily available. By restating these
figures on a cash basis rather than on an accrual
basis, the true performance of a company can be
better assessed.
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COSTING WITH
MATRIX ANALYSIS
Since standard costs are obtained by combining the four
components of the process models, variances must be caused by
deviations of the input prices, input quantities, and
cost - determining variables as predicted in the plan.

By Reimund Franke
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In an article In MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, the
author described a process model for costing for an
open hearth steel mill., He explained that standard
direct costing did not always give satisfactory results because variable costs based on fixed production were employed. Consequently, it was necessary
to devise a cost accounting system which did not
concentrate on unit gross margins, but rather on
period profits obtained directly as the difference
between period revenues and period costs. Fortunately, since the products of the open hearth steel
mill under investigation are not normally sold but
are used as inputs in a subsequent process, only
costs need to be considered. The objectives of the
process model can, therefore, be redefined as the
computation of period costs. And, through an examination of the techniques of matrix analysis, we
can show how these aims and concepts can be
translated into operational tools for planning and
control.
Developing the Structure Matrix
To achieve the objectives of the process model,
the four components: cost - determining variables,
input quantities, input prices, and constraints have
been computationally combined in the structure
matrix. The great advantage of the structure matrix
is that it is equally applicable for planning and control. For planning, the computations are carried
out as alternative courses of action and as optimizations. For control purposes, the variations are
classified as price, usage, and variable variances.
In the structure matrix (Exhibit 1), individual
matrices are identified by boxes numbered 1 to 16.
Numbers 1 to 8 are the matrices for the cost determining variables, numbers 9 to 10 are the matrices for the inputs, and numbers 11 to 14 are the
matrices for the constraints, and numbers 15 and
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16 are the matrices for the input prices. The computations are performed in such a way that the row
vectors are calculated consecutively by multiplying a
matrix with a column vector. The letters in the
rows are, therefore, individual vectors obtained from
the simple multiplication of a matrix and a column
vector. Diagrammatically illustrated, the computation starts at the top of the structure matrix and
continues rowwise to the bottom.
Cost-Determining Variables
The cost - determining variables influence the
costs of the process. They determine the quantities
of input used for the production. The distinction
between primary (independent) and secondary (dependent) cost - determining variables is of crucial
importance, especially for planning purposes. Only
primary variables imply possible options. However,
the two groups of variables are functionally connected by causal relationship.
The first group of primary variables contains the
independent times such as calendar time or idle
time (vector IT). When the vector IT is predetermined, the vector of the dependent times (DT)
may be directly calculated by multiplying vector
IT with Matrix 1 in Exhibit I. For example:
DT = M (DT,/IT) • IT

Matrix 1

The matrix (DT /IT) contains the coefficients
which express the dependency between IT and DT.
The second group of primary variables are the
finished products (FP) (end grades subdivided by
ingot mold). When the vector FP is predetermined, the vectors EG (end grades) and PB (product bundles) can be directly calculated:
EG = M (EG /FP) - FP
PB = M(PB /FP) - FP

Matrix 2
Matrix 3

'See Reimund Franke, "A Process Model for Costing," Management Accounting, January 1975.
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The vectors SP (semi - finished products), FG
(furnace grades), and MA (metallic additions) are
calculated indirectly, showing that there are several
stages of dependencies within the system of the
secondan, variables:
SP = M (SP /EG) EG
FG = M (FG /SP) SP
MA = M(MA,/SP) • SP

Matrix 4
Matrix S
Matrix 6

The Matrices 7 and 8, starting with the third
group of primary variables, hot metal and scrap
quantities (MS), are calculated in the same
manner.
Input Quantities
Costs differentiated according to cost type and
cost center are dependent upon primary and secondary cost - determining variables. These dependencies are expressed in the input quantity matrices.
All matrices with the number 9 contain the standard inputs for the material costs; those with the
number 10 contain inputs for operating costs:

MI = M(MI /PB) PB + M(MI /MA) • MA
+ M(MI /IB) IB
Matrices 9

"Th es e
dependen cies

OI = M(OI /IT) IT + M(OI /DT) DT
+ M(OI /PB) PB + M(OI /PT) PT

are expressed

+ M(OI /IB) IB

Matrices 10

in the input
quantity

The material input (MI) is only dependent upon
secondary variables— product bundles (PB), metallic additions (MA), and input bundles (IB). The
operating input (OI) is dependent upon primary
variables, i.e., independent times (IT) and sec ondary variables, i.e., dependent times (DT), product bundles (PB), process times (PT) and input
bundles (IB) .
The total material costs (MC) and operating
costs (OC) are derived by multiplying the vectors
MI and OI with matrices which contain the respective prices in the diagonal.
MC = (MC /MI) • MI
OC = M(OC /OI) • OI

matrices."

Matrix 1 I
Matrix 12

Exhibit 1
STRUCTURE MATRIX

Cost - determining variables
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9
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Constraints
To determine the objectives of the process model,
constraints must be considered to ensure realism in
computation. A distinction between the following

"Planning is
carried out
with the

constraints is required.

reduced

CAPACITY CONSTRAINT

system

The process time needed (PTN) for the production of the required program must be smaller or
equal to the available process time (PTA). Since
PTA is an element of the vector DT and PTN an
element of the vector PT, the capacity constraint
(CC) may be formulated in matrix notation:

of matrices."

CC = M(CCJDT) • DT — M(CC/PT) • PT
Matrices 13

For planning, preparatory matrix operations should
take place expressing all secondary variables by
primary variables. In so doing a considerably reduced matrix system arises which helps to speed the
computation. The reduction can be done because
the two groups of variables are functionally connected by causal relationship and because the primary variables only imply possible options which
are important for decision- making. If the reduction
is carried out, a system of matrices results as shown
in Exhibit 2.
As for example, a few computations will be
carried out showing the elimination of secondary
variables. According to the following equation, the
semi - finished products (SP) are dependent upon
the end grades (EG):

PROCESS CONSTRAINTS

Process constraints (PC) are obtained from the
hot metal/scrap procedure practiced in the open
hearth steel mill. Quantities of hot metal and total
quantities of scrap can only be varied in the range
of 35 percent to 65 percent applied to the total
metallic input. Therefore a distinction between
constraint, termed PC, and PC, (see Matrices 14
an d 15), is req uired .
PURCHASE CONSTRAINTS

Hot metal and scrap are available only in certain
maximum quantities. Therefore consideration has

to be given to the constraint IC (see Matrix 16).
Application of the Process Model
The comprehensive system of matrices described
is equally applicable to planning and to control.
Exhibit 2
REDUCED STRUCTURE MATRIX
Cost - determining
variables
Plant:
open hearth
steel mill

Primary
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C
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FP

C

c

Constraints

6

6

CC

PC1

PC2

IC

SP = M(SP/EG) - EG
Furthermore, the end grades (EG) are dependent
upon the finished products (FP) as indicated by:
EG = M(ECVFP) - FP
The secondary variable EG can be eliminated by a
simple matrix multiplication, and SP can be made
directly dependent upon the primary variable FP.
SP = M(SP /EG) - M(EQJFP) • FP
SP = M (SP /FP) • FP
Planning
Planning is carried out with the reduced system
of matrices. This system can be used for the computation of alternative courses of action and for
optimizing computations. For example, the computation of alternative courses of action starts with
explicit values for the primary variables. The object
tives of the process model— period costs —are ascertained by multiplying the input matrices (matrix
number I and matrix number 2 in Exhibit 2) with
the primary variables and evaluating the resulting
inputs with the corresponding prices.
To this point, only three components of the
model —cost- determining variables, input quantities
and input prices —are arithmetically combined.
Separately the feasibility of the solution has to be
checked. This is done by inserting the numerical
values of the primary variables into the system of
constraints. (In optimizing computations all four
components of the model are arithmetically combined.) In this case the constraints are an integral
part of the algorithm, thus directly ensuring realism
in computation.

Control
Since standard costs are obtained by combining
the four components of the process model, variances
must be caused by deviations of the input prices,
input quantities, and cost - determining variables as
predicted in the plan. It is therefore necessary to
distinguish between price variances, usage variances
and variable variances.
Continued on page 53
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PRICING INTERNAL
COMPUTER SERVICES:
THE BASIC ISSUES
A user who is not charged for computer services is less
likely to involve himself in the development and
implementation of computer applications.

By Barry E. Cushing
Among the most significant issues facing the management accountant in many organizations are those
concerning internal pricing of computer services. If
it is decided to establish an internal pricing system,
numerous additional issues emerge. The objective of
this article is to review the most significant of these
issues and discuss the various arguments directed to
their resolution.
There are essentially two kinds of computer installations, the scientific - educational - research system, and the business data processing system. Since
each system has its own problems and its own
method of operation, it is useful to outline briefly
the differences between the two installations.
Whereas the educational- research installation
generally processes a large number of small jobs
with no formal schedule, the business data processing installation generally processes a relatively small
number of large jobs on a regular schedule. The
computer users in an educational - research installation are highly motivated to use the system and do
their own analysis and programming. In contrast,
many users in a business data processing environment are indifferent or perhaps even averse to computer use, and require considerable technical assistance in analysis and programming. Finally, the
business environment is motivated to achieve efficiency and profitability, whereas in the educational research environment the project itself is the
objective of the organization. Obviously these
differences will have significant implications for
issues of internal pricing for computer services. This
presentation will emphasize the needs and objectives of the business data processing installation.

Whether to Charge
Development of an equitable charging system is
often difficult, particularly in a multiprogrammed
MANAGEM ENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1976

system where resource utilization is harder to trace
to specific jobs. A further complication arises when
a particular application benefits several user departments. Thus, a charging system will be expensive to
implement and operate, and if it is not equitable,
the integration of user applications involving
several departments may be discouraged.
A serious complaint against charging systems is
that they tend to discourage innovation in computer
usage. Users are more likely to experiment with new
and potentially profitable ideas for computer use
when they are not being charged. A related argument is that a charging system may inhibit the development of some worthy projects when the user
department is not affluent enough to afford the
service. Finally, opponents of charging schemes
argue that a good responsibility accounting system
may serve to accomplish many of the same objectives as a system of internal pricing.
Nevertheless, organizations that do not charge
users for computer services frequently encounter
serious problems. Users are motivated to request
computer services without regard to cost. On the
other hand, a user who is not charged for computer
services is less likely to involve himself in the development and implementation of computer applications, and such involvement is often critical to the
success of the information system. Another problem
is that it is difficult for management to evaluate the
economic merits of requests by systems personnel
for additional computer resources. If such requests
are fulfilled, the computer budget may grow out of
control, whereas denial of these requests may limit
computer capacity to such an extent that user
demand cannot be serviced adequately. Furthermore, the demand for computer services may exceed
the supply during peak periods, but may be inadequate to provide full utilization of the system during
slack periods.
A system of internal pricing for computer services
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"The profit
center
approach also
provides a
better basis for
economic
evaluation . . . "
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ating revenue just sufficient to cover the costs of the
computer center. Under the profit center approach,
rates are set to provide an excess of revenues over
costs.
The service center approach should result in
lower charges for computer services and therefore
should tend to encourage fuller use of computer
resources. This may be especially important to
organizations that have just acquired a new system
and are trying to promote its use. This approach
should stifle anv desire by users to patronize outside
service bureaus, since the charge for using the
internal facility should be less than the amount
charged by a service bureau. Also, the use of a cost based charge should tend to reduce the occurrence
and intensity of disputes over the equity of charges.
Such disputes are especially common when rates
based upon market prices are used.
The profit center approach is probably a superior
means of motivating the management of the computer facility. Not only is there motivation to hold
costs down, but also to provide quality services that
will maximize the satisfaction of user needs. The
computer center manager becomes market - oriented
and seeks to develop and provide new services that
take advantage of the best available technology for
the benefit of users and the total organization.
The profit center approach also provides a better
basis for economic evaluation of the computer
facility by top management. Comparison of the
Objectives and Criteria
return on investment of the computer facility with
The objectives of a charging system are to: (1)
that of other divisions of the company gives some
allocate equitably the computer resource to its most indication of whether the investment in computer
worthwhile uses and discourage frivolous use, (2 ) resources is justified relative to alternative uses of
provide motivation and a basis for performance corporate funds. If users are willing to pay the rates
evaluation of internal computer management, and charged and use most or all of the available capacity,
(3) encourage the interest and participation of users a large profit should be generated to signal the need,
in the development and implementation of informa- as well as to provide justification, for additional
tion systems.
investment in computer facilities.
Numerous criteria have been proposed for systems
of pricing computer services. For example, nearly all Selecting the Allocation B ase
authorities agree on the importance of devising a
The allocation base refers to the measure, of work
charging system that is understandable to users. performed by the computer system. A base is multiThis encourages user decision - making which is con - plied by a rate to arrive at a charge. Three different
sistent with the most efficient allocation of the types of allocation bases may be used: a single factor
computer resource. Many experts also stress the base, a unit pricing base, and a multiple factor base.
importance of consistency or stability of charges,
which means that the same job processed at two SINGLE FACTOR BASE
different times under different workload conditions
Two commonly used single factor bases are wall
should be charged the same price. Another impor- clock time (WCT) and central processing unit
tant criterion is that charges be equitable in the (CPU) time. In both cases, a single measure of
sense that they are proportional to the amount of time usage is multiplied by a single rate to derive
computer resources actually consumed by the user the charge. The simplicity of this approach makes it
application. The charging system should be eco- easily understood by users and easily implemented.
nomical in the sense that the costs associated with Relatively minor changes in the operating system
the system itself should not be so great as to out- software enable the charge to be computed and
weigh the benefits obtained from the system.,
reported as each job is being processed.
Disadvantages of single factor bases arise in a
Service Center or Profit Center
multiprogramming environment. WC T becomes
The essence of this issue is whether the rates very inconsistent, varying in accordance with the
charged for computer services should provide only particular mix of jobs being processed. For example,
for recovery of costs or for generation of a profit by
These criteria may at times conflict so that value judgments may
the computer department. Under the service center
have to be made about which are most important in spe cific cirapproach, rates are set with the objective of gener- cumstances.

should alleviate many of these problems. Users will
request services only when they believe the benefits
of such services outweigh the costs charged against
their budgets. User managers are more likely to involve themselves in systems development and implementation in order to assure themselves that
expected benefits will be realized, and such involvement enhances the likelihood of success. Since the
computer function is paying its own way, increases
in budget to enlarge system capacity are much easier
to justify on an economic basis.
If a charging system includes a flexible pricing
scheme to charge higher rates for peak period usage,
then the problem of balancing the processing work
load between peak and slack periods may be substantially reduced. Furthermore, if users are permitted the freedom to use the services of an outside
service bureau in lieu of the internal computer
function, a tremendous incentive is provided to the
internal computer management to minimize its
costs and maximize the quality of its services.
The previously mentioned difficulties in developing an internal pricing system are being reduced as
computer manufacturers and software vendors develop packages and algorithms for job costing in multiprogrammed systems. To minimize the possibility
that a charging system will discourage innovation
in computer usage, some suggest that users not be
charged for the cost of feasibility studies.
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a job which takes 15 minutes to complete when it
is the only job being run may take 30 minutes when
several other jobs are also being run.
Both WCT and CPU time also tend to be inequitable in the sense that charges are not related to
the resources used. A job using five input /output
devices could consume the same WCT or CPU
time as a job using only two input /output devices,
but to charge the same amount for the two jobs
does not fairly reflect their differences in resource
utilization. Once again, this disadvantage relates
primarily to the multiprogramming environment in
which system components not required in one job
may be used by any other job being executed at the
same time.2
UNIT PRICING BASE

The unit pricing approach seeks to develop a
single unit measure of work performed by the
system that reflects all of the systems components
available to the user during execution of the job.
For example, the unit measure might be defined
as the total amount of work the system can perform
in one minute. For a given job this measure would
be derived by counting the various operations performed by the system during execution, such as
reading a card or printing a line, then applying a
weighting factor to each count and summing the
results. This unit measure would then be multiplied
by a single rate to compute the charge.
The unit pricing approach has the advantage of
producing a reasonably stable charge for a given
equipment configuration, and it is reasonably
equitable. Furthermore, each user's bill for services
is uncomplicated, showing the total units consumed, the rate, and the total charge. A unit pricing
system, however, is difficult to design and implement, and must be refined each time new equipment is added to the system. In addition, the concepts and techniques underlying the computation of
the unit measure may not be easily understood by
users.
MULTIPLE FACTOR BASE

A multiple factor base involves the use of a
separate rate for each of the several system com.
portents used during the execution of a job. These
components may include CPU time, core storage,
cards read, cards punched, lines printed, tape accesses, disc accesses, and so forth. Each measure is
multiplied by a separate rate and the resulting individual component charges are summed to arrive
at a total job charge. This is probably the most
equitable pricing approach for the user, and, in
addition, the information generated by this approach may be used by the computer staff to evaluate and improve the efficiency of scheduling of
computer operations.
A significant disadvantage of the multiple factor
allocation base is that it is difficult and costly to
develop and implement. Because of its complexities,
it may also be confusing to users. Considerable
testing of alernatives may be required before a
particular scheme is chosen. Costs which are comMANAGEM ENT ACCOUNT ING /APRIL 1976

Mon to a number of system components --such as
the wages of machine operators —must be allocated
in some manner to the rates of the various components.
The multiple factor allocation base is probably
appropriate where users have control over program
design (educational- research installation) . Such an
approach encourages users to design programs
making efficient use of all system resources. In a
business data processing shop, however, the additional cost and complexity of the multiple factor
approach may not be warranted, and the use of
CPU time may be entirely adequate to meet the
objectives of the charging system.

"The full
costing
approach
offers the
advantage of
simplicity."

Setting Rates
Rates charged for data processing services may
be based upon three methods: full costing, market
prices, or flexible pricing.
FULL COSTING

The full costing method (also called average cost
pricing) involves the use of a rate or rates sufficient
to recover the total costs of the data processing
operation. For example, where the single factor of
CPU time is used as the allocation base, total cost
is divided by total CPU time to derive a rate per
hour. The rate is generally recomputed at short
intervals, such as at the end of each month.
The full costing approach offers the advantage
of simplicity. Charges are easily understood by users
and are thus less subject to dispute. Furthermore,
the rates may also be used for project costing and
economic feasibility analysis of proposed new applications.
Full costing has its disadvantages. Since the rates
are periodically revised, charges tend to be unstable
over time because of changes in uses and total costs.
When total use is relatively low, service rates tend
to be high, which may discourage desirable increases
in demand. On the other hand, when use is high,
rates are relatively low, which encourages increased
use and aggravates the problem of undercapacity.
Full costing also fails to deal directly with the
problem of an uneven workload characterized by
periods of slack demand in the evenings and on
weekends. Furthermore, it fails to recognize that
some jobs deserve higher priority in terms of turnaround time than others. It also provides low motivation for data processing management to minimize
costs, since users will be billed for actual costs whatever they may be.
MARKET PRICES

Market prices provide a more stable charging rate
and provide better motivation of the data processing
manager, but also have significant disadvantages.
Unless the computer center sells its services com' several authorities point out that the use of C P U time in an
educational- research installation leads to undesirable user behavior.
Users tend to design programs that will minimize CPU time without regard to the usage of other system components. The result may
be programs that are inefficient in terms of overall resource utilisation, even though they are very efficient in terms of CP U time.
This problem is less significant in a business data processing nvironment in which users have little control over program design.
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"...

the use of
an outside

service bureau
may raise
problems of
security

..."

mercially, market prices may not be readily available. In such instances it is difficult to obtain a comparable market price, and so costly, time - consuming
negotiations between users and data processing management may be necessary. This also raises the issue
of whether users should be permitted to use an outside service bureau when internal prices are too
high. Finally, market prices do not solve the problems of handling peak demands and providing fast
turnaround for high priority work.
FLEXIBLE PRICING

Flexible pricing involves adjusting prices for the
purpose of stabilizing the demand for computer
services. High rates are charged for services rendered
during periods of peak demand, and for jobs requiring fast turnaround. In conjunction with a multiple
factor allocation base, higher rates may be charged
for heavily used system components so as to prevent
those components from becoming bottlenecks.
When system capacity is substantially increased (as
by the acquisition of a new computer), lower rates
may be charged for a brief period in order to encourage users to consume the available capacity.3
If properly administered, a flexible pricing scheme
may generate significant benefits. Those users whose
needs are critical enough to justify fast turnaround
and service during peak periods will presumably be
willing to pay higher rates, and those users whose
needs are less critical will be encouraged to accept
slower turnaround or processing during slack periods. Flexible pricing thus seeks to establish a stable
and acceptable equilibrium between the supply and
demand of computer services.
Another advantage of flexible pricing is that the
approach may be used in conjunction with either a
service center or a profit center philosophy. In contrast, the full costing approach is generally associated with the service center, and market prices
imply a profit center.
The use of flexible pricing adds to the complexity
and expense of a charging system. In addition,
prices may have to be changed frequently to accommodate changes in user behavior. Despite these
disadvantages, the need to balance the workload of
the computer facility over time is often important
enough to justify the use of some form of flexible
pricing. In a business data processing environment,
flexible pricing for peak and slack period demand
and for accommodation of differing turnaround requirements would seem to be the most appropriate
forms.
How Much User Freedom?
This topic actually encompasses two separate issues of user freedom. These are: Should users be
permitted to use an outside service bureau if they
are unhappy with the prices or services offered by
the internal facility? Should users be permitted to
make the final decision on whether a proposed new
application should be undertaken?
Note that under flexible pricing rates do not necessarily bear
any relation to cost. Rates may be established to recover total
costs, or to recover costs plus a profit.
t
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Proponents of permitting users the freedom to
use outside bureaus contend that such freedom is
essential to attaining the objectives of market pricing. When users are forced to use internal facilities,
the data processing manager has much less incentive
to provide competitive and quality services. Furthermore, occasional use of a service bureau provides a
means of checking on market prices, thereby lending some validity to the prices used internally. If the
organization never uses an outside service bureau,
it will ultimately find it impossible to obtain meaningful outside bids to use as a basis for setting internal prices.
Those who oppose user freedom to patronize a
service bureau point out that the costs of the internal computer facility are primarily fixed, which
means that the marginal cost of using the internal
facility is almost certain to be less than the amount
charged by the service bureau. In addition, the use
of an outside service bureau may raise problems of
security, particularly where the application involves
sensitive internal data. User freedom may create
instability in usage of the internal facility as users
switch back and forth between inside and outside
systems in response to price changes.
The second issue, that of user freedom to choose
new applications, is also complex. Opponents of
this user freedom argue that, because of the relative
newness and complexity of computer systems, users
are not knowledgeable enough to be responsible.
Another argument holds that the development of
integrated systems which cross departmental boundaries is often desirable and is made easier when
the selection process is centralized. Furthermore,
opponents contend that centralization provides for
better planning because it enables comparison of
all proposed new applications at one time as a basis
for selecting the best set of proposals.
Proponents of user freedom to select new applications contend that such freedom makes users feel
responsible for the success of the projects they
select, thereby assuring user involvement and motivation to achieve success. They argue further that
user managers understand the needs of their own
department better than anyone else, and are better
able to evaluate the subjective benefits of proposed
new applications. Thus, if the data processing staff
can provide a reasonably accurate forecast of cost,
the user can evaluate whether the benefits outweigh
the costs by a sufficient amount to justify the project.
A compromise between these two points of view
is used by many organizations. Such a compromise
might permit users the freedom to accept projects
costing less than a certain amount, but compel
them to seek approval at a higher level of authority
for more expensive projects.
Conclusion
The issues relating to internal pricing of computer services are obviously complex. The objective
here has been to identify the most basic of these
issues and to outline briefly the merits of various
alternative approaches to each issue.
❑
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EQUAL -COST ANALYSIS
The point of intersection between the two cost lines identifies
the equal -cost volume which serves as a basis for deciding
which machine to choose.

The point of intersection between the two cost lines
identifies the equal -cost volume which serves as a
A common problem in management accounting is basis for deciding which machine to choose. As
manifested by the need to evaluate a number of shown in Exhibit 1, Machine B costs less to operate
machines or systems which can produce the same up to a volume of 20,000 units per year. At an
service but which require different amounts of costs. annual volume of over 20,000 units, Machine A
In a situation where the volume and costs are known would be cheaper to operate. The analysis, however,
with precision, equal -cost analysis can be applied to ignores two important factors: the effect of taxes
determine the range of volumes over which the. and the time value of money. Income taxes will, of
machines are most economical. In a situation where course, affect both the amount and timing of rash
the volume and costs are not known with precision, flows and thus will play an important role in the
however, equal -cost analysis may be supplemented investment decision. And, when the life of an
by probabilistic and simulation techniques.
investment extends bevond one year, the time
For example, let us assume that a manufacturing value of money is particularly important.
company desires to select one of two alternative
machines for installation in its plant. Machine A
Exhibit 1
costs $100,000 and Machine B costs $ 50,000. Each
EQUAL -COST CHART
machine has a capacity of 30,000 units of output
per year and will be obsolete in five years, at which
time no salvage value is expected. Machine A will
require annual operating costs of $60,000 per year
Total cost
(thousands)
plus $3 per unit whereas Machine B requires
$30,000 per year plus $5 per unit.
$200
Since these two machines have the same expected
160
TC (B)
capacity, the analysis involves a comparison of the
total costs associated with each machine. This can
120
be accomplished by means of an equal -cost chart as
80
i
TC (A)
shown in Exhibit 1. Assuming that straight -line
I
depreciation is used, and that Q is equal to the
40
annual volume, then the annual total cost function
(TC) for each machine will be as follows:
By Mawsen Liao

10

TC (A) = $60,000 + $20,000 + $3Q
TC (B) = $ 30,000 + $10,000 + $ 5Q
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NET PRESENT VALUE OF TOTAL CASH OUTFLOWS FOR
NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF VOLUME
(1)

maker to
incorporate
his uncertainty
in his
...
analysis."

Annual
volume
10,000 units
15,000
20,000
25,000
30,000
Expected values

(2)
Probability
distribution
.10
.20
.40
.20
.10

(3)
Net present value
of cash outflows
for Machine A
$274,340
308,450
342,560
376,670
410,780

Taxes and the Time Value of Money
Assume that the company has decided to use the
net present value as the criterion for evaluating the
proposals. The relevant information for the capital
investment decision would then be the total present
value of cash outflows for each machine. The equalcost volume for the two machines will occur at a
point where the present value of total cash outflows
for Machine A is equal to the present value of total
cash outflows for Machine B, which can then be
determined by solving the following equation for Q:
C.+

1 [(1 - T )($ 3 Q + E . , ) -DA]_
E
t= 1 (1 + i ) t

n
1
C. + t s 1 (1 + i)' [(I - T) ($5Q + Ev) - D,,]
where
C A = Cash outlay for Machine A ($100,000)
Ca = Cash outlay for Machine B ($50,000)
i = Interest rate (10 percent)
n = Life of two machines (5 years)
T = Tax rate (40 percent)
Q = Annual production volume
E A = Fixed expenses related to Machine A
($80,000)
Ea = Fixed expenses related to Machine B
($40,000)
D,, = Annual depreciation of Machine A (straight line) ($20,000)
DB = Annual depreciation of Machine B (straight line) ($10,000)
and
Q = 22,650 units
Therefore, for a volume of less than 27,650 units,
Machine B is more economical. If the volume is
expected to be greater than 22,650 units, Machine
A would be more economical. Note that the equal cost volume of 22,650 units is greater than the
20,000 unit volume determined before taking into
account taxes and the present value of the cash
outflows.
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(4)

(2) x (3)
27,434
61,690
137,024
75,334
41,078
$342,560

(5)
Net present value
of cash outflows
for Machine 8
$216,760
273,610
330,460
387,310
444,160

(6)

(2) x (5)
21,676
54,722
132,184
77,462
44416
$

allows the
decision-

Exhibit 2

$

"This decision
approach

$330,460

Volume as a Random Variable
The foregoing analysis is useful for the capital
investment decision when management has a
reliable estimate of volume. However, future voltimes are seldom known with precision. In such a
situation, the calculation of the equal -cost volume
may not suffice for the capital investment decision.
The decision analysis would be improved by considering the volume as a random variable.
When uncertainty about the volume is introduced into the problem, a statistical analysis must
be tnade. One decision approach would be to estimate the volume as a probability distribution for
a random variable. A decision would be made by
choosing the alternative that provides the highest
expected value. For the problem at hand, if a probability distribution for volume can be estimated,
the investment decision can be made by choosing
the machine with the lower present value of total
cash outflows as illustrated in Exhibit 2. In Columns
(1) and (2) , a probability distribution for volume
is hypothesized for the problem. Columns (3) and
(5) show the present value of total cash outflows
for the given annual volume for Machine A and
Machine B respectively. The expected present values
of total cash outflows are then calculated by
weighting the possible conditional values by their
respective probabilities.
Based on the expected values of total cash outflows in Exhibit 2, the company should select
Machine B rather than Machine A because Machine
B requires a lower present value of total cash outflows. This decision approach allows the decision maker to incorporate his uncertainty about the
annual volume in his analysis. However, it should
be noted that the usefulness of the approach is
restricted to a problem in which the possible
volumes are few in number and the probability
distribution is discrete. In most cases, volume can
take on any value within a certain range. Therefore, a continuous probability distribution may be
a better description of the nature of the problem.
The probability distribution will, of course,
depend on the situation. However, for the sake of
convenience, the nonnal probability distribution
of volume will be used for illustration. Suppose the
MAN AG EM ENT A C C OUN TI NG / A PR I L 1976

company estimates that the mean volume is 20,000
units and the standard deviation is 2,000 units. In
a practical application, such subjective estimates
can be made by following an effective approach
suggested by Miller and Starr., The present value
of total cash outflows for Machine A, as calculated
above, was $206,120 + $6.822Q and for Machine
B was $103,060 + $11.37Q. Thus, the mean and
standard deviation of the present value of the total
cash outflows for each machine can be calculated as
follows:
For Machine A
Mean = $206,120 + $6.822(20,000) = $342,560
Standard deviation = $6.822(2,000) = $13,644

normal, the probability distribution of the present
value of total cash outflows for each machine will
also be normal with a mean and a standard deviation as calculated above. The distribution of the
present value of total cash outflows for Machine B
tends to be more widely dispersed than that of
Machine A. In other words, the relative risk involved using Machine B is greater than for Machine
A. In this case, the investment decision will depend
upon the company's attitude toward risk. If the
company is willing to accept some risk, then
Machine B should be selected. If the company's
position is more conservative, then Machine A
would be the better alternative.

"Under
conditions of
certainty,
equal -cost
analysis can be
applied..."

Conclusion
For Machine B
Mean = $103,060 + $11.37(20,000) = $330,460
Standard deviation = $11.37(2,000) = $22,740
Since the probability distribution of volume is
' D . W. Miller and M . R. Starr, Executive Decision and Operations Research, Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1969,
p. 469.

Under conditions of certainty, equal -cost analysis
can be applied to determine the range of volume
over which a machine is the most economical. However, in many cases, annual volume, unit variable
cost, and annual fixed operating expense are not
known in advance with precision. When this is the
case, certain statistical approaches can be used to
improve the analysis.

COSTING WITH MATRIX ANALYSIS
Continued from page 46
For purchase control, only those price variances
have to be analyzed which are caused by goods
bought in the market place. Variances in transfer
prices, only lead to an internal control which is of
minor importance.
Usage variances occur when material and operating standards are not met as predicted in the plan.
They are analyzed according to cost type and cost
center. Material usage variances are caused, for
example, by spoilage or shrinkage. Operating usage
variances, on the other hand, may be caused, for
example, by excess labor or excess services.
The classification of the cost - determining variables into primary and secondary variables greatly
improves the potential of control, since primary
variables imply possible options and therefore are
important for decision - making. This means that
those persons who were responsible for decision.
making are also responsible for the variances. Within the open hearth steel mill under investigation,
plant management is responsible for the following
primary variable variances:
1. Time variance (vector IT— independent times)
caused for example by excess idle time,
2. Program variance (vector FP— finished prod-
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ucts) caused for example by the shortage of
certain required alloys, and
3. Substitution variance (vector MS —hot metal
and scrap quantities) caused for example by a
hot metal /scrap rate other than predicted.
The analysis for the secondary variable variances
can be carried out for each individual secondary
variable. However, this is not recommended because
of the great computational effort and the small
economic value of the resulting reports. It is, therefore, suggested that the analysis of the secondary
variables be performed for only those which are of
crucial importance. In this respect, the efficiency
variance can be shown to be due to the difference
between standard and actual process times. These
times are elements of the vector PT. The efficiencv
variance, therefore, may be caused by temporary
breakdowns of the fuel supply or by operational
mistakes in the production process.
Conclusion
The model described has been computer -programmed and has been in use for over five years.
The basic concept of the structure matrix has also
been successfully used in other areas.
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Books

FOR THE MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT

Fourteenth Edition, John Bartlett, Little,
Brown & Company, 1968, 1,750 pp.—
This classic work, completely revised and
updated in 1968, is in its eighth printing.
Authors and their works are arranged
chronologically.

Association, the editors have included a
full range of papers on challenges to
accounting education: conceptual framework for education, motivation, communication and learning theory, instructional
innovation evaluation of performance,
and research methodologies applicable
to accounting education.

Circle 6 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 10 on Inquiry Card.

Familiar Quotations

Management Accounting

Modern Advanced Accounting

Robert N. Anthony and James S. Reece,
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1975, 830 pp.—
An introductory course in accounting,
this fifth edition reflects the accounting
developments of the last five years. It is
designed for the user of accounting information rather than the keeper of the
records.

Walter B. Meigs, A. N. Mosich, and
E. John Larsen, McGraw -Hill Book
Company, 1975, 680 pp. —This book
covers such current issues as mergers,
interim financial statements, forecasts,
segment reporting, foreign currency
translation, and multinational companies.
Circle 11 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 7 on Inquiry Card.
Management Accounting Principles
Robert N. Anthony and James S. Reece,
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1975, 555 pp.—
This third edition has been updated to
include developments in accounting for
the last five years. It provides a knowledge
of accounting techniques for the person
who wants to understand accounting so
that he or she can use accounting information.
Circle 8 on Inquiry Card.
A Dictionary for Accountants
Fifth Edition, Eric L. Kohler, Prentice Hall, Inc., 1975, 497 pp. —This fifth
edition brings up -to- the - minute definitions of essential terminology with
capsule explanations of basic methods
and techniques of use in the business
field.
Circle 9 on Inquiry Card.
Accounting Education: Problems
and Prospects
James Don Edwards, editor; Wayne J.
Albers, Thomas F. Hofstedt, K. Fred
Skousen, James Sorensen, Milton F. Usry,
associate editors; American Accounting
Association, 1974, 602 pp.—Commissioned by the American Accounting
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Inflation Accounting
A Guide for Non - Accountants, P.R.A.
Kirk, A Halsted Press Book, John Wiley
& Sons, 1975, 151 pp.— Specially written
for the non - accountant, this book explains, without the use of accounting
jargon, the deficiencies which exist in
conventional accounting statements during a period of inflation.

manager to grapple with such problems
as assuring the cash solvency of his institution, obtaining necessary financing,
and making intelligent resource allocation.
Circle 14 on Inquiry Card.
Terminology of Management and Financial Accountancy
The Institute of Cost and Management
Accountants, 1974, 95 pp. —In its third
major revision, this work provides the
accountant with definitions of the tools
of his trade.
Circle 15 on Inquiry Card.
Purchasing and Materials
Management for Health
Care Institutions
Dean S. Ammer, Lexington Books, 1975,
173 pp.— Written for the working executive, this book is based on a study the
author made of more than 500 nonprofit
general hospitals under a grant from the
National Center for Health Services Research and Development.
Circle 16 on Inquiry Card.

Essentials of Managerial Finance
Third
Edition, J. Fred Weston and
Circle 12 on Inquiry Card.
Eugene F. Brigham, The Dryden Press,
Div. Holt Rinehart and Winston, 1974,
Fundamentals of Applied Industrial 682 pp. -This edition emphasizes techManagement
niques for risk analysis rather than only
Joseph Glasser, Branden Press Publishers, on capital budgeting, as previous works
1975, 627 pp. —This text acquaints stu- have done. The author also deals with the
dents with the principles and practices impact of inflation on the economy.
necessary to administer industrial enterprises. It also develops a philosophy toCircle 17 on Inquiry Card.
ward the understanding of human relations aspects inherent in industrial manCorporate Financial Reporting
agement.
Public or Private Reporting? Robert
Chatov, The Free Press Div., Macmillan
Circle 13 on Inquiry Card
Publishing Co. Inc., 1975, 363 pp. —The
author investigates the question of financial reporting methods against the backFinancial Management of Health
ground of the modern conglomerate
Institutions
John Byron Silvers and C. K. Prahalad, merger movement, and the interaction of
the self - regulating accounting profession
Spectrum Publications Div., John Wiley
& Sons, 1974, 339 pp. —This book re- with the SEC.
lates accounting aspects with health planCircle 18 on Inquiry Card.
ning questions and helps the institutional
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Principles of Management Science
Second Edition, Harvey M. Wagner,
Prentice -Hall, Inc., 1975, 612 pp. -A

Financial and Managerial Accounting
for Elementary and Secondary School
Systems

The Finance and Analysis of Capital
Projects
Second Edition, A.

J. Merrett and Allen

text for both graduate or undergraduate Sam B. Tidwell, The Research Corpora. Sykes, John Wiley & Sons, 1974, 573 pp.
use, this book is designed to develop the tion Association of School Business Ciffi. -The authors draw on international exstudent's skill in formulating and building models. Emphasis is placed on translating verbal descriptions of decision
problems into equivalent mathematical
models.

cials, 1974, 528 pp. -This is a second
edition of the author's Public School
Fund Accounting, and is designed to provide an understanding of financial accounting and reporting principles and
procedures,

perience both to review fundamentals and
to develop techniques for solving prob.
lems in the areas of cost of capital and
the analysis of projects when shares are
undervalued -or the firm is following a
non - optimal financing policy.

Circle 24 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 25 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 19 on Inquiry Card.
Cash Management : An Inventory
Control Limited Approach

1stinUSA

Richard Homonofl and David Wiley
Mullins, Jr., Lexington Books, 1975, 104

N. Y . mb
1972
MA RK HELLERST EIN
(
, 11172
J A MES
JA
MES i IL IU
Ma 1971
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pp. -The focus of this book is cash management models based on simple, but
reasonable assumptions; the only assumptions and constraints incorporated in the
models are those necessary to meet the
realities of decision - making.
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R
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Circle 20 on Inquiry Card.
Financial Accounting
James J. Benjamin, Arthur J. Francia &
Robert H. Strawser, Business Publications
Inc., 1975, 529 pp. -An introduction to
financial accounting, this work covers all
aspects from the basic concept of the,
transaction through financial statements
and into the interpretation of these statements.

BECKERCPAREVIEW
NA TIONA L A ND STA TE " 0" 01111

NOY. lea

The Basic Arts of Financial Management
Leon Simons, Canners Books, 1974, 209
pp. -Mr. Simons, a graduate of Glasgow
University, has directed this book towards
the nonfinancial executive or manager. He
seeks to explain and analyze financial
data and their relevance to decisions.
Circle 22 on Inquiry Card.
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This book provides a guidance manual
illustrating the tools needed to achieve
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records in voluntary health and welfare
organizations.
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PHILADELPHIANUNE 7 -11 /BELLEVUE STRATFORD
Mon. /Tue.
* Material Requirements Planning

Wed. /Thu.
* Retail Financial Control Systems

* Developing and Using Standard Costs
* Operational Auditing

Wed. /Thu. /Fri.
* Flexible Budgeting and Performance Reporting

* Effective Cash Management

Thu. /Fri.
ICManagement Accounting for Banks
* Economic Evaluation of Capital Expenditures

Mon. /Tue. /Wed.
* Data Processing— Concepts and Information
Systems Design
Registration Information
To register for any course listed, fill out
and return the registration form
together
with
your checkofto;
National
Association
Accountants
919
NewThird
York,Avenue
N.Y. 10022

* Inventory Management and Control
Registration Form (Please type or print)
Name
I Title

M /A— 4/76

I

Social Security No.

I Division, Plant or Office

I

Att: CEP Registrar
(212) 754 -9758
Fees
2 day course Members
$210 Nonmembers`
$235

Company
I Street Address

I

3 day
course
315
340daily
The
fee
for NAA courses
includes

I City

luncheon, refreshments
and all
'Nonmembers:
The $25 differential
per
technical materials.
course for nonmembers may be
applied to NAA membership; or the
$25 may be applied against the dues
of
an NAA member
of the samemay
firm be
(organization).
The differential
used anytime before Dec. 31, 1977.
C

]

C

Principal
Product
or Service
( Firm's
NAA
Member
(Chapter)

Continuing Etlucauon Program

I

Zip Code
Business
Phone
(Account
No.)

I

Nonmember (additional information regarding the nonmember differential

I

I

will be mailed to you)
NAA Catalog.
membership information.
Please send me CEP

I

Please register me for the following Courses:
Print or type complete name of each Course
1.

■

State

2.

I
Dates

Location

Fee
$

FASB:
IN THE CRUCIBLE
After three years of unprecedented effort in establishing
accounting standards, the Financial Accounting Standards
Board has compiled a record of growing accomplishments
but at the same time has been buffeted by rising criticism.
Warning against the introduction of politics into the standards making process, Chairman Armstrong calls for support of the Board.

By Robert F. Randall
When Reginald Jones, chairman of the board of
General Electric, introduced the members of the
Financial Accounting Standards Board at a dinner
in New York three years ago, he said: "We must
recognize that the new Board will not be a cure -all
for every ailment. We must recognize that with its
first decision, the new Board is going to gore somebody's ox —and that will be the time for us to pull
together —not to splinter apart."
Since he spoke, hundreds of pages of discussion
memoranda and exposure drafts have flowed from
the FASB's offices in Stamford. The seven members
of the Board have made many decisions. And, as
predicted, oxen have been gored on all sides —and,
to change the metaphor, the heat in the crucible
that is the FASB has become much more intense.
Marshall S. Armstrong, chairman of the FASB,
drew attention to the critical blasts in an address
before the Third Annual Securities Regulation Institute in San Diego, Calif. In a call for support of
the Board, he said, "While I believe it [the FASB]
is working well —I sense mounting criticism from
members of the profession, the business community,
and now even the financial press. And, we are
hearing dissatisfaction expressed by members of the
Legislature, who have been contacted by a complaining constituency."
The clamor has grown as the Board has moved
to confront long- standing issues that have plagued
the accounting and business communities for years.
Critics cannot, within reason, accuse the Board of
being inactive. In a review of the Board's activities
at a summit meeting of the five sponsoring organizations, including NAA, Chairman Armstrong
pointed out that in 1975 alone, the FASB had
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNT ING /APRIL 1976

issued nine final statements, four interpretations,
eight exposure drafts, two discussion memoranda,
and held three public hearings.*
Critics reply that the issues the Board has ruled
on are not substantial. Perhaps the strongest blast
at the Board was leveled by Harvey Kapnick, chairman of Arthur Andersen & Co. In a speech before
the Financial Executives Institute, he said, "The
fact is ... that at least most of these pronouncements deal with inconsequential matters, and only
a small number of them add very much to the general quality of financial reporting. In fact, some
even compromise the credibility of financial reporting." He went on to add, "Just as business,
and now major cities, fail from lack of dynamic
leadership, so the FASB is flirting with failure when
it lets opportunity after opportunity for decisive
leadership slip by."

No Easy Road
As anticipated, it hasn't been easy going for the
FASB. The complexity of business today practically
ensures that some organizations will be hurt by
every ruling that the Board makes on a substantial
accounting issue. Its statement on accounting for
income taxes of oil and gas producing companies
and its proposed statement on accounting for leases
are two cases in point.
Moreover, in addition to the input from industry,
CPA fines, and academia, the Board has to keep a
wary eye cocked to see how the Securities & Exchange Commission will react. In December 1974,
the Board issued an exposure draft calling for supplemental general purchasing power statements in
* A list of the Board's activities in 1975 is available from the
NAA office in New York.
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for perceptions among individuals vary widely; so
broad, in fact, is this diversity in perception that,
in my view, true consensus is impossible."
To illustrate how difficult consensus on accounting issues is, Mr. Armstrong said that at one time
the Board sought an expression of opinion from
respondents on the following as a basic objective
of financial statements:
"The basic objective of financial statements is to
provide information useful for making economic
decisions."
Seemingly, most accountants would nod their
heads in agreement with this general statement;
however, only 37 percent of the respondents were
able to recommend the adoption of this objective.
Twenty -two percent rejected it and ten percent insisted that it needed further study. Concluded
Chairman Armstrong, "I think this suggests the
problem quite clearly."
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annual reports to reflect the impact of inflation on
earnings, only to have the SEC some months later
put forth its own proposal calling for replacement
cost accounting footnotes in annual reports to show
inflation's impact.
There is no question that the SEC has prodded
and pushed the Board from the sidelines. As Dr.
Michael Schiff, director of New York University's
Vincent C. Ross Institute of Accounting Research,
said recently, "the logical government agency to
take over responsibility for establishing national accounting standards is the Securities and Exchange
Commission which is in place and has the legal
authority to do so." But the agency has not undertaken this role, according to Dr. Schiff, because it
has developed an arrangement for itself in which
it is able to create the kind of accounting standards
that it desires while remaining free from any blame
when standards aren't enforced.
As it now stands, the Financial Accounting
Standards Board has the power —and also must
take the responsibility for its actions.
"Is support for the Board waning ?" Marshall
Armstrong asks rhetorically and then gives a perceptive answer as to why the FASB has not fully
met the expectations of those who applauded its
creation.
"In my view, it is because accounting, like law,
is an art whose rules are not susceptible to pragmatic tests of validity, such as those available to
the physical sciences. Accounting is rather a convention supported only by general acceptance,
consensus, and verifiable against no immutable
standard or natural law. Absent such validating
tests there must be many views of equal authority,

".

One of the greatest assets of the FASB is its
open procedures. Here, Dr. Norton M. Bedford
and Louis Bisgay testify on behalf of the MAP
Committee during a Board public hearing held
in February. See story.

Political Action
In an era when almost every problem eventually
becomes politicized, the Board may be hard put
to avoid the fate of its predecessor, the Accounting
Principles Board. In the speech referred to earlier,
Mr. Armstrong touched upon that possibility:
. . as we approach standards confronting vested
interests in flexible accounting options, we are beginning to sense political action — political action
designed to retain these choices."
Politics could destroy the Board, Mr. Armstrong
. . one of the features conknows very well.
tributing most significantly to the demise of the
APB was the political pressure to which the members of the APB were subjected."
The Board can hardly be faulted for the quality
of the standards - making process. Unlike the APB,
it is composed of full -time, salaried members who
have severed connections with their former employers. The Board invites full input through public
hearings, its appointed task forces assigned to individual projects, and through the Financial Accounting Standards Advisory Council composed of
CPAs, business and industry members and accounting professors. At every step of the process, the
Board has arranged for input from interested parties
to ensure that it has the benefit of many views
on issues.
To defend itself from the criticism that it was
not responding quickly enough to emerging problems, the Board appointed a 15- member screening
committee whose purpose is to evaluate the magnitude and urgency of emerging problems. The Committee advises the Board whether, in its judgment,
the nature of the issue is such that it must be
handled by the FASB or could be addressed by the
Accounting Standards Executive Committee of the
AICPA through an accounting recommendation for
the guidance of practitioners.
Much of the FASB's troubles in achieving an uneasv consensus on its statements can be traced to
the lack of a conceptual framework on which to
base accounting standards. This lack of a foundaMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1976

tion haunted the old APB and the need for a
framework looms behind the FASB's every pronouncement.
Because this project is so fundamental to everything else the Board does, predictably it is also
one of the most difficult. Starting with the groundbreaking Trueblood report, Objectives of Finan.
ciai Statements, the Board issued a discussion
memorandum in June 1974 and held public hearings in September 1974. To date, the task force
is still in the process of drafting an exposure draft
on this crucial project. It may well be issued this
year but whether or not any final statement can
be issued in 1976 depends, in part, upon what
kind of response the Board's exposure draft meets
with.
Although the Board is encountering criticism
and opposition, the outlook for its future on pragmatic grounds alone is optimistic simply because
few in industry or public accounting like the a]ternative any better: the Federal Government.

Only Alternative to Government
Broad industry support for the Board still exists
although that support is not often expressed publicly. In response to the SEC's proposal on replacement cost data, a financial vice president of
a large company wrote: "It would be most unfortunate if companies were required to prepare
vast amounts of data to comply with more than
one authoritative agency. We acknowledge that
companies falling within the jurisdiction of the
Securities and Exchange Commission must be sub.
ject to the regulations set down by this agency.
However, we strongly recommend that basic accounting doctrine — principles applying to the practice of accounting by all companies, should come
from the Financial Accounting Standards Board,
and not the Securities and Exchange Commission."
"I think the Board will continue," Dr. Norton
M. Bedford said recently as lie was preparing to
testify on behalf of the MAP Committee at the
FASB public hearing in February on "Accounting
and Reporting for Employee Benefit Plans." He
added, "It's the only alternative to the government
establishing standards."
He pointed out that the quality of the discussion memoranda issued by the Board has been
excellent. "I think the standards they have issued
are sound and well based. They have improved accounting significantly." Industry's problem of adjusting to the accounting riles has not been severe,
he believes. A member of the MAP Committee,
Dr. Bedford is head of the Accounting Department, College of Commerce and Business Administration, University of Illinois.
"If there is a problem," he said, "it is the Board's
inability to deal with all the problems in the ac.
counting field at the same time." But he con.
cluded, "It would be a serious mistake if the
Board was induced to try to deal with day - today
problems. They are dealing with the fundamental
issues and that's what they should be dealing
with."
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Another member of the MAP Committee,
Herbert H. Seiffert, agreed that the FASB was
the last hope for private industry. He doesn't see
the FASB failing even though the SEC has made
inroads in the Board's jurisdiction "because they're
not happy with some of the things that the Board
has come out with." He also suggests that another
government agency, the Cost Accounting Standards
Board, has infringed upon the Board's mandate as
the private agency to set accounting standards. Mr.
Seiffert is assistant treasurer of Johnson & Johnson.
"They are under tremendous pressure, "Allan C.
Crane, chairman of the MAP Committee, said.
But there hasn't been enough time yet to tell
whether or not the Board will succeed or fail. "I
think they are sincerely trying to do as good a job
as possible."
But the Board, he pointed out, is composed of
seven ordinary men who not only have to wrestle
with the problems of many different technical areas
of accounting, respond to emerging problems, continue to communicate with the business public
through speaking engagements, but at the same
time fend off critics and the SEC. "They have my
greatest sympathy."
The Board will survive, he concluded, because
the SEC wants it to survive. The SEC does not
want to set accounting standards, Mr. Crane believes. He is vice president and controller of A. O.
Smith Corp.
It is a thankless job, something the Accounting
Principles Board and its predecessor, the Committee on Accounting Procedure, could not do,
but the FASB effort is better financed and better
organized than any of the previous ones. Its completely open procedures in drafting accounting
standards have stilled some of the criticism that
was leveled at the APB. But a body whose decisions
involve, potentially, the gain or loss of thousands,
even millions, of dollars will never be immune
from criticism. Perhaps, however, only by exposure
to such fiery blasts can lasting accounting standards
be forged.
In describing the "politics" of setting accounting standards, Marshall Armstrong reminded his
audience of Reginald Jones' words at the inauguration of the Board's effort: "... let's not forget that
if we falter, government stands ready to do for
us what we can't do for ourselves."
Urging support for the Board, the FASB chair.
man said: "... it is likelv th at we will find in.
creasing political pressure by those whose 'oxen are
gored'. Then, as they go to Washington seeking
to stop our efforts, seeking to protect self - interest,
we will need your support. You must also go and
explain to our Legislators and to Government
agencies that in order to narrow the gap in financial accounting it is necessary that change be
made, and that each change will trouble some; but
that change, on the whole, is improvement, and
that improvement is the objective of each of us.
Each of you, and all of you, must help us to prevent politics from sinking this great endeavor. Each
of you must speak out for the common good."

Crane: "They
are under
tremendous
pressure."
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MIAMI BEACH:

COME ON DOWN!
Sunshine state will host 9976 Annual Conference, June 20 -23.
Speakers will focus on raising capital in an inflationary
environment, accounting standards and corporate social
performance.

One of the fastest growing states in the Union —
Florida —will host the 1976 Annual Conference
when NAA members and their families convene in
Miami Beach, June 20 -23. Host for the conference
is the Florida Regional Council of chapters.
Headquartered at the world famous oceanfront
resort, the Fontainebleau, this convention is designed to attract NAA members and their families
to an outstanding technical program and entertaining activities, tours and other events scheduled in
conjunction with the conference. Post - conference
tours will be offered to vacationing families who
would like to go on to Carribean attractions after
the gavel has been pounded, adjourning the Conference.
"We have a stimulating and entertaining Annual
Conference planned," Clarence Langer, chairman
of the Operations Committee, said. "Those members who were here at the last annual conference in
1965 know that learning can be a relaxing experience if the environment is right. Three hundred
Florida members are waiting to show you and your
family what fellowship and hospitality are really
like." Mr. Langer is a past president of Miami
Chapter and a past national vice president.
Donald H. Cramer, partner, Touche Ross & Co.,
New York, is program chairman for the Annual
Conference. Mr. Cramer is a past national vice
president of the Association and a past president of
New York Chapter. He said that the major speakers
have been confirmed and will be announced in
Conference promotional materials and in the May
Issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING.
"The high quality and variety of the technical
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program this year should please members," he said.
"It ranges from the chairman of a major bank and
the financial officer of a multinational company to
the editor of a major business publication and the
president of a well -known university. And that's
only the first day's program! The Tuesday and
Wednesday programs are equally varied with out.
standing, nationally known speakers."
A technical program also is being arranged for
spouses of NAA members. Ever since this innovation was introduced in the Annual Conference program, it has been well attended. An educational
meeting on a contemporary topic is planned for this
Conference.
Another recent inovation sure to be appreciated
by the entire family is the NAA Music Hall. This
familv event had its debut at the Annual Conference in Philadelphia a few years ago. It is being
brought back by popular demand.
A tuneful mixture of singing, dancing, impressions, comedy and nostalgia, the theme of the NAA
Music Hall will be "The Ragtime Years," starring
Max Morath, accomplished actor, monologist and
a versatile pianist.

Sunny Vacationland
As a backdrop for a convention, the Greater
Miami area is unsurpassed in the amenities for
vacation- goers. For television watchers, Florida may
only mean Anita Bryant and the Dolphins football
team. Of course, it is much more. Sunbathing,
swimming and deep sea fishing are the types of
sports activities, that Southern Florida is famed for,
but there are also manv other recreational and eduMANAGEMENT ACCOUNT ING /APRIL 1976

rational activities flourishing here. When Florida
Council chapter members sat down to organize activities for spouses and children, they had a great
variety of events and activities to choose from.
Here is a summary of the activities planned for the
families of NAA members during convention week.
Wives who accompany their husbands to the
convention will take a leisurely boat trip up the
intercoastal waterway to Ft. Lauderdale, which is a
resort city a few miles north of Miami Beach.
Known as the Venice of America, Ft. Lauderdale
sparkles with beautiful waterside homes, picturesque
marinas and palm - fringed bridges spanning the canals. Luncheon will be served at Patricia Murphy's
Candlight Restaurant in the Bahia Mar resort complex. Spouses will also have an opportunity to
sample a pleasant, diverse shopping area in this
vacation spot.
Another attraction that NAA families will want
to see is Vizcaya, an ornate Italian palazzo built by
the founder of Intemational Harvester, James Deering. The treasures contained within its walls are
mementoes of Europe's grand heritage.
A luncheon and Bahamian musical fashion show
will be presented Wednesday afternoon. Bahamian
models will display island and international fashions
in a colorful, entertaining atmosphere.

In the Wake of 'Jaws'
Millions of teenagers enjoyed the spectacular mo.
tion picture, "Jaws." So the 750 -foot Shark Channel
at the Seaquarium should elicit special interest for
the children of NAA members. It is a mini -ocean
under glass, housing the world's largest collection
of tropical fish and marine life. A live performance
of the famous trained porpoises and sea lions will
be staged for the enjoyment of the young people.
What's a visit to Miami Beach without a boat
ride? On one day of the convention week, teenagers and pre -teens will cruise in Biscayne Bay and
the Intercoastal Waterway. A panorama of palatial
estates, exotic flowers, yacht basins, and colorful
birds will unfold before their eyes in a constant
visual delight.
Parrots that ride bicycles? Believe it or not, that
is what the young people will see when they take a
guided tour of the Parrot Jungle. Not only do the
parrots bicycle, they swing on trapezes and build
pyramids. Their aviary cousins — flamingoes, macaws
and mynahs —also are featured.
Some lucky pre - teeners will have the opportunity
to appear on the local "Skipper Chuck" television
show when they watch the taping of this popular
kiddie program. The taped show will be broadcast
the following morning.
By no means are these all the activities scheduled during the 1976 Annual Conference. The National Officers' Reception on Sunday night, for
example, permits old friends to rendezvous at a
lighthearted reception. Moreover, the Stuart Cameron McLeod Society is planning its own reception,
annual induction and dinner at the Fountainebleau,
where it is headquartered along with the Conference.
MAN AG EME NT AC C OUNTI NG / APRI L 1976

Miami Beach, site of the NAA Annual Conference,
sparkles in this aerial view of the Cold Coast. At
left is the Fountainebleau Hotel.

The spectacular Annual Dinner is the event most
anticipated by competing chapter members. This
traditional colorful function has everything: awards,
the changing of the guard, nostalgia and the inauguration of a new president and a new year. Conference -goers will not want to miss it.
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California's State Board of Accountancy recognized NAA's Self -Study Program (SSP). They said
that SSP #1 and SSP #2 will each earn 12 credit
hours toward the continuing education requirements necessary for relicensing of CPA's and PA's.
(Similar credit will be sought by NAA from each
State which has mandatory relicensing requirements.)
And across the Atlantic Ocean, the Institute of
Cost and Management Accountants (London, England) reports:
"The whole package (SSP #1) provides an
excellent restructuring of basic British accounting
textbook knowledge applied to creditable business
situations. It also discusses some USA - practised
management accounting techniques which the
British accountant should use more often: for
example, the strategic- business -unit concept and
practical application of probability theory to risk
analysis."
They further add: "the subject is covered well
and in a practical way. The presentation is clear,
logical and easy to follow and the layout of the
package in self contained modules, each of which
requires less than an hour, is helpful to the busy
reader."

Call or write:

Then there are the American professors who say
that the SSP Cassettes are being used in their
courses, and that the cassettes are very well
received by the class.
All this, from a program designed primarily for
our members.
To date, we find orders for Self -Study Programs
coming in from every corner of the world and
every segment of American business (profit and
nonprofit).
As a result we are nearing completion of a third
Self -Study Course (SSP #3— Management Accounting In A Service Oriented Economy).
This latter course is an enlarged program. It
consists of three 90 minute audio cassettes (four and
a half (4' /z) hours of audio programming). In
addition to the narrator, four other professional
actors and actresses are used to highlight various
points, dramatize case studies and in general,
reinforce the learning process.
Further, due to the excellent response to the
Self -Study Program (SSP) we are extending the
well received JACK NICKLAUS offer: HOW I
PLAY GOLF (each prepayment of two or more
Self -Study courses entitles the purchaser to this
free gift).
In other words, SSP is another reason why NAA
membership is a good investment for any man or
woman in business. Order Now!

N A A 919 Third Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10022
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I

vice president, Kelly Services, Inc.
J. W. MCALLISTER, Memphis, is assistant
vice president of Holidav Inn.
JOSEPH L. LAKOTA, Milwaukee, is now
vice president of Planned Futures, Inc.,
an affiliate of Massachusetts Mutual's
Milwaukee office.... DUANE C. LoulsoN
is now controller of Erie Manufacturing
Co. . . . RocER C. PFOST was named
senior manager — claims with Blue Cross.
DAVID VAN LEAR, Minneapolis North star, was elected vice president and controller of Northwest Computer Services.
JAMES T. HALOM, Minneapolis Viking,
has been elected corporate treasurer of
Control Data Corp. He is currently vice
president. . . . JERRY L. FORD has been
promoted to consumer foods group systems controller, General Mills, Inc.

HENRY F. HARRIS, Rochester, has been
appointed company comptroller of Scientific Radio Systems, Inc. . . . WILLIAM
W. WHITLEY was appointed assistant
controller for the Countv of Monroe.
DONALD G. PERRY, San Francisco past
president, was appointed vice president
of finance, PVO International, Inc.
Mr. Perry is a past national vice president currently serving on the Committee
on International Chapters.

JONM. CANTALINI, Seattle, has been promoted to controller for Stack Steel &
Supply CO. . . . E.GLENN EVERITT, JR.,
has been promoted to treasurer of West
Coast Grocery Co.... E. L. KIDD was
elected city comptroller of the City of
Seattle.

PETER BARNA, Union County, has been
appointed assistant controller of Crompton & Knowles Corp.

EDWARD J. CALVIN, New York, has been
appointed a corporate vice president of
NL Industries, Inc.

JAMES F. MILLER, Pittsburgh, was appointed controller —Dravo Lime Co... .
JOSEPH J. PAVLIK has been elected sea
retary- treasurer at Kopp Glass, Inc.
KAY F. WILLIAMS, Raleigh - Durham Area,
was promoted to corporate vice president
of Open Road, Inc.
JOHN W. POI.INc, Raritan Valley, has
been promoted to manager of administrative services, planning and development
operations for Research Cottrell. . . .

dark blue
light b lue
grey
white
brown
canary
O terra co tta

Optio ns
J assort colors. $1.26 extra for each change.
❑ standard S hole punching, $1.25 extra.

ROBERT J. WEATHERBY, Muscle Shoals,
was promoted to plant systems and programming manager, Reynolds Metals Co.

NORMAN A. GEMIGNANI, Oakland Counh!, is now controller for Rex Roto Corp.
RONALD D. GEUDER, Olean- Bradford
Area, was promoted to group controller
of the newly formed Powers Systems
Group of Dresser Industries.
WILLIAM A. BESORE, Omaha, recently
has been promoted to assistant treasurer
and chief accountant, Federal Land Bank
of Omaha.

Antique finish 40 lb. manuscript, rag
content cover, firm name and address
imprinted, with border and eyelet loc ation dots.

Imprinted Prices
(10,96
50
$110
4.50
$2 6.50
260

RAYMOND A. LAMBERT, Mobile, has been
promoted to assistant vice president of
Home Savings and Loan Assn.

HALOM
Minneapolis Viking

Less Than 10¢ ea., Imprinte d in Quantity

CARLOS P. GONZALEZ, San Juan, is now
vice president - controller with Ibec Housing, Inc.

MICHAEL K. BRENNAN, St. Loins, has
been appointed controller, Liberty Financial Management Co. of Liberty Loan
Corp. . . . J. PATRICK BUSCH has been
promoted to director of administration
by the Sunmark Companies, and CHARLES
R. NUTTMANN succeeds him as corporate
controller.

SHROAT
Indianapolis

PROFESSIONAL
REPORTCOVERS

RICHARD L. FIELDER was promoted to
senior financial analyst, Ortho Diagnos.
tics.

$ 6. 76

4 line imprint, additional lines $1.26 each.

For Free Delivery Send Cheek With Order
To order specify
a 1 color, quantity, size of s he et to be e nclosed, with or without border and dots.
b) GOTHIC or
ROMAN type o r s end sa mple fo r close match, and e xa c t c opy o f
imprint desired.

FREESAMPLES & SWATCHES
clip this ad to your letterhead and send

to u.
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ACCOUNTANTS
WANTED
Walklin & Co., Inc. is offering exclusive franchise territories to qualified
individuals desiring financial success
and the independence of owning their
own firm. Millions of small and medium -sized businesses need account.
ing, fiscal consulting and tax services.
High annual income potential. $7,500
investment.

GALVIN
New Y ork

PERRY
San Francis co

P. BAUR, West Bergen- Passaic
County president, was elected treasurer
of Garden State Farms, Inc.
En nL

ALAN J. CIETO, Worcester, recently has
been elected accounting officer, Worcester Bancorp, Inc.

WALKLIN & CO., INC.
10030 N. 25th Drive
Suite 345
Phoenix, Arizona 85021
(602) 242 -5700
NAME

Author
MILTON F. USRY, Member -at- Large,
USA, Regents Professor of Accounting
at Oklahoma State University, is coauthor with Adolph Matz of the book,
Cost Accounting: Planning and Control,
Sixth Edition, 1976, South - Western Publishing Co.

PHONE_
ADDRESS
CITY —
STATE _
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In Memoriam
JAMES R . ADAIR ,

47, North Penn, 1971.

R.
89, Member -at- Large, USA,
1925. Emeritus Life Associate.
LE O J. B ED AR D, 48, Massachusetts North
Central, 1965.
ROL,AND R. BLISS, 84, Member -at- Large,
USA, 1927. ELA.
1. G . B R E C A NT E, 66, San Francisco, 1966.
G O R DO N B. BROWN, 69, Houston, past
president, 1931. ELA.
W I L L I A M M . C O A T E S , 59 , Hartford, past
president, 1946.
DouGLAs G. C O L LE Y , 87, Washington,
1945. ELA.
JOE F. EDMO NDS , 78, Columbia, 1952.
ELA.
ED W I N H .
FER GUS ON,
53 , Charlotte
Cold, 1962.
JO HN R . G O LD NE R , 5 9 , Calumet, 1959.
R . N E L L H A G A M A N , 63, Houston, 1970.
W. B. HALL, 68, Pittsburgh, 1948. ELA.
RIC HAR D E . H A M M O N D , 7 7 , Member -atLarge, USA. ELA. Stuart Cameron
McLeod Society.
IVERS C . HANS EN, 58, Pittsburgh, 1953.
C HAR LES E . H U L M E , 7 0 , Providence,
1934. ELA.
E U G E N E W . LIP T AK, 67, Cleveland, past
president and past national director, 1929.
ELA. SCMS.
H. BAR R ,

Time Off

a
"I'm here in response to your ad for a cost projector!"

Accounting for Calories
ACCOUNTING
EXECUTIVES
CONTROLLER(CPA)-Hospital$25.28,000
CONTROLLER-PetroChem 20-25,000
ASST.CONTROLLER-Pulp/Paper
17.21,000
SUPVCOSTDEPT-Textile
11.20,000
COSTACCT-Textile
14-18,000
COSTACCT-WoodProd
14.18,000
PLANTACCT-Pulp/Paper
12.14,000
MBA-ACCTG/FINANCE-Mfg 12-16,000
INTAUDITOR-Hospital
18,000
All immediately available, located in
S.E. Pkg paid. Send resume or call
directly:

Chaya McKenney, CEC
428 Plaza Bldg.,
Pensacola, Fla. 32505
904.434 -1311

PENSACOLAFLORIDAOFFICE
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"I was a very fat guy" says Irving I.
Gabler, a CPA in Chicago, Ill., and a
member of the Chicago Chapter of
NAA. In fact he weighed 230 pounds.
Like millions of other overweight
Americans, Mr. Gabler went on a
diet —but thanks to his orderly, accountant's mind he went a step further
and developed a concept for making it
easier to follow a diet program and
check on its progress.
Using the New York Department
of Health's Obesity Clinic diet as the
basis for his program, he had printed
on a pocket -size plastic card the daily
and weekly requirements of the diet.
To keep track of his diet, the dieter
only has to pencil check the card as
he or she fulfills the daily requirements. At the end of the week, pencil check marks are erased and the
dieter starts over again until the desired number of pounds are lost.
Result: Mr. Gabler is down to 170
pounds and selling diet planners for
both men and women through his

Keep -Track Products Co. For a card,
send 50 cents and a self- addressed
envelope to Diet Planners, P.O. Box
535, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

A Tale of a Coffee Cup
At a recent lecture series on Business
and the American Economy sponsored
by New York University, John Diebold, chairman of the Diebold Group,
Inc., in a striking metaphor summed
up the computer's performance today.
He said, "In the half - second it takes
for spilled coffee to fall from table to
floor, today's large computer can:
—Debit 2,000 checks to 300 different bank accounts and
—examine electrocardiograms of
100 patients and
—score 150,000 answers on 3,000
exams concurrently evaluating the
effectiveness of the questions, and
—figure the payroll for a company
with 1,000 employees."
And it doesn't
break either.

need a coffee
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At Robert Half,
ourcounselorsare
accountants.bankersand
systemsmanagers.
We figure
it takes one
to know one.

Whether you're seeking employment
or employees in any of these specialized
areas, you can be sure the person you
speak with at Robert Half understands
the field from your side. So we're better
equipped to evaluate an employer's requirements and to judge a candidate's
credentials and abilities.
That's why getting good jobs and
good people together just naturally
comes easier at Robert_ Half. And we've
got a successful twenty -seven year track
record to prove it!
Because we're the best as well as
the biggest financial /banking /EDP personnel agency in the world, more good
people come to us when they're considering making a move. And because we're
constantly on the lookout for top talent,
we can provide prompt, competent
referrals even on short notice.
Call any Robert Half office. You'll
find us in 50 principal centers throughout
the U.S., Canada and England. In finance,
banking and computers, we speak
yourlanguage.

ROBERT HALF PERSONNEL AGENCIES

Specialists in Finance, Banking, Accounting and EDP.
Albuquerque / Allentown / Atlanta / Baltimore / Boston / Buffalo / Charlotte / Chicago
Cincinnati / Cleveland / Columbus / Dallas / Denver / Detroit / Hartford / Houston
Indianapolis / Kansas City / Lancaster / Long Island / Los Angeles / Louisville / Memphis
Miami / Milwaukee / Minneapolis / Newark / New York / Oakland / Omaha / Orange, Cal.
Philadelphia / Phoenix / Pittsburgh / Portland / Providence / San Diego / San Francisco
San Jose / Scranton / Seattle / St. Louis / Stamford / Tampa / Washington / Wilmington
London, England / Toronto, Canada / Vancouver, B.C.
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